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Is there a formula for ethics teaching more effective than
others, if the purpose is to make a difference as to how
students relate and respond to ethical problems in their
own lives? And, if so, what would that formula look like?
Would it be anything similar to ethics teaching as it is
“generally” performed or would it be something entirely
different? In this thesis, some results are presented that
might give us a clue.
By performing a large impact study, Hans Teke has
compared two different “methods” for teaching ethics
as part of the religious education in the Swedish upper
secondary school, with regard to their c apacity to increase
long-term ethical awareness. What he found was that the
teaching method used in the intervention group, the Three
Step Model, appears to make the students develop more
compared to “regular” ethics teaching, not least with
regard to demonstrable knowledge in ethical problemsolving. This indicates that the method has a promising
potential that deserves to be further explored in different
settings, of course with the goal of making it even more
efficient.
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In moral upbringing, what one learns is not to behave in conformity
with rules of conduct, but to see situations in a special light, as constituting reasons for acting; this perceptual capacity, once acquired,
can be exercised in complex novel circumstances, not necessarily capable of being foreseen and legislated for by a codifier of the conduct
by virtue, however wise and thoughtful he might be.
John McDowell
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1. ABOUT THIS STUDY
Introduction
Origins
Is it possible, during a small number of lessons in upper secondary school,
(covering the ages of 16–19) to teach ethics in a way that makes a difference
in the minds of the students, months or even years afterwards? If so, what
kind of difference would that be? And how should we teach in order to bring
it about?
During my ten years as a teacher in the Swedish school system, I became
increasingly concerned by the prospect that most of the things I did with the
students would, in a short period of time, be forgotten by them. Successful
lessons, yes, interesting discussions, yes, good results in some cases, yes, but
how much of it will be embedded? That was my issue and still is. How much
of my efforts as a teacher will make a difference when the school day is over,
such as when a parent notices that the teenage child is writing better, giving
better arguments or using a more sophisticated language? Or just discovers
that “the kid has really become more knowledgeable”? How much of what is
going on in school is really learning, in the sense that you learn something
and then you know it?
Although – or just because – these questions are so fundamental, I never
heard them being discussed, not during my teacher’s training, nor during my
years in the profession. It seems that the most common way of handling them
is simply not to ask them, perhaps for the reason that deep in our minds we
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suspect they would not yield any encouraging answers. (When I asked a principal if we could have a teachers’ education day about how to make the students acquire knowledge for life, he responded that the issue was “not on the
agenda” because it was “sensitive.”) So, we instead choose to put our efforts
into the differences we know that we can make in the students’ lives, such as
guiding them towards better formal results.
But I was never content with this, as I believed that one could do much
more than that. But it would require a different perspective on education.
One would, for example, have to be less focused on all the content the students should learn during a semester and more one the ways in which the
content was selected, planned and presented, because that way I believed one
could serve both the students and the curriculum better. Also, one would
have to acknowledge the fact that exposure to teaching is not the same as learning – at least not if one defines learning as something that will be retained in
memory. I knew for myself that learning for the long-term memory was not
easy; on the other hand, it happens all the time, even if it normally takes place
outside the classroom. But sometimes it happens in the classroom as well, so
the question is: what makes it happen? How should one select, plan and present the content in order to increase the likelihood that learning for the longterm memory, and preferably for life, will actually take place?
Even though there are some general principles for this, to which I return
later, the answers will significantly depend on which subjects (and of course
what kind of long-term memories) one talks about. Personally, I was a teacher
in philosophy, religious education and Swedish. Philosophy, with its careful
examination of logical structures, interested me the most. Within this subject, I was mostly interested in the problems of mind and body, free will and
the external world – ethics, or moral philosophy, was never my greatest theoretical passion.
But in ethics, which was also an important aspect of the religious education
(in Sweden a mandatory but non-confessional subject), I discovered something else: the potential for engaging the students and not just those who
were philosophically inclined. Besides having opinions about what would be
the right thing to do for a person with an ethical problem, they were often
able to offer wise and well-reasoned justifications too. This was particularly
the case when ethics were discussed without any interference by normative
theories. But then, when these were introduced as alternative models for solving these problems, ethics became abstract to many students, I felt, and it was
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no longer that obvious what the subject had to do with their personal lives.
It became, in short, less relevant to them.

My vision
This, in combination with my belief that ethics teaching, when at its best,
could help people achieve an optimal balance in their lives between the consideration of their own needs and the needs of others, made me interested in
developing the ethics section in a way that had the potential to engage the
students and influence their ways of relating to ethical issues even more than
it had done before. Planned and presented to them in the most efficient way
(with normative theories not introduced too early), it could make them understand, for example, that the ethically right choice may not always be the
one most effectively preventing conflicts in the short term. It could give them
confidence in their abilities to handle ethical problems even when they are
difficult and serve as a preparation for the ethical demands of a modern, fastchanging society, where values and norms seem more relative than ever and
where the individual has to deal with problems of a kind that were inconceivable just a few decades ago (as these have to do with 24/7 connectivity). In
short, it could help them develop ethical skills for an increasingly unpredictable world.
But in order for this to be realized, ethics teaching would need a new formula, I gathered; a method not based upon tradition or “common sense” but
upon research about how a certain long-term result could actually be
achieved. Ideally, this would be a method that would generate the greatest
possible outcomes during the shortest possible teaching period, would be easy
to implement in the classroom and possible to transfer to other educational
levels. Thereby, it would be well in line with the decree in the Swedish school
law from 2010, stating that education should be based upon scientific
grounds and proven experience.


1

Skolverket (2010), p. 5.
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A possible way to realize this
Absorbed by this idea, I started to inquire ethics teaching and moral development in scientific papers and books. The general message that the material
conveyed to me, and which we return to later in this chapter, was that in
order to achieve the greatest effects on the students (hopefully also in the long
term), the ethics teaching should focus directly on transmitting procedural
knowledge, i.e. exercising their cognitive skills for ethical reasoning/problemsolving. Even more importantly, a series of Swedish studies indicated that
the skill for autonomous problem-solving could be developed in a lasting way
by just some instruction and training. With a devoted colleague, I thoroughly discussed how this finding (which we return to in Chapter 2) could
be implemented in the classroom. The result was a master’s thesis in religion
in which I made the case for the Three Step Model, a teaching method I had
worked out in dialogue with the students and which my colleague had also
used in his classes. We both found it working very well. I even tested my
students a month after examination and discovered that their knowledge was
well retained. This made me interested in placing the Three Step Model in
a larger scientific context, elaborating upon the ideas behind it and testing it
on a larger scale with a control condition to see how effective it really was.
This is what has been done in this study.
As it is a method rather than content, the Three Step Model (and the teachers’ instructions that go along with it) concerns the “how” rather than the
“what” of ethics teaching and ethical problem-solving. Even though it entails
a number of problems to be discussed with the students and exemplifies some
good solutions to these as well, neither the problems nor the solutions are
really its point (nor are the normative theories that the solutions should be
related to). The point is that it provides a structure for the teacher to follow
as s/he develops the students’ abilities to (1) recognize an ethical problem, (2)
solve it with arguments from the concrete situation (i.e., autonomously) and

2

Antes et al. (2009), p. 379 f.; Waples et al. (2009), 133 f.; Penn (1990), p. 124 f.; Gawthrop
& Uhleman (1992), p. 38 f.

3

Kavathatzopoulos (1988), p. 57 f; (1993), p. 379 f.; (2004), p. 277 f.; (2006), p. 55f.; (2012),
p. 389 f.

4

Teke (2012), p 12 f.

5

This, unfortunately, was never documented formally.
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(3) relate the chosen solution to a normative theory (what these steps mean
is explained in more detail in Chapter 4). As Religion 1 is the only course in
the upper secondary school with an ethics section and that is mandatory, the
method was primarily developed to be used in this course (even though it
may obviously be used in philosophy as well).

Ethical awareness
Apart from making the students acquire knowledge about normative ethics
prescribed in the subject syllabus for Religion 1, the purpose of the Three
Step Model is to help them increase their ethical awareness in the long term.
In the specific sense that the concept is used in this study, it means that they
become better at recognizing ethical problems and their possible solutions,
that they become more attentive to situations in which a moral decision has
to be made (by someone). A desirable implication of this is that they also
become more attentive to their own moral behavior and thus, hopefully, more
inclined to make well-reasoned decisions. It is an ethical awareness that has
to do with how one perceives and interacts with the world, the increase of
which means that one sees ethical problems in situations where one did not
see them before (perhaps because one did not look for them). One could say
that this is a necessary but insufficient condition for being able and ready to
solve ethical problems autonomously, but I hypothesize that exercising moral
autonomy will increase ethical awareness as well.
This is not to say that there cannot be other, and very relevant, motives
for teaching ethics than the one described above. One could, for example,
have the goal to make the students understand the essential differences between the most important moral philosophical schools during the last 200
years. The knowledge they acquire this way can also be called “ethical awareness” but it is of a more theoretical kind and will probably be best increased
by more traditional approaches to ethics teaching (at least, the Three Step
Model was not primarily developed to increase it). Or one could have the

6

Skolverket (2010), p. 138.

7

This is close to what Rest (1986, p. 5 f.) defined as component 1 in his four-component
model of morality; that is, a sensitivity for when one could do something that would affect
the interest, welfare or expectations of others.
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goal to make them form their own opinions on a number of contemporary
ethical issues (such as climate change, human rights, abortion, euthanasia and
capital punishment). The knowledge they acquire this way will probably be
closer to ethical awareness of the kind described above, but I do believe that
if the focus is on problems of a societal character rather than problems of a
more individual and everyday character (which societal problems can also be
at times) the teaching has small chances of affecting how the students relate
to these. One has to go down to the individual and everyday level (sometimes
by addressing the students’ real and personal ethical problems) in order to
make a lasting difference there. That is my basic assumption.

The aim of this study
So, the primary question in this study on the didactics of ethics is the following. If we assume that ethical awareness of the kind described above is a desirable outcome of ethics teaching, does the Three Step Model (and other
similar methods) have a greater potential than more traditional forms of ethics teaching to increase this and, if so, what may be the reasons? As many
variables interplay in a classroom (which is a reason why many educational
researchers hesitate to even try measuring effects), it will perhaps not be possible to come all the way to an answer within a single study. But in order to
come a bit closer to one, a number of possible statistical relationships will be
investigated as a foundation for the discussion.
Besides the most important possible relationship, the one between teaching
method and results, could there be other interesting relationships, for example between study orientation and results? This is a likely relationship, as previous research has indicated that higher-achieving students in general show a
higher degree of ethical awareness than lower-achieving students (which
makes it plausible to expect that students from higher education preparatory


8

Altmyer et al. (2011), p. 41.
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programs should have an advantage over students from vocational programs).And could there be a relationship between gender and results? This
question is interesting because at least since the 1970-s, there has been a discussion among researchers regarding possible gender differences in morality
(which we will return to in Chapter 2).10 We do not know if, or to what
extent, male and female morality differ in character but there has been metaanalytic research indicating that females have a higher degree of ethical sensitivity than males – therefore this is a likely relationship as well. And if these
relationships can be detected, what could be the reasons for them? By giving
some tentative answers to these questions, I hope to shed some light not just
on the conditions for ethics teaching but for teaching in general and on the
possibilities to evaluate and improve it by means of impact studies like this
one.

How the study was conducted
Representation of regular teaching
In order to prevent the very design of the study from favoring the method it
sets out to test, some important steps had to be taken. One of these was to
let regular ethics teaching be represented not merely by habitual ways of
teaching, but by the use of a basic teaching guide, which allowed the teacher
to teach basically the way s/he was used to, but with some added guidelines
that made his/her teaching comparable to the Three Step Model. Thereby, I
hoped to rule out the possibility of outcome differences only due to the fact
that some of the teachers had received instructions and some had not. Also,
it made the two “methods” for ethics teaching similar in some respects despite

9

In Swedish upper secondary school, the programs are divided into vocational and higher
education preparatory. The grade average is normally higher at the higher education preparatory programs. (Skolverket 2017, p. 3).

10

Jaffee & Hyde (2000) p. 703 f.

11

Borkowski & Ugras (1998), p. 1124.
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their great dissimilarities, which would make it easier to track the reasons
behind possible outcome differences.

Pre- and post-test
Another step was to ensure that the effectiveness of the two “methods” was
assessed by a relatively neutral standard: an assessment aiming to measure the
potential of the teaching to increase the students’ ethical awareness irrespective of which “method” the teacher had used. The assessment was divided
into a pre-test, for the students to complete before the teacher had introduced
the ethics section, and a post-test for them to complete 10–12 weeks after the
examination. This might not seem like a very long time but considering the
fact that most of what we try to learn, as a general rule, is forgotten within a
week without repetition, it is a considerable delay.
The purpose of the pre-test was to find out which demonstrable (procedural and declarative) knowledge they had in advance. The purpose of the
post-test was twofold: to see how much their self-assessed ethical awareness
had increased as a result of the teaching (part A) and how much their demonstrable knowledge about ethics had increased since the pre-test (part B). In
other words, two complementary measures were used to assess the long-term
effectiveness of the ethics teaching. The first had the advantage of showing
how the students themselves estimated its impact. The second had the advantage of showing how much knowledge the students could actually retrieve
from their long-term memory, compared to how much they knew from the
beginning. In both measures, there were some items that were particularly
relevant for what the measure aimed to capture and these were studied separately to make the assessment sharper.


12

Klingberg (2011), p. 64; Brown et al. (2014), p. 28.
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The two sub-studies
In all, the study involved 15 teachers and 524 students in Religion 1 (most
of them were in the third grade, albeit some of them in the second) at 11
public upper secondary schools in the south of Sweden. In Sub-study 1, a
cohort of students whose teachers had been using the Three Step Model (intervention condition) was compared to a cohort whose teachers had been
using the basic teaching guide (control condition). The primary purpose of
this sub-study was to find out if there was a significant outcome difference
between the conditions, which would indicate that one of the “methods”
yielded more powerful results than the other.
There was, however, a limitation in this sub-study as the set of teachers in
the two conditions was not the same, which entailed a risk that there would
be outcome differences only due to the fact that one of the conditions may
have had more skillful or charismatic teachers than the other. In order to
balance this risk, I decided to also make a smaller, complementary study
where the teachers would be the same.
So, in Sub-study 2, three of the teachers who had used the basic teaching
guide in Sub-study 1 also agreed to use the Three Step Model in a few similar
classes. The results from these classes were then compared to the teachers’
results in Sub-study 1 in order to find out if the same teachers using different
“methods” would lead to any difference in the results. Answering this could
help clarify whether or not the “method” was the key variable and thus
whether the results in Sub-study 1 were really caused by the ways in which
the teaching was planned and presented.
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A note on previous research
Even though they cannot be entirely separated but overlap to some extent,
the relevant previous studies have here (for outlining purposes) been divided
into two categories. There are, first of all, pedagogic-didactic studies about
ethics teaching in formal education and which results it can achieve. What
characterizes these is that they do not necessarily use (established) psychological measures to evaluate the results but are always conducted in a school or
university setting. Since this study belongs to that category, it is of a general
interest and will thus be reviewed in this chapter.
Second, there are psychological studies about moral development and what
can be done to promote this. What characterizes these is that they always
evaluate their results by means of psychological measures, normally originating from the theories of Piaget and Kohlberg, but that they are not necessarily
conducted in a school or university setting. Since the Three Step Model was
developed on the basis of such research, it is of a more specific interest and
will thus be reviewed in Chapter 2 (as a background to the Three Step Model,
which is explained in detail in Chapter 4).
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Research at the secondary school level
Overview
Whether or not “ethics teaching” in secondary school is a well-researched area
depends, to a large extent, on how one defines it. In a wider sense, it can
denote every attempt to discuss moral values, or the ethical aspects of a specific phenomenon, with the students. With this definition, any teacher can
(and should, according to the national curriculum13) be an ethics teacher
when the situation calls for it. This, for example, was the case with the 15
technology teachers in the Swedish upper secondary school system whom
Kåreklint (2007) interviewed for his doctoral thesis regarding which vocabulary they preferred to use when the ethical aspects of technology development
were to be discussed with the students.14
However, as this is a study about ethics teaching in a more specific sense,
the term has here been defined more narrowly, as a separate curricular event
exclusively devoted to (an introduction in) ethics or moral philosophy, preferably with an examination of its own, even though its character can obviously vary depending on the educational context. With this definition, it becomes a lot easier to tell the difference between what ethics teaching is and
what it is not and thereby know which previous research is the most relevant.
Without such a definition, this would be almost impossible.
Using the research databases ERIC, PsychInfo, PQDT and SwePub to seek
information about “ethics,” “teaching” and “secondary school,” one finds an
enormous amount of studies, most of which are not directly relevant for this
study, as they are not about ethics teaching (in the narrower sense). The only
previous (published) doctoral thesis I have found specifically about ethics
teaching in secondary school was written by Vestol (2004). Based on a sociocultural approach to learning, it compared the verbal tools used by Norwegian students when they wrote about moral issues with the verbal tools that

13

Skolverket (2010), p. 138.

14

Kåreklint (2007) p. 5 f.
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were used in didactic textbooks.15 Regarding ethics teaching in Sweden,
Franck et al. published an e-book (2017) in which they, among other things,
discussed the meaning of abilities such as ethical competence and critical
thinking, which should be developed by the religious education in compulsory school (up to age 16).16 Franck was also a co-author of the first Swedish
textbook about the didactics of ethics, which came out in 2015 and (just like
this study) prescribed a focus on realistic moral problems rather than abstract,
normative theories.17 Just as the case with Kåreklint’s and Vestol’s studies and
most didactic research today, these publications were based on a qualitative
research methodology.18 Studies like this one, measuring the effects of a specific teaching approach in comparison with another, are very rare (perhaps
because they are relatively difficult to carry out without some pre-existing
knowledge in statistics).19 But the rare ones that do exist (about ethics teaching in secondary school) are much easier to relate to this study than the many
studies that do not measure effects; therefore, they will be considered the most
relevant examples of previous research.
A search in ERIC on the string ethics teaching AND secondary school generated 764 hits. But when alternative terms were added in an extended search
on ethics teaching OR teaching ethics OR ethics instruction OR ethics course
OR moral philosophy AND high school OR secondary school NOT university, it generated 239,547 hits. When the string AND impact study OR effect
study OR result study was added to specify the search, the number grew
slightly smaller: 237,421. And when the search was narrowed down even
more by the use of quotation marks around the key words (“ethics teaching”
OR “teaching ethics”…) the whole string generated a considerably smaller

15

Vestol (2004), p. 16 f.

16

Franck et. al (2017) p. 5 f.

17

Franck & Lövstedt (2015), p. 7 f.

18

Another example of this, albeit at the primary school level, is Anderström’s (2017 p. 5 f.)
licentiate thesis in which she interviewed 13 teachers about their ideas concerning content,
methods and strategies in ethics education as a part of social studies.

19

This may especially be the case in Sweden. In a research review it was found that only six
per cent of the doctoral theses in pedagogy published between 1997 and 2006 included effect
evaluations, and only one of them was based on a randomized controlled trial (HellerSahlgren & Sanandaji 2019, p. 126).
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number of hits: 502, which I decided to use as a starting point.20 But even
with this reduction, the majority of the articles found were not about ethics
teaching in secondary school. Instead, they were typically about ethics teaching at university (or, sometimes, primary school) level or not about ethics
teaching at all (in the narrower sense). Several of them were about the ethical
codes of teachers and other staff in school. One was about character education, meaning curricular attempts to foster qualities such as forgiveness, sympathy and kindness in high school students; for example, by discussing their
behavior when needed (an endeavor in which everyone in the school community should be involved).21
Scarcely 30 were really about ethics teaching in secondary school,22 but only
a few of them could be classified as impact studies. Instead, they typically
discussed the possibility to implement ethics teaching as a standard element
in American high schools. The authors of these include Harris & Hoyle, who
discussed the pros and cons in relation to the transmission of moral values to
secondary school students,23 Norquist who promoted the teaching of ethics
in junior high school, believing that the emotional and physical changes experienced at this age (as well as the need for acceptance of belonging) place a
high value on the teaching of the decision-making process24 and Furniss who

20

21
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The last search, with quotation marks around the key words, was performed several times,
the last one on May 5, 2019.
Bulach (2002), p. 80.
An interesting study that came up in the search, but was not included among the scarcely
30, was a one carried out in Israel. Within a pre-, post-, and post-post-intervention design,
high school students were divided into three research groups. The intervention group consisted of science students who were exposed to teaching strategies designed for enhancing
higher order thinking skills (such as open-ended classroom discussions). Two other groups,
science and non-science majors, were taught traditionally and acted as control groups. By
using critical thinking assessment instruments, the authors found that the intervention group
showed a statistically significant improvement on critical thinking skills, such as truth-seeking, open-mindedness, self-confidence and maturity, compared with the control groups
(Miri et al., 2007, p. 353 f.) The reason why this study was not included was that it was
about critical thinking rather than ethics teaching. But, of course, it can be used as a source
of inspiration for anyone who wants to develop ethics teaching by adding critical thinking
exercises.
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argued for the importance of ethics teaching as an equalizer to the relativizing
of values in modern society.25
Alternatively, they made the case for a certain teaching approach that the
authors had found useful. Among the authors of these, we find Wiggins who
taught ethics in the form of a Socratic seminar in which the ability to give
space to others was a criterion for higher grades,26 Goodwin et al. who let
students in bioethics pretend that they were part of an ethics committee,27
Lennon et al. who let students discuss what they would do as drivers of a
runaway train threatening to kill a number of people (the trolley dilemma)28
and Prager who designed a semester-long course in ethics, in which the students debated a series of complex subjects, such as abortion, animal rights,
the environment, poverty and racism, and wrote a number of papers in which
they, among other things, discussed an ethical dilemma in their own lives.29
Only four of the scarcely 30 articles about ethics teaching in secondary school
met the criteria of (A) being about ethics or moral philosophy as a separate
curricular event and (B) aiming to measure the effects of a specific teaching
approach. These articles are reviewed below.

Mortier
In a Belgian study from 1995, Mortier tried to answer some questions; for
example, if there was any difference in the level of moral development between secondary school students who had attended a Roman Catholic religion course (aiming to foster a more “conventional” moral attitude) and students who had attended a course in non-denominational ethics; that is, values
education (aiming to make the students reason more autonomously and in a
critical spirit). To find out, he let 631 students from six city schools in East
Flanders complete a DIT (a multiple choice test measuring the level of moral
reasoning) and a more general questionnaire regarding, for example, what
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kind of course they had chosen to take and whether or not they identified
themselves as Christians.
The results showed that the difference between the two teaching conditions
was very small but significant. The moral reasoning of the students who had
taken the Roman Catholic religion course was slightly more advanced than
the reasoning of those who had attended the non-confessional ethics course
(i.e., the values education). But, on the other hand, the moral reasoning of
the students who identified themselves Christians was slightly less advanced
than the reasoning of those who considered themselves non-religious. The
author concluded that either the values education had no substantial effect
on the students’ moral development (more than the religion course) or it did
have an effect but not one influencing the moral reasoning level measured by
the DIT. He also speculated that even though the Christians scored lower in
formal moral reasoning, there were probably other gains in morality from
being religious, as research has shown that religious people are, for example,
more prone to give money to charitable organizations.30

Pass & Willingham
In an American high school civics class, Kantian ethics and virtue ethics were
introduced to 34 students by teachers Pass & Willingham (2009) in order to
improve their abilities to solve moral dilemmas. The students then worked,
in small groups, with both hypothetical and real-life cases; they were instructed to solve them in a way that could, in principle, be compatible with
both philosophies. After finding an optimal solution to one of them, they
discussed it with the rest of the class. Even though there was no control group,
the intervention was successful, according to the authors. All measures (including post-test, quality of presentations and self-assessment) showed that
the students, during the intervention, significantly improved their ability to
make ethical judgments and support them with arguments.31
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Mortier (1995), p. 11 f.
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Pass & Willingham (2009), p. 29.
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Niederjohn et al.
Using a material called “Ethical Foundations,” covering 10 lessons, a number
of high school teachers in the US led by Niederjohn et al. (2009) gave 789
civic students a profound introduction in economy and ethics (which included discussion and role play). The aim was to see if the introduction
would increase their theoretical knowledge and improve their ethical attitudes (what they considered right or wrong). They were compared to a control group of 86 students who did not receive this introduction.
Results showed that from pre- to post-test, the students in the intervention
group significantly increased their theoretical knowledge (for example, about
the difference between rational self-interest and greed), whereas the students
in the control group did not. In this respect, the intervention was successful.
However, the ethical attitudes in the intervention group did not significantly
improve as a result of the introduction. This made the authors draw the conclusion that “though we can teach students how to identify and discuss ethical issues as part of the social studies curriculum […] the personal values that
drive their attitudes to ethical issues may be more resistant to change.”32

deHaan et al.
In a study performed by deHaan et al. (1997) in order to identify the most
effective strategy for promoting “comprehensive moral maturity,” 54 students at an American high school were divided into four classes with different
approaches to ethics teaching, all of which ran for a whole semester and were
mainly taught by the same teacher.
In the first class, introductory ethics, the students were exposed to a standard
introductory course, covering the foundations of philosophical ethics and
giving them opportunities to discuss moral dilemmas. In the second class,
economics ethics, the teacher integrated portions of the same ethics introduction into an established economics course (in order to place the ethical problems in a real-life context). In the third class, role model ethics, the students
were exposed to the same ethics introduction as in the first class, while six
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Niederjohn et al. (2009), p. 78.
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graduate students from a local university served as teacher’s assistants. Their
job was to be role models; in other words, to help the students develop their
moral maturity in the area they were specialized in. A fourth class, the control
group, did not receive any ethics introduction at all.33
To keep track of the students’ moral development, they were all tested during the first and last week of the semester. The aim was to measure their
development in the three classical domains: moral cognition (how we reason
about ethical issues),34 moral emotion (our inclinations for empathy and
guilt)35 and moral behavior (how we would act in a morally problematic situation).36 The results showed the following:
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In other words, only the introductory ethics and the economics ethics class
exhibited a significant development in comprehensive moral maturity.37 But
why did the role model approach not have any significant impact? The authors analyzed this further to find out. The teacher’s assistants (graduate students) were appreciated by the students and discussed moral issues with them,
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deHaan et al. (1997), p. 5 f.
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This was measured by the Sociomoral Reflection Objective Measure (SROM) and the Defining Issues Test (DIT).
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This was measured by the Emotional Empathic Tendency Scale (EETS) and the Test of
Self-Conscious Affect (TOSCA).
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This was measured by the Visions of Morality Scales (VMS).
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but they did not to any large extent use the method of letting the students
try to solve moral dilemmas (in small groups), which may have contributed
to the failure. The fact that none of the classes saw significant increases in
moral emotion was also commented on by the authors. Earlier findings suggest that cognitive moral development may be weakly associated with increased empathy; that, on the contrary, empathy becomes obstructed (temporarily) when a more rational perspective is introduced.38

Comments
In all these four studies, the authors have taken the step from just assuming
that (or wondering if) a certain teaching approach is beneficial to actually
evaluating it by measuring its impact. In the first study, this was done in the
form of a “natural experiment,” in the last three studies, this was done in the
form of an intervention in regular practice, and in the last two in the form of
a non-randomized controlled trial. The very last study, in particular, raises
fundamental questions regarding how ethics should be taught, the relationship between moral cognition and emotion and what the role of the teacher
should be. We return to these questions later in the study.

Research at the university level
Overview
While the material on ethics teaching in secondary school is scarce, the material on the same subject at university is so rich that it is difficult to get an
overview. This is especially the case when it comes to impact studies. A reason
for this could be that ethics teaching at university level (outside the departments of theology and philosophy) normally has a very instrumental purpose:
it is there to prevent the students from engaging in immoral behavior in their
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Ibid.
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future professions. So, if it does not do this, it is seen as a waste of money and
could just as well be discarded.39
Hundreds of studies have thus been published throughout the years, either
giving teaching tips, discussing the pros and cons of a specific teaching approach or comparing different approaches regarding which one is the most
effective. These studies, however, are difficult to compare, as all departments
and every author appear to have their own idea about what ethics teaching
should lead to and how the outcomes should be measured (though many of
them use the Defining Issues Test, which is explained in Chapter 2).
It was thus very helpful to learn that two meta-analyses were published in
2009; the first concerning ethics instruction40 in the sciences and the second
concerning business ethics instruction. Both of them aimed to improve the
teaching practice (in their respective areas) by identifying the characteristics
of the instructional programs that generated the largest effect sizes, relative to
the measure of progress that was used in the respective study.

Antes et al.
Twenty individual studies about ethics instruction in the sciences (drawn
from 140) were included in an analysis by Antes et al. (2009). Regarding the
general approach to instruction, the instructional programs were roughly
classified into three categories. These were ethical sensitivity (i.e., instructions
mainly focusing on the ability to recognize an ethical problem), moral development (i.e., instructions mainly focusing on developing abilities to handle
ethical issues, such as teaching the students to use normative theories) and
ethical problem-solving (i.e., instructions mainly focusing on teaching the students to analyze an ethical problem carefully before suggesting a solution.)
The largest effect sizes, the authors concluded, were gained by the problemsolving approach to instruction, especially when it was cognitive in nature
and covered possible reasoning errors (such as making overly hasty decisions).
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Antes et al. (2009), p. 380.
The word instruction (which was the word used in the meta-analyses) in this section refers
to teaching, but in the rest of the study it only refers to the act of giving someone (like a
teacher) instructions (i.e., guidelines to follow).
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Other factors they took into account was whether the instruction was casebased or lecture-based, whether it was given as a separate workshop or held
in a more traditional classroom setting (as a part of a larger course) and
whether or not it was mandatory. They concluded that the largest effect sizes
were gained when the instruction was case-based, given as a separate workshop and non-mandatory. They found the overall effectiveness of the ethics
instructional programs to be moderate (larger than small but smaller than
medium).41

Waples et al.
Twenty-five individual studies about business ethics instruction (drawn from
approximately 200) were included in an analysis by Waples et al. (2009).
Regarding the general approach to instruction, they roughly classified the
programs into three categories, based on which skills they set out to train:
cognitive (i.e., moral reasoning), social (i.e., ethical awareness) and social-cognitive (i.e., ethical decision-making). The authors concluded that the largest
effect sizes were gained when the general approach was cognitive; that is, when
it focused on cognitive strategies for moral reasoning, including potential
problems encountered when dealing with ethical issues.
Regarding other factors, the authors to a large extent arrived at the same
conclusions as Antes et al.: an effective ethics instruction should be casebased, given as a separate workshop and non-mandatory. Moreover, they
concluded that shorter courses produced larger effect sizes than longer courses
(1–4 months or more). They found the overall effectiveness of the ethics instructional programs to be minimal.42

The problem-solving approach: An example
As we see above, the two analyses point in the same direction regarding how
ethics instruction should be designed in order to generate significant effects,
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even though none of them tell us how long these effects can be expected to
last. The time between instruction and post-test, or final assessment, is a factor that has not been taken into account. Also, it is not entirely clear that the
respective authors would define the terms, or make the most important distinctions (for example, between a social and a cognitive approach), in exactly
the same way. However, a study by Gawthrop & Uhlemann (which was included in Antes et al.) can serve as an example of the cognitive or problemsolving approach to instruction which, according to the authors, should be
the most effective.
In Canada, 59 undergraduate students in counseling, social work and child
and youth care were involved in an experiment (1992), aiming to find out if
a workshop in ethical decision-making would improve the quality of their
answers to an ethical problem, presented to them as a case vignette:
A licensed school counselor saw a growing need among her clients
[students and their parents] for family therapy sessions. On the one
hand, she was aware that many of her clients did not have the financial
resources to afford this, but on the other hand, her supervisor forbade
her from deviating from her job description which did not include
doing family work. What would you do if you were the school counsellor and why?43

The participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups. The treatment group received a three-hour workshop, including an introduction in a
specifically worked out code of ethics, as a part of a specifically worked out
decision-making model, followed by a discussion. After that, they were asked
to respond to the case vignette and develop their rationale (with the help of
handouts from the introduction).
The informed control group began by working on the case vignette with
help from the same code of ethics and the same decision-making model. They
were given brief instructions about how to use them while organizing their
thoughts. After answering the vignette, they had the same workshop as the
treatment group. The uninformed control group began by working on the
case vignette unaided by the code and the model but were given brief instructions to indicate in writing what they would do if they were the counselor
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and why. After completing the task, they were given the same workshop as
the other two groups.
The answers to the vignette were quantified by the Tymchuk Rating Scale,
assigning every participant a degree of ability to make a well-informed decision.
1 p = not being able to make a decision or show a preference,
2 p = being able to make a decision, but not one that would be based
on a logical rationale or consideration of the outcomes,
3 p = being able to make a decision based on a risk-benefit analysis,
and a consideration of some of the potential outcomes,
4 p = being able to make a decision based on a risk-benefit analysis
and consideration of the most potential outcomes.44

As expected, the treatment group scored significantly higher on the scale than
both the informed and the uninformed control group, whereas there was no
significant difference between the two control groups. This, according to the
authors, suggested that the problem-solving approach to ethics teaching was
effective in fostering quality in ethical decision-making and that simply presenting written instructions was not sufficient for this purpose. However,
they admitted that since the results of the study only described immediate
effects of the learning experience, its long-term effects remain unknown.45

Comments
There are some general conclusions that can be drawn from previous pedagogic-didactic research. One of them is that most impact studies to date concern ethics teaching at university level. Another is that the effects they show
are relatively small. A third is that the effects appear to be larger when the
approach is cognitive and focused on strategies for ethical reasoning/problem-solving, especially if the instruction is also case-based, non-mandatory
and given as a separate workshop. In Chapter 2, we take a closer look at psychological research, which will shed further light on what happens when the
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basis for a study is a cognitive developmental theory and how an intervention
by a teacher can make a difference in the long term.

Clarification of the concepts
How the two most important concepts, ethical awareness and ethics teaching
respectively, are used in this study has already been clarified. But there are
some other concepts that should be clarified as well: ethics (in relationship to
etiquette) ethical problems (in relationship to ethical dilemmas) and autonomy (in relationship to heteronomy). This is done below.

Ethics
In this study, the concepts of ethics and morals will (in most cases) be used
interchangeably,46 referring to beliefs, opinions and rules about what is right
or wrong, as opposed to etiquette, which refers to beliefs, opinions and rules
about what is appropriate. There is an overlap between the two but only partially. Walking around town just wearing underpants would be a breach of
etiquette but in most cases is not an immoral act (though this can vary in
different cultures47). Nor is it immoral to pick one’s nose in public or to burp
loudly after dinner, even though it will often be seen as inappropriate. But
even something that is generally not viewed as immoral can, of course, lead
to morally problematic consequences – such as when a sensitive person gets
hurt by someone who does not behave correctly (for example, by not saying
“thank you”). An absolute separation of the concepts is thus not possible.

46

But they are, of course, not entirely interchangeable. One could say that morals is to ethics
what right and legislation is to jurisprudence; hence, it is relevant to talk about a moral act
but an ethical theory. Etymologically, however, they go back to two words (moralis and ethos)
both meaning costume. (Collste, 1996, p. 13.)
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A psychologist who has very ambitiously studied cultural differences in moral views is Haidt
(2012, p. 111 f.), who would probably say that this study is based on a WEIRD (Western,
educated, industrialized, rich and democratic) view of morality, as it presupposes that (lack
of) harm and (lack of) fairness are more ethically relevant features in an act than, for example,
(lack of) purity and (lack of) respect for religious traditions.
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Ethical problems
There is no generally accepted and conclusive definition of an ethical problem (as it would be difficult to make one covering all kinds of ethical problems). In this study, however, it is used in the following sense (and this is my
personal definition): a perceived difficulty or a question regarding what is
right or wrong for (at least) one party to do in relationship to (at least) one
other (which could be quite abstract, such as society). This implies that the
first has some kind of duty and the second has some kind of right (these are
either given by nature or not). In other words, morality will be treated as a
matter of right or wrong (which implies a justice-oriented perspective) rather
than good or bad (which implies a prosocial perspective48).
With this definition, ethical problems represent a wider category than ethical dilemmas, which, according to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
“at the very least involve conflicts between moral requirements.”49An ethical
dilemma is always an ethical problem, but the opposite relationship does not
hold true. Whether it is morally acceptable for me not to give money to a
crippled beggar (simply because I feel tired or stressed) is indeed an ethical
problem. But it is not an ethical dilemma unless, for example, I need every
penny I have to feed my own family. As I see it, ethical problems that do not
directly pose a dilemma are far more common in everyday life than ethical
problems that do pose a dilemma.

Autonomy
A concept used many times in this study is autonomy, which in ordinary usage
just denotes being self-determined as opposed to being determined from
without. In Kant’s terminology, an autonomous person is someone who is
rational enough to let universal principles (such as “you should not lie”) govern his/her behavior, independently of desires, authorities and traditions. The
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The difference between these perspectives is described in Carlo (2014), p. 212.
McConnell, “Moral Dilemmas,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2018 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2018/entries/moral-dilemmas/>.
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opposite is a heteronomous person, who lets desires, authorities and traditions
decide for him/her.50
In this study, the concept of autonomy is used in a more specific, psychological sense, referring to (A) the cognitive ability to understand the purpose
of moral (and other) rules, entailing the ability to make them one’s own and
modify them according to the situation and (B) the propensity to use this
ability. This definition is based on (an interpretation of) the theory of Piaget,
who did not acknowledge universal moral principles (like Kant) but recognized the necessity of a rational, independent and responsible way of relating
to the world and its rules in order for proper adaptation to take place. In his
theory, autonomy was the goal of moral development.51
So, drawing on Piaget, one can distinguish between an autonomous and a
heteronomous way of solving a moral problem; what it all comes down to is
if one uses the ability for rational, independent thinking when one encounters the problem or if one does not (which is a matter of degree). In any case,
the precondition for solving a moral problem (deliberately) is that it is recognized, either by oneself or someone else. To recognize a moral problem is to
admit that there is a (perceived) difficulty regarding what is the right thing
to do (in a specific situation); either that one does not know what it is or that
it is not being done. But this is only possible if one has already recognized
that there are at least two alternative ways of action.
However, the alternatives are almost always more than two, depending on
how long one is willing to go in the search for them. And when the intention
is to recognize as many alternatives as possible before a choice is made (because one really wants to know what is right), then the problem-solving is of
a kind that, in this study, will be referred to as autonomous. When, on the
other hand, the intention is rather to find the simplest way to a solution,
without any further examination of the alternatives (because one already
“knows” what is right), then the problem-solving is of a kind that is referred
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to as heteronomous.52 To solve an ethical problem is in this study used synonymously with making an ethical decision, based on some kind of idea of
what is right or wrong.

The use of normative theories
But whichever decision-making process has been used, one can still discuss
whether the decision is right from the perspective of a normative theory. In
more traditional approaches to ethics teaching, this question is very important (see Chapter 3). Utilitarian and Kantian ethicists have their opinions
of what the criterions of right and wrong should be (see Chapter 4), and there
are others as well, all of which can be used to give moral intuitions some
philosophical guidance, objection or support. This can be especially helpful
when one is not sure that one has arrived at the right decision, even from a
subjective point of view (and thus needs some external guidance). I will,
though, remain neutral as to which normative theory is the most suitable for
this purpose – morality will be studied from a psychological, not primarily a
philosophical, point of view. In other words: the process by which we arrive
at a moral decision is more interesting than whether or not the decision is
“right.”
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The definitions of the two strategies for solving a moral problem are interpretations drawn
from Kavathatzopoulos (2012), p. 392. See also Kavathatzopoulos,”Etisk kompetens för beslutsfattare och organisationer” (2011-03-23). URL = <http://www.it.uu.se/research/project/ethcomp/Program>
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2. PROMOTING MORAL DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
Moral development and education
As a result of interaction with parents and peers, as well as cognitive maturation with the evolving theory of mind (the ability to recognize and attribute
mental states) as an important aspect, children’s sense of right and wrong
develops until adulthood, most markedly during the years from infancy to
adolescence.53 Moral judgments were long assumed to be at the core of children’s morality (which was shown not the least in the theories of Piaget and
Kohlberg), but during the latest decades, the researchers’ focus have shifted
towards the study of moral emotions, which are at least as important, as they
help children anticipate the outcomes of socio-moral events and adjust their
behavior accordingly.54
Before the age of about seven, however, it is difficult for them to anticipate
emotions of shame or guilt in the context of moral wrongdoing; they typically
expect an individual to experience positive emotions when transgressing a
moral rule (happiness for having achieved a desired object). But as they become older and more experienced, they begin to anticipate more negative or
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mixed emotions when doing this.55 As a result, the disposition for more prosocial, responsible behavior increases until adulthood (and beyond), even
though it tends to level out during adolescence, sometimes with a little “dip”
during the most turbulent years of puberty.56
What, if anything, could education do to improve this development? What
would such a classroom intervention look like if it was to affect as many as
possible, as much as possible and for as long as possible? Indeed, there are
cognitive behavioral ways of treating anti-social youths; for example, the
EQUIP-program, developed by Gibbs (2010). It was designed in 31 sessions
and has proved successful in providing young people with skills for (A) more
mature moral judgment, (B) managing anger and correcting thinking errors
and (C) a more constructive and balanced behavior towards others.57 Programs like EQUIP can, no doubt, be used as sources of inspiration in the
development of more effective ways of teaching ethics in formal education.
However, for their content and methods to be useful for this end, these
programs have to be translated to a context in which most of the students are
already socially well-functioning, where the teacher is not a professional psychologist and where the time for intervention is often considerably shorter
(because there is already an existing curriculum it has to adhere to). This
implies that a realistic goal of this “treatment” cannot really be to change the
students but rather to develop some of their cognitive skills – which in itself
can lead to changes.58 And, as we shall see, this kind of development (however
slight) has been the most successful outcome hitherto when moral psychologists have made interventions in regular education.

The purpose of this chapter
When the Three Step Model for ethics teaching was developed, it was most
directly influenced by a series of Swedish studies by Kavathatzopoulos, indicating that people’s degree of moral autonomy could be increased by means
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of just some instruction and training. These studies, in turn, were influenced
by the psychological groundwork of Piaget and Kohlberg; in other words, the
cognitive developmental tradition (and the discussion that has followed in
their footsteps). In this chapter, these sources of influence are closely examined. The purpose is to give a background to the Three Step Model, by accounting for and discussing the research that has led up to it. Hopefully, this
will make it understandable why it was developed the way it was and why
testing it was considered relevant in this study.

Piaget: Paving the way for autonomy
On promoting development
According to Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget (1896–1980), we have limited
possibilities to make a child take the next step in its moral development at an
earlier stage than it would have done without our help. As development is
basically a spontaneous process, we cannot “teach” a higher form of morality
to the child than it is ready to discover by itself, but we can enhance the
conditions for the child’s development; for example by talking to the child as
an equal collaborator instead of as an authority.59 Thereby, we may encourage
its sense of equality and reciprocity, which is an important aspect of the autonomous morality.

The underlying theory
Based on numerous interviews with children at different ages regarding how
they understood the rules of the games they played, or how they would respond to various moral problems, Piaget claimed that our views of right and
wrong develop along a dimension from heteronomous to autonomous morality. Leaving the pre-moral phase at about five, we start to become aware of
the moral (and other) rules that govern our interaction with others; however,
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during this heteronomous phase of development, we follow them only insofar
as we fear the consequences of breaking them. Assuming that they come from
God or superior adults, we view them as absolute and impossible to modify:
they really exist, not just as constructs in the mind.60 Therefore, this is also
referred to as the phase of moral realism.
However, at the age of about 10, a shift comes about in our understanding
of the rules, according to Piaget. Then, we no longer see them as dictates
from above but as results of social agreements, aiming to make it easier for us
to cooperate.61 Hence, if we could agree on other rules, these might be
adopted instead. And when we understand the relative and instrumental nature of the rules, such as “you should not lie,” we paradoxically become more
prone to follow them, since we have the ability to make them our own and
modify them (according to the situation).62 This is the phase where autonomy
becomes a more predominate way in which we relate to moral rules.
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Since, during the heteronomous phase, we tend to believe that rules are literal
truths about right or wrong, we also tend to judge actions morally according
to how well they follow the rules, according to Piaget. A lie, for example, is
considered “worse” if it deviates a lot from the truth than if it deviates a little,
irrespective of the intentions behind it, and breaking 15 of someone else’s
cups by mistake is considered “worse” than breaking one cup intentionally.
During the autonomous phase, on the other hand, we tend to take the motive
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of the agent more into account; now, a lie is considered “worse” if the intentions behind it are bad than if they are not, and breaking one cup intentionally is considered “worse” that breaking 15 by mistake.63
Also, during the heteronomous phase, we tend to believe that violating a
rule is wrong because it may result in punishment, whereas during the autonomous phase we tend to believe it is wrong because it means that a social
agreement has not been followed, trust has been betrayed, etc.64 In other
words, during the heteronomous phase it seems that we need the threat of
punishment in order to follow the rules, much more so than during the autonomous phase.
The development of autonomous morality is a function of the adaption
process during which the basically egocentric child learns how to understand
and interact with the environment by restructuring the cognitive “map” of
reality until it works sufficiently. This is a stage-wise development in which
the child becomes able to think more and more like a natural scientist. Without the increasing capacity for abstract thinking and perspective-taking, autonomous morality would not have come about, since it implies a more advanced way of understanding the world. Piaget, in other words, viewed the
cognitive and the social development as closely linked together.65
But the driving force behind the development was discovery, not teaching
from without. This assumption by Piaget had important implications. If we
try to impose a more advanced form of morality on the child (for example,
by saying: help others so that they will help you) before it is ready to discover
it by itself, this would only lead to the acceptance of something it has not
completely understood (which is an act of heteronomy).66 Moral action
comes from moral reasoning, but only when the reasoning has become a natural part of how the child relates to the world.
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Evaluation
Modern psychological research has confirmed Piaget’s claim that moral judgment and behavior tend to be unrelated in young children (as their behavior
is impulsive and not guided by rational thought) but more related in older
children and adults.67 Preschoolers, in contrast to older children, tend to evaluate lies that lead to punishment more negatively than lies that do not. In a
study where children were asked, “What happens when lies are told?” 80%
of the five-year-olds but only 28% of the 11-year-olds mentioned punishment by an adult,68 which was in line with what Piaget would have expected.
And already in 1965, psychologist Epstein confirmed in a study that small
children’s conceptions of rules appear to develop in a way similar to what
Piaget suggested. In a first step, they cannot understand the difference between changing a rule and breaking it, which they are able to do in the second
step. In a third step, they understand that rules can be changed by equals, but
they still believe that rules decided by adults are unchangeable. In a fourth
step, they understand the difference between changes that are “right” or
“wrong” from a moral point of view, and in a fifth step they understand that
rules can always be changed on the basis of a majority decision. This means
that the parents are no longer seen as sovereign legislators.69
However, according to Epstein, this development unfolds between the ages
of four and seven, which is earlier than Piaget theorized. In other words, his
study indicated that Piaget may have underestimated the cognitive abilities
of small children.70 This shortcoming has also been pointed out by other researchers, especially those studying other aspects of development; for example, the evolving ability to understand the principle of number conservation
(that a number of objects, such as plastic chips, remain the same even when
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the row has been spread out). According to Piaget, children cannot cognitively grasp this before the age of about seven; according to later researches
they can, if they get the right pedagogical support.71
It has also been questioned if Piaget was actually right in his assumption
that children’s development was a “spontaneous” process, where the job of
the parent or the teacher was to make it go more smoothly rather than to
force it. Indeed, studies have shown that active intervention (such as training
in problem-solving strategies) can accelerate cognitive development.72 It
seems, in other words, that Piaget underestimated the power of instruction
(which, of course, depends on how strictly the notion of “spontaneous” development should be interpreted). And, as we shall see, this might also have
been true in the area of morality, where some of his followers have shown
that cognitive development is possible to accelerate (to some degree) by
means of an intervention by a teacher.

Kohlberg: Exposure to the next moral stage
On promoting development
According to American psychologist Lawrence Kohlberg (1927–1987), it is
possible to make a child (or an adolescent or an adult) take the next step in
its moral development (i.e., to restructure its current mode of moral reasoning) earlier than it would have done without our help. This could be done by
discussing dilemmas with the subject, locate its current stage of development
and expose it to moral reasoning at one stage above (+1). Thereby, a cognitive
conflict will be created in the subject, which will draw it towards a more universal, non-egocentric, way of understanding right and wrong.73
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The underlying theory
Inspired by Piaget, Kohlberg elaborated a theory of moral development that
extended well beyond the transition from “heteronomous” to “autonomous”
morality (which was natural as he mainly interviewed older subjects compared
to Piaget). Fundamentally, he agreed with Piaget that moral development
was about leaving behind a purely egocentric perspective and integrating several perspectives in the reasoning about moral issues. Also, he agreed that this
development was a matter of phases, or in Kohlberg’s terminology, stages.
But whereas Piaget studied moral development as an aspect of a general adaption process during which the individual became more adjusted to the environment, Kohlberg studied it as a separate process, during which the individual’s moral reasoning became more insightful and all-encompassing, gradually discovering the universal principle of justice (what is actually right and
wrong).74
According to Kohlberg, this development proceeds in an invariant, universal sequence of six (or at least five) distinctive stages that are age-related
but not age-dependent, where every higher stage provides a framework in
which the lower stages become incorporated.75 The higher the stage, the more
advanced the structure of the moral reasoning used when a moral problem is
to be solved. And at each stage, there is a correspondence between moral
reasoning and behavior, but the inclination to actually do what one claims to
be right becomes stronger at the higher stages, Kohlberg believed.76
The first two stages he defined as belonging to the pre-conventional level,
where morality is individualistic and based on the desire to avoid punishment
and gain rewards. Stage 3 and 4 he defined as belonging to the conventional
level, where morality is more societal, based on the desire to solicit others’
approval and maintain good relations with them. Stage 5 and 6 he defined as
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belonging to the post-conventional or principled level, where morality is more
universal, based on the desire to follow the principles one has found to be
right “prior” to society.77
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Kohlberg’s original study
The most important basis for Kohlberg’s theory, which he modified several
times, was a 20-year longitudinal study (starting in the 1950s), where he interviewed a cohort of originally 72 boys aged 10–16 regarding how they
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would respond to nine hypothetical dilemmas; he followed up these interviews every three or four years to see which changes may have occurred. The
most famous dilemma is the one about Heinz and the pharmacist:
Heinz needs a particular expensive drug to help his dying wife. The
pharmacist who discovered and controls the supply of the drug has
refused Heinz’ offer to give him all the money he now has, which
would be about half the necessary sum, and to pay the rest later. Heinz
must now decide whether or not to steal the drug to save his wife; that
is, whether to obey the rules and laws of society or to violate them to
respond to the needs of his wife. What should Heinz do, and why?79

On the basis on how every boy, at every test occasion, weighted societal
against purely individual considerations in response to the dilemmas, Kohlberg made an estimation (by using an advanced scoring system) of the most
dominant stage of moral reasoning at every age.
From the beginning, his intention was to make a study about how adolescents develop their autonomous morality during the age of 10 to 16. However, when the findings came in, he considered a six-stage developmental typology to be more useful in describing the observed differences in moral reasoning compared to Piaget’s heteronomy-autonomy distinction (which
Kohlberg never abandoned entirely).80
Among the interviewed boys defined as coming from higher socioeconomic
classes, the most dominant stage of moral reasoning at the age of 10 was stage
2, Kohlberg and his colleagues found. At the age of 16, it was stage 3; at the
age of 26, it was stage 4 and at the age of 36, it was still stage 4. Among the
boys who came from lower socioeconomic classes, the most dominant stage
of moral reasoning at the age of 10 was 2; at the age of 16, it was stage 3; at
the age of 26, it was still stage 3 and at the age of 36, it was stage 4.
So, even though it took a little longer for the boys from the lower socioeconomic classes to get there, the tendency was that during adulthood, the
moral reasoning developed to stage 4. Reasoning at stage 5, on the other
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hand, never became particularly prevalent, stage 1 declined rather quickly
and stage 6 did not exist more than as a “theoretical” stage.81 The study suggested, in other words, that conventional morality (stage 3–4) was the most
common endpoint of moral development. Other studies by Kohlberg and his
colleagues, some of them also involving females (he was criticized because he
did not involve them in this study), have suggested the same.82

The Blatt effect
During the early 1970s, Moshe Blatt, one of Kohlberg’s doctoral students,
hypothesized that if children were systematically exposed to moral reasoning
one step above their own, a cognitive conflict would arise in them and their
moral reasoning would develop quicker towards the next stage. With Kohlberg’s agreement, he thus ran a pilot study for 12 weeks in a Jewish Sunday
school where he, once a week, discussed hypothetical moral dilemmas with
sixth-grade students (aged 11–12). The students were asked to propose solutions to the dilemmas and explain why they believed that their personally
chosen solution to be the best. By following up their answers and sometimes
asking them further questions (i.e., exposing them to the Socratic method),
the experimenter thereby helped the students develop better (i.e., more societal or universal) arguments for their standpoints.
Using Kohlberg’s interview as an assessment tool, Blatt & Kohlberg could
show that more than half of the students (63%) in the experimental group
moved up one full stage from pre- to post-test. In the follow-up test one year
later, there was no significant decline; the change appeared to be persistent.
The students in the control groups, on the other hand, did not show any
significant development, neither from pre- to post-test, nor from post- to
follow-up test.
These results encouraged Blatt & Kohlberg to try out the dilemma discussions in a larger classroom study, to see if they could be replicated. For this
purpose, 132 students were chosen from four schools in Chicago. About half
of them were in the sixth grade (aged 11–12) and the others were in the tenth
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grade (aged 15–16). In each of the age groups, the students were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions. The first was an experimental condition
where the students were exposed to teacher-led dilemma discussions (like in
the pilot). The second was a semi-experimental condition where the students
were exposed to dilemma discussions without any active leadership from a
teacher. The third was a control condition where the students were not exposed to any such dilemma discussions.
And, just as in the pilot, they could show that there was an upward change
in the experimental conditions (especially in the teacher-led condition), significantly higher than the control condition, which was still evident one year
later. However, the change was smaller this time. Only 19% of the students
exposed to teacher-led dilemma discussions moved up one full stage; the average development among them was about one third of a stage (with no significant difference between the age groups).83
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There was another, and not so encouraging, aspect of this study that should
be mentioned as well. Inspired by previous research indicating that the propensity for cheating on a test was the greatest for students at the pre-conventional level and smallest for those at the post-conventional level, Blatt decided
to test his students’ honesty the same way.84 He thus gave them a paper and
pencil “coordination” test, which was really a psychological test of their propensity to cheat when they had the chance, before and after the dilemma
discussions were held. The result, contrary to what could have been expected,
was that across all three conditions, the number of students who cheated increased from pre- to post-test: 47 to 61 percent. And even more striking, the
largest increase was in the experimental group!
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Blatt & Kohlberg’s comment on this finding was that the act of cheating
was very much determined by the situation and that the relationship of moral
judgment to cheating behavior was most apparent at the post-conventional
(principled) level, where the individual tended to be consistently honest. But
“since only one child was scored as moving to the principled level through
the experiment, it could not be expected that experimental increase in principled thinking would affect behavior.”85

The Just Community approach
Looking for a way to educate children and teenagers in a way that did not
just address their moral reasoning but also their real-life behavior, Kohlberg
considered the possibility to use democratic school forms as a means to promote their moral development. As moral development, in his theory, was
very much a question of discovering the need for a society contract and democracy, he found these school forms suitable for his purpose.
During a visit to Israel, he became inspired by a high school program in a
kibbutz (an agricultural, miniature society based on collective ownership and
the same salary for everyone), whose aim was to educate teenagers from lower
classes so that they could later become members of the kibbutz. What Kohlberg wanted to find out was if the very group-oriented spirit of this program
had any significant impact on the moral development of the teenagers. He
thus made a study where he compared the kibbutz students with students at
other schools – and came to an affirmative answer.86 He thereby became interested in transferring the ideas of the program to an American context and
“combine the principles for moral discussion with some of the psychological
principles for collective education.”87
This was the origin of the Just Community approach, which was first implemented at the Cluster school in Cambridge, Massachusetts, when it
started in 1974. A part of a larger high school, whose rules it still had to
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basically acknowledge, Cluster was a direct democracy, aiming to train the
students in balancing their self-interest with the interests of society and its
institutions.88 A majority of the students were disadvantaged or street youth,
about half of them were black.89 Before attending the school, all of them had
to sign a contract regarding everyone’s rights and duties.
The two corner stones at the school were the dilemma discussions and the
community meeting. The dilemma discussions were held in every classroom
whenever there was a need for it. Their purpose was to make the students
discover the moral problems in everyday situations – they were asked to keep
a journal of these – and to better understand themselves as individuals in
relation to the world. The dilemmas discussed were basically real-life dilemmas, not hypothetical. The role of the teacher, just as in the Blatt studies, was
to use the Socratic Method by exposing them to arguments and questions
slightly above their current stage of reasoning.90
Sometimes, during the discussions, questions came up that had to be further debated at the community meeting. This was held every week, aiming
to give all students and staff a say in questions (prepared by the agenda committee) regarding the moral (and other) rules of the school. Everyone at the
meeting had a vote and when something was decided upon, everyone had to
follow it, including the administrative staff and the principal. This way, all
the students got hands-on experiences of what it was like to be a part of a
democratic society, where the perhaps most important lesson was how to
compromise.91
So, how effective was the Just Community approach in terms of ability to
develop morality? To find out, Kohlberg and his colleges made a study where
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they compared the moral reasoning of students attending different kinds of
schools. They concluded that after one year, the students at Cluster and
Scarsdale A-School (which also had a Just Community approach) scored significantly higher in the interview tests than did students at two other schools,
which did not have such a direct orientation towards democracy and student
participation.92
Also, they made a longitudinal study with 30 subjects at Cluster, where
they found that during a time-span of two (in some cases three) years, the
students had developed, on average, half a stage, normally from somewhere
at stage 2 to somewhere at stage 3.93 It appeared, in other words, that the
approach had an effect on their moral development, but no greater effect than
the traditional dilemma discussions conducted by Blatt.
Whether the approach had an effect on their behavior as well is unknown,
but Vozzola (2009) made a qualitative inquiry among 150 former students
at Scarsdale, two to twenty-five years after graduation. A very large number
of them reported they had become better and more engaged citizens through
participating in a direct democracy, better listeners through listening to multiple perspectives and better thinkers through the value-infused curriculum.
So, even though it takes a lot of effort and devoted staff to make it possible,
according to Vozzola, the Just Community approach is “perhaps the best and
strongest intervention for promoting social-emotional and moral development.”94

The later Kohlberg: Back to Piaget
Already in the design of the Just Communities, there was a tendency to once
again approach Piaget, as the students learned how to formulate the moral
rules themselves and thereby enhance their sense of autonomy. This tendency
became even stronger during the last ten years of Kohlberg’s life. A reason for
this was his awareness of the difficulty to predict how someone would behave
solely on the basis of his/her moral stage (the Blatt study is a good example
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of this). The fact that someone, in an interview, would justify a solution to a
moral dilemma with societal arguments was not a reliable predictor of
whether his/her behavior, in reality, would be governed by societal concerns.
There was, however, another and more qualitative way in which the moral
judgment interviews could be analyzed, having more to do with whether the
solutions were justified by reasons having to do with (A) rules and pragmatics
or (B) fairness and responsibility (to simplify the categories a bit). According
to Kohlberg, the number of B-type answers – which was close to what Piaget
would have classified as autonomous – tended to increase at the higher stages
and were a better predictor of whether a person would really do what s/he
claimed to be right and just compared to his/her predominant moral stage. 95
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The reason why he believed this to be the case was that in two reanalyzed
studies from the 1960s, he and his colleges had compared the moral reasoning of subjects who had shown civil disobedience (in situations where the
most normal behavior was to follow an authority) with the moral reasoning
of subjects who had not. One of the studies was made on the students who
choose to sit in, and thus become arrested, during an illegal occupation of an
administrative building at the time of the Berkeley free speech movement.
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129 of them were given a written form of the moral judgment interview to
fill out, as were 210 students chosen at random on the Berkeley campus.97
The other study was made on the participants in the famous Milgram obedience experiment, where 40 naïve subjects were recruited to give “electric
shocks” to innocent victims under the guise of studying the effects of punishment on memory. Fourteen of them refused to continue the experiment
once they felt that the “victim” was being hurt, while the other 26 continued
all the way, following the orders of the leader. In both of these studies, there
was a clear correlation between giving B-type answers in the interview and
showing civil disobedience (which is a typical behavior for the post-conventional level). In the Milgram study, none of the subjects who were classified
as moral type A quit the experiment until the leader told them to.98
So, in other words, there was an indication of a more genuine “moral sense”
in the subjects who were classified as B-types. This was confirmed in a study
by Gibbs, who tested adolescents for a number of psychological propensities
and found a strong correlation between B-types of answers and field independence; that is, the ability to discern a core injustice in a situation despite
distortive, obscuring or distracting influences from the social context or
“field” of a social group.99 Put differently, there was an association between
giving the most autonomous answers (to use the Piagetian term) and showing
the highest degree of ethical awareness.
Despite these discoveries, however, Kohlberg never changed his theory in
any fundamental sense – it was, and is, a theory about the stage-wise discovery
of universal principles. Even though a number of complementary assessment
tools, such as the Defining Issues Test, have been developed to better capture
the differences in moral judgment and thereby (to a large extent) replace the
traditional interview, the six (or at least five) stage scale from pre- to postconventional reasoning has remained the most important measure of moral
development, at least for researchers in Kohlberg’s tradition.100
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Gilligan’s criticism
During the last years of his life, Kohlberg was criticized by (among others)
his own research assistant Carol Gilligan, who argued that his theory was
biased towards men as it was justice-oriented. According to an alternative theory proposed by Gilligan, female morality centers not on rights and rules but
on interpersonal relationships and the ethics of compassion and care. The
ideal is not impersonal justice but affiliative ways of living.101 This could explain the fact that, according to her, women typically scored at stage 3 (focusing on interpersonal feelings) whereas men more commonly scored at
stage 4 (reflecting more abstract conceptions of social organization).102
This criticism, however, has not received unambiguous support from later
research. In a meta-analysis from 1984, Walker reviewed 108 studies in
which the moral development of men and women were assessed and concluded that only eight of them showed a significant difference favoring males,
which to a great extent contradicted what Gilligan wanted to explain.103 It
could also be that she exaggerated the difference between the characters of
male and female morality. In a meta-analysis from 2000, Jafee & Hide came
to the conclusion that only 27% out of 160 studies about gender and moral
reasoning showed a clear indication that women had a more care-oriented
conception of morality than men.104
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Corroborations of Kohlberg’s theory
Regarding the internal validity of Kohlberg’s theory, the perhaps most interesting discovery was made in Germany in 2015 by Prehn et al. Using voxelbased morphonometry, they investigated the brain structure of 67 business
administration students, whose moral developmental level had previously
been tested with the DIT. What they found was that the 38 subjects who had
reached the post-conventional level of reasoning showed a significantly increased volume of grey matter in the bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex,
compared to the 29 subjects who had not reached this level.105
This discovery was consistent with a number of previous functional neuroimaging studies, demonstrating that moral decision-making activates a
neural network centered in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and in particular in
the ventromedial PFC. It thereby provided a piece of initial, promising evidence for brain structural alterations following Kohlberg’s proposed stages of
moral reasoning.106 However, we need more research before we can tell
whether these alterations also entail a corresponding change in moral behavior.107
Regarding the external validity of Kohlberg’s theory, hundreds of moral
developmental studies have been carried out since the 1970s in order to find
out if it is applicable worldwide. Overall, these studies have confirmed that
individuals, regardless of their cultural background, develop through the sequence in the same manner. Even though the average developmental stage
has not been the same in all countries, and even though not all studies have
been able to show that there were subjects at the highest stages,108 the sequence as such appears to be universal.109
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Also, the Blatt effect telling us that moral development à la Kohlberg can
be accelerated by means of exposure to the next moral stage has been replicated in numerous classrooms. In 1985, Schafli et al. published a meta-analysis in which 129 moral development programs at all educational levels (all
of them using the DIT as assessment tool) were compared regarding their
potential for developing moral reasoning. These programs were classified as
dilemma discussions, emphasizing peer discussion of controversial moral dilemmas; personality development, emphasizing psychological growth and intense self-reflection; academic courses, emphasizing the academic content in
humanities, social studies and literature; and short term programs with any
content, lasting three weeks or less.
The most effective program turned out to be the dilemma discussions,
closely followed by the personality development programs, both of them
showing a moderate effect. After them came the academic courses and the
short-term programs, as these showed no effect at all (that academic courses,
especially in the humanities, do not appear to develop morality is a sad but
interesting discovery).110 So, there should be no doubt that the dilemma discussion method prescribed by Kohlberg and his colleges, at least in relative
terms, is an effective way of developing moral reasoning.

The reasoning-behavior problem
But, as his follower James Rest (the psychologist behind the DIT) pointed
out, the method may not be so effective if the purpose is to develop morality
in a wider sense, so that behavior is influenced as well. According to him,
moral reasoning, or judgment, is just one of four components that has to be
taken into account when predicting someone’s behavior. The others are
moral sensitivity (how the subject interprets the situation), moral motivation
(whether the subject gives priority to moral values) and moral character
(whether the subject has the inner strength to do what it considers right).111
Drawing on Rest, one could say that a person has to (A) sense that a situation
is morally problematic in order to make a moral judgment about it in the
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first place, but s/he also has to (B) have the right motivation and character to
be able to act upon this judgment. So, in order for us to predict how someone
will behave in a real-life situation, we need to know a lot more about the
person than what a test of his/her moral reasoning level can ever tell us.
However, in a meta-analysis published in 2015 by Villegas de Posada &
Vargas-Trujillo, it was shown that the possibility to predict behavior (directly) from reasoning may be greater in certain moral domains than in others. In this analysis, 151 studies from 1942 to 2013 were compared regarding
the correlation they could show between the subjects’ level of moral reasoning
and actual behavior (as reported by the subjects themselves, teachers, parents,
peers or the researcher).
On a general level, the authors found a medium strong correlation between
level of moral reasoning and behavior (which was a bit more than they expected). There was, however, a difference between studies that basically had
to do with the kinds of behavior Kant referred to as imperfect duties and studies that had to do with what he referred to as perfect duties.
In the case of the imperfect duties, what one should do (such as helping
other people or standing up for civil rights), there was a stronger correlation
between reasoning and behavior than in the case of the perfect duties, what
one should not do (such as cheating or using illegal drugs). It appears as if it
is easier to act upon a judgment about something that should be done than
about something that should not be done, perhaps for the reason that the
former implies a greater freedom to make a choice (there are many ways of
helping someone) than the latter (which just means that an alternative is absent).
The authors, however, concluded that as their analysis showed a close relationship between the level of reasoning and behavior (at least in some of the
moral domains), it also supported the notion that deliberate attempts to develop moral reasoning by means of education may also be an effective way of
improving students’ behavior. Therefore, these attempts should be encouraged.112
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Kavathatzopoulos: Developing autonomy
A neo-Piagetian approach
The aim of moral education à la Kohlberg is to make the students more societal or universalistic in their moral reasoning, to make them develop a
broader base for their opinions about right and wrong than just narrow considerations for themselves and their closest groups. The hope is that this development will also influence how they make decisions in everyday life. However, as we have seen, there is probably no such direct link between reasoning
and behavior, at least not in the case of the so-called perfect duties.
A researcher who is well aware of this is Swedish psychologist Iordanis Kavathatzopoulos, who has proposed a somewhat different approach to moral
education. Instead of using Kohlberg’s scale as a measure of development, he
has pioneered using a Piagetian scale, based on a special interpretation of his
theory. In a number of studies, starting with his doctoral thesis about a successful attempt to promote the moral development of Greek children,113 he
has shown that it is possible to make people more prone to solve problems
autonomously by just giving them some instructions and training (in a way
a bit similar to the decision-making workshop Gawthrop & Uhlemann gave
to undergraduate students114). One could say that he has helped them to
make a more consistent, deliberate use of a problem-solving skill that most
of them already had. Doing this, he has not only been influenced by Piaget’s
heteronomy-autonomy distinction but also by Vygotsky’s claim that learning
is best enhanced by instruction in the zone of proximal development.115

The 1993 study
In a study from 1993 (which is reviewed as an illustrative example of his early
methodology), this was demonstrated in a group of 31 university students
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from a psychology class, who were randomly allocated to either an experimental or a control group. Both of the groups had a pre-test in which all
participants were assessed individually. Each one of them was told five short
stories, all embedding an ethical problem such as the following:
You bought tickets for a very popular concert a long time ago, but the
day of the concert you are prevented from going. Since you are saving
money for a trip, you go to the theatre in order to return your tickets
and get your money back. There are a lot of people there waiting for
tickets, and one of them approaches you and asks if you have any tickets to sell. He offers to pay you three times the price.116

The subjects were asked to place themselves in the position of the protagonist
of the story, solve the problem and justify the solution in some way. They
were scored as autonomous when they based their solutions (in at least three
of the five stories) on the concrete problem and its parameters, rather than
on some abstract moral principle or authority. They were scored as heteronomous when they did not base their solutions on the concrete situation, or
when they placed the responsibility on something or someone other than the
protagonist of the story.117 As I understand him, answers such as “I would tell
him that he just had to pay the regular price, because otherwise I would feel
quite badly afterwards” were classified as autonomous, whereas answers such
as “I would tell him that he just had to pay the regular price because otherwise
it would mean I was treating him dishonestly” were classified as heteronomous.
After the pre-test, the participants in the experimental group participated
in a workshop where they were taught about the difference between heteronomous and autonomous problem-solving. They were also instructed how to
solve the problems in the five stories autonomously. The participants in the
control group received no such workshop.
In the post-test that was given to both groups one month later, they were
asked to solve moral problems in five new stories. The result was as expected:
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in the experimental group, the number of autonomous subjects had increased
from 4 to 14 (out of 16). In the control group, on the other hand, the number
of autonomous subjects was constant at 2 (out of 15).118

Why Piaget rather than Kohlberg?
As I understand Kavathatzopoulos, the most important reason why he has
used Piaget’s developmental theory as a starting point for moral education
rather than Kohlberg’s is the presumption that it will make the gap between
the reasoning and the behavior of the participants easier to bridge (which, as
we have seen, was a line of thinking that Kohlberg also embarked upon during his last years). This, in turn, has to do with the nature of the two theories:
What Kohlberg describes is a discovery process in which moral reasoning
develops towards an ideal form, as the individual gradually internalizes the
universal principle of justice. This development is supposed to be followed
by changes in behavior, but this is less than certain. What Piaget describes,
on the other hand, is an adaption process in which both moral reasoning and
behavior develop to converge in the autonomous phase when the interaction
with the world becomes governed by more rational considerations (and an
ability to understand reciprocity). In his theory, there are no universal moral
principles to discover – just more or less adaptive, and responsible, ways of
interacting with the world.119
This implies that in moral education à la Piaget, one does not have to be
all that concerned with the normative content of the solutions the participants
arrive upon (whether they are motivated by concerns for society, etc.). Instead, one can focus on the process and help them to develop. a skill for autonomous problem-solving, which is probably easier for them to transfer to
new and unforeseen situations compared to a normative content.120 Developing the skill for autonomy does not necessarily mean becoming a more
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altruistic person (who disregards his/her own interests),121 but rather becoming less prone to make hasty, blind or one-eyed decisions (which we easily do
when strong emotions are involved). According to Kavathatzopoulos, ethical
awareness (and the right moral attitude) may be a prerequisite for discovering
a condition like a moral problem,122 but it does not imply the ability to solve
it autonomously. To be able to do this (in a deliberate and consistent way),
we normally need some instruction as well.123

The heteronomy-autonomy distinction
Let us now take a closer look at how he defines the two different ways of
solving a moral problem. The first is the one he refers to as heteronomous,
meaning that the problem becomes “solved” without further consideration,
just by adherence to habit, rule or authority:
Internal authorities, e.g. earlier moral experiences that one applies
without making sure that they really fit the new situation, or external
authorities that one follows uncritically. When one faces the ethical
problem, one reacts by reflex, instinctively or with a gut feeling, so to say.
The thinking is fixated on a single or just a few principles and one ignores
other very relevant principles. The problem-solving or the decisionmaking is neither systematic nor controlled, and the action follows
automatically without reflecting. One does not know all that much
about how and why one has solved a moral problem in a certain way,
and therefore one does not have access to convincing arguments for justifying one’s decisions. One also avoids one’s personal responsibility and
instead places it on other people or various circumstances.124
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As I understand him, heteronomy can express itself either in the way that one
(A) does not admit that there is a problem at all, or that one (B) admits that
there is a problem but only acknowledges one or perhaps two possible solutions to it. One is very prone to stick to the usual way of solving it because
one wants to save time or effort. In most cases this works fine but sometimes
there is a need to go deeper into the situation at hand and see what can be
done about it. One has to ask a number of questions in order to make a wellinformed decision. Thereby, one starts to solve the problem autonomously,
which is more difficult and demanding but, at the same time, often more
rewarding. Autonomy is
a continuous quest for understanding the whole picture and a struggle
to control the situation. Hence, autonomy is a state of insecurity and
anxiety, but these feelings are effectively mitigated by trust in the personal ability to handle difficult moral problems […] Autonomy is like
a matrix where all alternative solutions to the moral problem are systematically measured against all relevant values and interests. Having the
overall picture created by critical and systematic thinking means that
one will be able to control the solution, becomes aware of one’s responsibility and that one has the best foundation for argumentation and
dialogue. Autonomy refers to the process, not the solution.125

Even though the distinction between the two ways of solving a moral problem is derived from (a certain way of interpreting) Piaget’s theory, it does not
need this foundation in order to be understood or applied. It has been used
by a number of other researchers but under different labels.126 In modern,
cognitive psychology, heteronomy corresponds to system 1 (i.e., the system
for fast, intuitive and automatic thinking we normally use in everyday life).
Autonomy, on the other hand, corresponds to system 2 (i.e., the system for
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slow, rational and self-aware thinking, which we use when we need to reflect
on something or make a deliberate choice).127
Using a camera analogy, Green (2013) refers to the two systems as the automatic settings and the manual mode, respectively. According to him, our
brains have automatic settings that tell us how to proceed in almost all situations. These are “highly efficient, but not very flexible, and the reverse is true
of the manual mode. Put them together, however, and you get the best of
both worlds, provided that you know when to manually adjust your settings
and when to point and shoot.”128 This captures well what Kavathatzopoulos
refers to as ethical competence: the ability to know when (a higher degree of)
autonomous thinking is demanded; in other words, when one has to consider
a problem more carefully than one usually does.129

His later research
In his later research, Kavathatzopoulos has developed a more advanced assessment tool for ethical competence, ECQ-WLB (Ethical Competence
Questionnaire – Working Life and Business), in order to keep better track of
the participants’ skills for autonomous problem-solving before and after the
instruction. This tool has a structure somewhat similar to the Defining Issues
Test as it presents seven short stories about a business or working life problem, followed by four different aspects to consider before any decision is
made. The job of the participant is to rank them (1, 2) in terms of their
importance. Two of them represent the autonomous and the other two represent the heteronomous way of solving the problem, and the higher the subject ranks the autonomous aspects, the more inclined toward this kind of
problem-solving s/he is estimated to be.130
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Also, he has shifted from working with hypothetical problems during the
instructional phase to the participants’ real and personal problems (related to
their job positions) during extended workshops of 2–3 days, aiming to give
the participants a profound education in ethical competence. The results
have been promising: after a workshop with 17 businesspeople in the private
sector, their increased score of autonomy directly after instruction (3.4 to
8.6) was still evident one month later (but a bit lower to 7.5). After a workshop with 49 public servants, their increased score of autonomy (not tested
directly after instruction) was still evident in a post-test four months later
(from 3.8 to 5.0).
Likewise, after a workshop with 36 politicians, their increased score of autonomy was still evident in a post-test one month later (from 4.2 to 6.2) and
in a follow-up test two and a half years later (slightly lower to 6.1). Moreover,
the participants have reported that their improved skills were useful in their
professional lives, that they were able to handle problematic situations with a
greater ethical awareness and confidence than before and that they were satisfied with this.131



profiles with the public. Will you press charges or discretely settle the matter with him?” The
autonomous way of solving the problem was represented by the aspects “Damages claimed
will be high” and “It is important to protect the bank’s good reputation,” whereas the heteronomous way of solving it was represented by the aspects “He has betrayed, deceived and hurt
a lot of people” and “The temptation is great; anyone could have done the same thing”
(Kavathatzopoulos 2004, p. 282).
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Influence on the Three Step Model
Kavathatzopoulos’ studies were the most important source of influence when
the Three Step Model (especially the two first steps) was developed, for the
following reasons: (A) They indicated that long-term effects could be
achieved by means of a relatively small intervention. (B) The idea behind the
intervention (the autonomy training) could easily be transferred to just a few
lessons of ethics teaching in upper secondary school. (C) It was of a kind that
could make a bridge between the students’ reasoning and behavior (i.e., influence the decisions they made in real life), as it gave them a strategy to deal
with everyday moral problems more successfully without requiring them to
necessarily become more altruistic or “better” people than they were before.
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3. HOW IS ETHICS TAUGHT TODAY?
Introduction
Even though the ethical perspective, according to the national curriculum,
should be present in all subjects in the Swedish upper secondary school system, it is only in religious education and philosophy (and special courses for
healthcare students) that ethics is taught as a separate curricular event. Of
these subjects, philosophy is only studied by a minority of students, whereas
religious education is studied by all of them – in the form of Religion 1 (a
course that is normally given in the third grade).132 For this reason, the development of the ethics section in Religion 1 is the focus of this study. In
order to know what is meant to be developed, however, we need to know
something about its content and structure today.
The curriculum and the subject syllabus for the course is quite clear, at least
regarding the core content. Religion 1 should be taught in a non-confessional
way133 and include the study of Christianity and the other world religions
and outlooks of life, as well as their different views of humans and God. Religions should be related to gender, socioeconomic background, ethnicity and
sexuality, and it should be discussed how the identities of individuals and
groups can be shaped in relation to religions and other outlooks on life. Also,
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the students should learn about the different views on the relationship between religion and science.134 With regard to the ethics teaching, the core
content should be “interpretation and analysis of different theories and models in normative ethics, and how these can be applied,” “ethical and moral
views of what a good life and a good society can be” and “analysis of arguments on ethical issues based on Christianity, other world religions and outlooks on life, and on the students’ own standpoints.” As a result of the ethics
teaching in the religious education, the students should acquire “the ability
to use ethical concepts, theories and models” as well as “the ability to examine
and analyze ethical issues in relation to Christianity, other religions and outlooks on life.”135
So, that is the intention behind the course. But how is the ethics section
actually planned and presented in the Swedish classrooms? In an early phase
of this study, conversations with 18 teachers at nine different schools (of
which a majority later became informants) were carried out, in which they
were asked to describe how they structured their teaching for me to get an
idea of what the ethics section normally looked like before any instructions
were given. Although the conversations showed that they worked differently,
there were some interesting similarities to be found as well.

General structure and content
On average, the ethics section was reported to take about five or six sessions
to complete.136 The most common introduction was to give examples of, and
initiate a discussion about, (everyday) ethical problems without immediately
connecting them to the normative theories.137 Five of the teachers, however,
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introduced the normative theories already in session 1.138 Two introduced
the religion course and the ethics section at the same time, in order for the
students to see that they belonged together.139 Another teacher introduced
the ethics section by presenting the golden rule (which has parallels in several
religions) and later the characteristic ethics of the different religions.140 Two
of the teachers used an ethics game, in which the students pulled a card with
a morally sensitive issue written on it, for them to have an opinion about.141
One showed video clips to the students for them to respond to.142 Another
teacher discussed with the students whether morality was innate and to what
extent it may have to do with cultural background.143
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In most cases, the normative theories were introduced in session two or three,
normally with a focus on consequential and duty (and sometimes intention144) ethics for the students to apply to ethical problems during a few sessions. How this was done varied a lot. Generally, the teacher let them discuss
a number of problems in small groups and later in the whole class, often in
ways that gave them an opportunity to take turns being a consequentialist, a
duty ethicist, etc.145 One of the teachers explained the difference between
intention, duty and consequence ethics by drawing a time axis on the whiteboard (symbolizing the time before the action, the action itself and the time
following the action).146 Another teacher let the students play the “hot chair,”
in which they had to take a stand on different moral issues depending on the
chair they were sitting on.147 Four teachers also let the students immerse
themselves in a problem they had chosen themselves, as a preparation for (or
beginning of) the examination task.148
Regarding the content of the ethical discussions, at least five of the teachers
let the students discuss capital punishment;149 at least three of them let the
students discuss abortion;150 at least two of them euthanasia,151 eating meat,152
genetic manipulation,153 whether it can be right to steal154 or whether one has
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the duty to intervene during abuse.155 Other problems discussed were immigration,156 sharing files,157 cheating in school,158 animal testing,159 political
violence,160 organ donation161 and military intervention in warring countries.162 Apart from initiating discussions about ethical problems, one of the
teachers (who wanted the students to discover the normative theories themselves before he introduced them) also taught them to separate what felt right
psychologically from what was ethically right.163
Another teacher showed a video about the problem with Muslim midwives
in Europe wanting to wear a veil at work for the students to discuss from
different normative points of view.164 Yet another teacher let the students
discuss the famous John Hron case (about a Swedish boy who was murdered
by Nazis in the 1990s, following a conflict with them): If they knew that
someone planned to kill the murderer in jail, would they report this to the
police? What would be the right thing to do from the perspective of the normative theories?165
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'UDZLQJDWLPHD[LVRQWKHZKLWHERDUGWRVKRZ
WKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHIRFXVRIWKH
QRUPDWLYHWKHRULHV WHDFKHU 
/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVSOD\WKH³KRWFKDLU´LQZKLFK
WKH\KDGWRWDNHDVWDQGRQDPRUDOLVVXH
GHSHQGLQJRQWKHFKDLUWKH\ZHUHVLWWLQJRQ 
WHDFKHU 

'LVFXVVLQJHWKLFDOSUREOHPVLQOLJKWRIWKH
DOUHDG\LQWURGXFHGQRUPDWLYHWKHRULHV 
WHDFKHUV 

6KRZLQJDYLGHRZLWKDPRUDOSUREOHPIRUWKH
VWXGHQWVWRUHVSRQGWRIURPGLIIHUHQWSRLQWVRI
YLHZ WHDFKHU 
7HDFKLQJWKHPWRVHSDUDWHZKDWIHHOVULJKW
SV\FKRORJLFDOO\IURPZKDWLVHWKLFDOO\ULJKW 
WHDFKHU 
/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVLPPHUVHWKHPVHOYHVLQDQ
HWKLFDOSUREOHPWKH\KDGFKRVHQWKHPVHOYHVDV
DSUHSDUDWLRQIRUWKHH[DPLQDWLRQWDVN 
WHDFKHUV 



When the examination task was given, it normally had the character of an
essay (or an article) in which the students were asked to discuss an important
ethical problem (such as capital punishment or euthanasia) from different
normative points of view and formulate a personal opinion about it. The
essay was either completed at home or in class, and the students were normally allowed to have the normative theories in front of them when they
completed it.166 Only one of the teachers gave the students a more traditional
written test.167
Two of the teachers just examined their students orally, in groups, by letting them present the different (normative) views of a particular problem.
One of them told the students to take the views of the world religions into
account as well.168 Two others examined the students both in writing and
orally. One of them made an oral examination by letting the students play
the “hot chair” in which they discussed and defended the position they had
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Teachers 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.

167

Teacher 13.

168

Teachers 2 and 9.
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taken in the written part of the examination. The other one let the students
play different roles, for example of a utilitarian, for the rest of the class to
guess which ethical theories they represented.169
%R[
+RZWKHWHDFKHUVUHSRUWHGWKDWWKH\H[DPLQHGWKHHWKLFVVHFWLRQ
7\SHRIH[DPLQDWLRQ

+RZLWZDVGRQH

/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVVKRZWKHLUNQRZOHGJHLQ
ZULWLQJ WHDFKHUV 


/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVZULWHDQHVVD\ RUDUWLFOH 
LQGLYLGXDOO\LQZKLFKWKH\IRUPXODWHGDQRSLQLRQ
DERXWDQHWKLFDOSUREOHPJXLGHGE\RQHRUPRUH
RIWKHQRUPDWLYHWKHRULHV WHDFKHUV 
/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVGRDWUDGLWLRQDOWHVWLQZKLFK
WKHWKHRULHVDUHDSSOLHGWRSUREOHPV WHDFKHU 

/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVVKRZWKHLUNQRZOHGJHRUDOO\
WHDFKHUV 

/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVSUHVHQWWKHGLIIHUHQW
QRUPDWLYH YLHZVRIDSDUWLFXODUHWKLFDOSUREOHP
LQJURXSV WHDFKHUV 

/HWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVVKRZWKHLUNQRZOHGJHLQ
ZULWLQJandRUDOO\ WHDFKHUV 

,QZULWLQJOHWWLQJWKHVWXGHQWVDSSO\WKHRULHVRQ
DUHDOFDVH2UDOO\OHWWLQJWKHPSOD\WKH³KRW
FKDLU´LQZKLFKWKH\GLVFXVVDQGGHIHQGWKH
VROXWLRQVWKH\FKRVH WHDFKHU 
*URXSSUHVHQWDWLRQRIGLIIHUHQWQRUPDWLYHYLHZV
RIDQHWKLFDOSUREOHPRQWKHEDVLVRIDSDSHU
WKDWLVKDQGHGLQWRWKHWHDFKHU WHDFKHU 



Comments
On the basis of the 18 conversations with teachers reviewed here (which are
possibly, but not necessarily, representative of a larger population), we can
draw some tentative conclusions. One is that the most common way of introducing the ethics section appears to be giving examples of moral problems
without immediately connecting them to the normative theories. But once
these have been explained, they are used as the most important guides regarding what is right or wrong: the students should learn how to argue for a solution to an ethical problem on the basis of a normative theory. Another observation is that a variety of different problems are discussed during the ethics
section, but that there appears to be some emphasis on “heavier” problems
such as capital punishment and euthanasia. A third one is that the most common way to examine the students appears to be letting them write an essay
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Teacher 11 and 16.
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in which an ethical problem is addressed and solved from the perspective of
at least one normative theory.
Having this as a background, we now turn to the Three Step Model, which
in this study was tested as the challenger of regular ethics teaching and, as we
shall see, is quite different in both structure and content, in order to create a
greater long-term impact in the minds of students – at least regarding their
awareness of ethical problems in everyday life.
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4. THE THREE STEP MODEL VS. GUIDED
REGULAR TEACHING

Introduction
In order to test whether the Three Step Model was a more effective method
than “regular” ethics teaching when it comes to increasing the students’ ethical awareness, it was compared to a condition in which the teachers were free
to teach as they used to, but with some added guidelines. In this chapter,
both of these “methods” are described and explained for the reader to understand the idea behind the Three Step Model and know the differences (and
similarities) between the intervention and control groups regarding how the
teachers were instructed.

The Three Step Model: An overview
The purpose of the Three Step Model is to give ethics teaching a new and
more effective formula than the one prescribed in the present syllabus for
Religion 1 (though it corresponds to, for example, the prescription saying
that the students should acquire “the ability to use ethical concepts, theories
and models”).170 It is not primarily a content but a method, which implies
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Skolverket (2010), p. 138. The fact that the Three Step Model only partially corresponds
to the present syllabus for Religion 1 is something that every teacher who wants to use it has
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that if a teacher would follow its structure but replace the exercises with other
exercises of the same types (or introduce other normative theories in step 3),
it would still be the Three Step Model, just a different version.
It was developed to increase the students’ ethical awareness in the long term,
which implies that if it does not make a difference in their minds well beyond
the examination test, it cannot be said to have fulfilled its purpose. Only a
test of its long-term effectiveness can tell. It rests on the conviction that before
it is meaningful to introduce the students to normative theories and their
ways of determining what is right or wrong, one has to develop their personal
abilities to deal with (emotionally charged) real-life problems – otherwise
there will be no link in their minds between ethical theory and moral practice.
Here, the development of moral autonomy is a key component, as it means
becoming more rational and independent in the face of a moral problem.
Hopefully, this will also increase the ability to recognize the problem in the
first place.171
The Three Step Model is meant to take 6–9 sessions to implement and it
is made up of three distinctive steps and five different exercise types, all of
them worked out beforehand and gradually preparing the students for the
examination test.
%R[
7KHILYHH[HUFLVHVW\SHVLQWKH7KUHH6WHS0RGHO
7\SH7RUHFRJQL]HDQHWKLFDOSUREOHP ±H[DPSOHVVKRXOGEHFRPSOHWHG 
7\SH$7RVROYHDSUREOHPZLWKDUJXPHQWVIURPWKHFRQFUHWHVLWXDWLRQ ±H[DPSOHVVKRXOGEH
FRPSOHWHG 
7\SH%7RVROYHDpersonalSUREOHPZLWKDUJXPHQWVIURPWKHFRQFUHWHVLWXDWLRQ DQHVVD\ZKHUH
±H[DPSOHVVKRXOGEHFRPSOHWHG 
7\SH$7RUHODWHDVROXWLRQWRDQRUPDWLYHWKHRU\ ±H[DPSOHVVKRXOGEHFRPSOHWHGLQRUGHUIRU
ERWKXWLOLWDULDQLVPDQG.DQWLDQLVPWREHFRYHUHG 
7\SH%7RUHODWHWKHVROXWLRQRIDSHUVRQDOSUREOHPWRDQRUPDWLYHWKHRU\ DQHVVD\ZKHUH
H[DPSOHVKRXOGEHFRPSOHWHG 


to consider for him/herself. There is not necessarily a conflict between using the method and
following the syllabus, but the syllabus is not written in a way that really supports it. The
intention behind the method is to develop practice, and if many teachers develop their practice, this can in turn influence the syllabus. But for the time being, it may be that a teacher
who wants to use the method needs to rely on his/her personal judgment and accept to, so
to say, stand with one foot inside and one foot outside the current tradition.
171

Kavathatzopoulos, personal communication (August 2010).
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In the examination test (also worked out beforehand), the students should be
able to recognize an ethical problem, solve it with arguments from the concrete situation and relate the solution to a normative theory in a way that
summarizes what has been learnt by the previous exercises. This may be a
difficult test for some of the students, but in the instructions to the teacher,
it is recommended that the ability to recognize a problem and solve it autonomously should be the criterion for approval, while the ability to relate the
solution to a normative theory should be a criterion for a higher grade.
The method also draws on the didactic principles of repetition and building
on existing knowledge.172 By first of all learning how to recognize an ethical
problem, then learning how to solve it properly, then learning how to relate
the solution to a normative theory – by means of several repetitions at every
step – the students will hopefully not have to solve any ethical problems until
they have understood what an ethical problem is, and hopefully not have to
apply the normative theories until they have understood the nature of the
problem-solving process these theories are meant to support. In other words,
they will hopefully not have to elaborate on something they have not yet
understood.173
Even though the instructions are detailed, they are not meant to make all
the decisions for the teacher. For instance, s/he can often decide how many
examples (3, 4 or 5) of a certain exercise type the students have to complete;
this depends on how fast they work and how much time they need in order
to understand it. Also, s/he can decide how much time s/he will use to comment and discuss the students’ answers in class (although some of the time inbetween the exercises should be used for this). The purpose of this built-in
flexibility is to make it possible for the teacher to follow the guidelines but
still present the teaching with some degree of – autonomy.
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Hattie & Yeats (2014), p. 126.
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Step 1: To recognize an ethical problem
Guidelines for the teacher
Before handing out the first exercise type, the teacher should explain what
ethics is, connect it to the religious education and tell the students about an
ethical problem s/he has encountered personally. An ethical problem, the
teacher should make clear, typically involves at least two parties. The teacher
should explain what the three steps in the model are all about and emphasize
the purpose: that the students should become more conscious about how they
deal with ethical problems in real life.
S/he should also help the students with the exercises; first of all by letting
them see an already completed example of type 1 and make sure that they
understand what they should do. After that, s/he should give them another
example of the same exercise type and let the students complete it themselves,
individually, as the teacher moves around in the classroom, helping and giving suggestions to those in need of it.

Exercise type 1
Here, the students should be able to recognize an ethical problem; that is, to
derive a problem from a hypothetical situation where no problem is yet formulated and make it explicit why they derived this particular problem.
Jack and Joe are colleagues. Several times Jack has heard colleagues
talk behind Joe’s back in a way that could hurt him if he found out.
What do you think is the ethical problem that Jack is facing right
now? Why? (You should not solve the problem, just formulate it.)

An adequate answer here could be that “Jack does not know if it would be
ethical for him to tell Joe about what he has heard, because he does not want
to hurt him.” Another could be that “Jack does not know if it would be ethical for him not to tell Joe what he has heard, since he feels obliged to keep
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Joe informed about it.” Both of these answers show that the student has understood that an ethical problem is something you have in relationship to
someone (or something) else.
If the student, on the other hand, should write: “Jack does not know if it
is ethical to tell Joe what he has heard, because he is afraid that he will lose
Joe as a friend,” it would not really be an adequate answer, since it does not
distinguish the ethical considerations from other considerations (such as how
do I avoid getting into conflicts). Here, it is the teacher’s job to tell the student that the answer is on the right track but needs to be re-formulated in
order for the recognized problem to be purely ethical. Another example:
Cindy has a grandson whom she finds very difficult to handle, because
he is hyperactive and needs to be looked after all the time. As she is
now retired, it has become increasingly important for Cindy to be able
to relax after a long life of hard work and child rearing. However, one
day Cindy’s daughter tells her that she and her husband need to get
away for a week but do not know what to do with the boy. What do
you think is the ethical problem that Cindy is facing right now? Why?
(You should not solve the problem, just formulate it.)

An adequate answer here could be that “Cindy does not know if it is ethical
for her not to offer babysitting for a week, because she wishes what is best for
her daughter and wants to help as much as possible.” Alternatively: “Cindy
does not know if it is ethical for her to take care of the boy for a week, since
it might result in her treating the boy badly because she is so tired.” By contrast, an answer that just had to do with Cindy’s need to protect herself from
the grandchild would not really have been adequate here, as it does not pinpoint the ethical aspect of the problem.

What is the point?
To be able to recognize an ethical problem in a hypothetical story is, of
course, not the same as being able to do it in real life, where situations are
much more complex and open for interpretation. But it is a precondition for
it if we talk about the ability not just to feel that something is wrong and
immediately do something about it, but also to assign it with words and
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thereby become more aware of it. By formulating an ethical problem without
immediately having to solve it, you admit to yourself that there are doubts
about a certain way of action (even though it is not necessarily wrong). This
way, you have not gone all the way to solve the (perceived) problem, but
sometimes this is not necessary. You may just have to leave it as is for a while,
or you may want to consider the different ways of solving it before you come
to a decision. In either case, the very stop you make when you recognize an
ethical problem will increase the likelihood of a well-reasoned solution; the
first step in the Three Step Model is to reach this point in the consideration
of an ethical problem.

Step 2: To solve a problem with arguments from the
concrete situation
Guidelines for the teacher
As an introduction to this step, the teacher should explain the difference between autonomous and heteronomous problem-solving, give an example of
this difference from a real-life situation and tell the students that the aim of
step 2 is to help them become more autonomous in their ways of dealing
with ethical problems. (Here the teacher can draw interesting parallels to virtue ethics as autonomy is conceptually quite close to the practical wisdom
that Aristotle referred to as phronesis.) Just as in step 1, it is the teachers’ job
to be mobile in the classroom when the students are doing the exercises and
make sure that they have understood what they should do.

Exercise type 2A
Here, the students should learn how to solve an ethical problem with arguments from the concrete situation (i.e., in a way that does not minimize the
problem by taking a shortcut to a standard solution). This implies that they
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should be able to recognize at least three different ways of solving the problem; after that, they should argue in favor of one of them, without referring
(solely) to a rule or authority. An example:
David is walking downtown when a woman stops him. She explains
that she is very poor and asks him to give her some money so that she
can make it through the day. The ethical problem David is facing is
that he does not know if it is ethical for him to just leave, since that
would mean that he would not help her the way he could. Exemplify
at least three ways in which David could solve the problem. Explain
which one you would have chosen if you were him and support it with
arguments from the concrete situation.

Many answers could be adequate here, but its form should be something like:
“David could (A) leave just as he first intended to; (B) show her the way to
the closest job center; (C) give her some money. If I was David, I would show
her the way to the closest job center since this would encourage her to do
something more radical about her situation than just go around begging. If
she is lucky, she will meet a person who can help her.”
What is important here is that the student is able to come up with three
different solutions (three requires a more open mind than two), that they all
correspond to the problem (the woman is poor and David does not feel comfortable ignoring it) and that the choice is justified by the situation, not just
by a general rule such as: “one should always help a person in need” or “one
should not give money to beggars” (it is sometimes a matter of interpretation
whether or not something is a general rule). The solution itself is not as important as the student’s way of justifying it – the teacher does not even have
to agree that the job center solution is the best one. Any way of solving the
problem, even if it means not to do anything in particular, can be adequate
if the student is able to come up with situation-based (autonomous) arguments for it. Another example:
Jennifer works as a salesperson at a company selling IT solutions. She
has been told by her boss not to tell the costumers about the extra fee
that will be added to the monthly price if they do not explicitly ask
about it. The ethical problem Jennifer is facing is that she does not
know if it is ethical for her not to tell the costumers the whole truth
because she senses that she fools them. Exemplify at least three ways
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in which Jennifer could solve the problem. Explain which one you
would have chosen if you were her and support it with arguments
from the concrete situation.

An adequate answer here could be: “Jennifer could (A) do as the boss has told
her, (B) tell the costumers about the fee anyway or (C) do as the boss has told
her until she gets in the position to change the ethical guidelines of the company. If I was Jennifer, I would choose alternative C, because I would then
be able to improve the situation for the costumers (and perhaps also my
coworkers) without putting my own employment at risk.” What is important
here is that the student’s answer is autonomous, both in relationship to what
the boss has told Jennifer and to the general notion than “one should not fool
costumers.” Both are important aspects to consider but neither one of them
should be the sole argument for doing one thing rather than another.

Exercise type 2B
When the students have understood what it means to solve a problem with
arguments from the concrete situation, it is time for them to use this understanding in 2B. This is the most important exercise type of them all as it tests
their ability to apply the autonomous problem solving-skill on personal, selfexperienced, ethical problems.
You will now give an example of a real ethical problem that you try to
solve. Use a situation in the past that has affected you emotionally –
or that you know has affected someone else emotionally. You now
have the chance to solve the problem in a better way than might have
been the case in real life. (If you find it difficult to come up with
something, go back in memory to find something that you consider
wrong of you to do to someone, maybe because you followed your
first impulse. What could you have done instead if you would have
been more considerate?)
1. Shortly about the situation. What was the ethical problem that
the person faced? And why do you consider it an ethical problem?
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2. Describe the possible solutions; for example, which choices did
the person have (there should be at least three). Explain which
one you would have chosen today and support it with arguments
from the concrete situation.

Since this exercise could be challenging for some students, the teacher should
not be nitpicking when giving comments or corrections. Nevertheless, it is
important to make sure that the students have not misunderstood, for example, what an ethical problem is. An adequate answer could be something like:
When I was in the lower secondary school, I once had a test in science.
I hadn’t studied so I knew I wouldn’t pass without cheating a bit. So
that was my ethical problem: I wanted to cheat but it didn’t feel right
in relationship to my classmates.
My alternatives were (A) to cheat anyway, (B) to do the test without
cheating, (C) to send a text to my teacher before the lesson, saying
that I had become sick. Today, I would have chosen the last alternative, to text the teacher, because then I could have passed the test later
without cheating, which would have felt much better.

What is important here is that the student describes the problem, comes up
with three alternative ways of action and justifies his/her choice by explaining
how it would solve the problem without referring to “one should not cheat”
as an absolute rule. S/he is perfectly aware that cheating would have been an
alternative but makes a different choice for a good reason. Only a student
who has understood the instruction to solve a problem with arguments from
the concrete situation will come up with an answer such as this.

What is the point?
The second step is closely linked to the first. While the first one is about
learning to recognize an ethical problem (i.e., to admit that there are doubts
about a certain kind of action), the second one is about recognizing the different alternatives you have before making a choice. One could say that this
takes the ethical awareness a step further as it implies (even more) developing
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an independent relationship to the notion of what “should” be done, learning
to postpone a decision when it is needed and using deliberate problem-solving in situations when we normally just act by instinct or habit. Not as a way
of finding the universal answer to what is right (if there is one) but to find
the personal answer to what is best, given all the circumstances. A problemsolving skill that is most effectively developed by focusing on real and personal ethical problems.174 Autonomous thinking has to be applied to situations where there are some emotions involved; this is the reason why exercise
2B is such an essential part of the Three Step Model.

Step 3: To relate a solution to a normative theory
Guidelines for the teacher
Now, the teacher should explain, it is time to take the ethical discussion to a
more principled level and ask: how do we do to find out what is actually right
or wrong? Is there a universal standard for this? Things can certainly be considered morally wrong even though they are permitted by law (such as following the low speed limits in traffic when someone has a heart attack). Philosophers have questioned this and now, the teacher should explain, it is time
for us to do so by taking a look at a number of normative theories, particularly
utilitarianism and Kantianism (or somewhat simplified versions of them).
Consequently, the teacher should explain utilitarianism; preferably the
classical theory by Bentham and Mill (because it is relatively easy to apply),
according to which the only intrinsic values in the world are joy and happiness, and actions are morally right only insofar as they promote those values.
A commonly used slogan is “the greatest happiness for the greatest number.”175 So, for example, telling a lie that will make someone happy can often
be justified by utilitarianism (but not, for example, by Kantianism). What
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Brink, “Mill’s Moral and Political Philosophy,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(Winter 2018 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2018/entries/mill-moral-political/>.
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the students should learn is to apply this principle to a solution to an ethical
problem; in other words, to ask themselves how the solution (most probably)
would be judged by a utilitarian ethicist. In order to do this, they should
complete the two first examples of exercise type 3A (focusing on the utilitarian perspective) while the teacher is helping them, just as in the earlier exercises.
After that, the teacher should explain Kantianism, according to which we
all know in our rational minds (insofar as we are rational) what is right or
wrong (i.e., our duties).176 For example, we know that we should always tell
the truth, keep a promise, help someone in need and save an innocent (human) life when possible. But to be able to use this knowledge of ours, we
have to be rational and not let ourselves be governed by our emotional minds,
which could lead us in the wrong direction. To help us find the right principles for action, Kant has formulated the categorical imperative: “Act only
according to that maxim whereby you can at the same time will/wish that it
should become a universal law.” In other words, we should only do (or not
do) what we could rationally and simultaneously recommend everyone else
to do (or not do). This, for example, makes lying wrong in itself as it cannot
be generally prescribed by the liar.177
Just as the case with utilitarianism, the students should learn how to apply
the principle to a solution to an ethical problem, by asking themselves how a
Kantian ethicist (using the categorical imperative) would judge it. In order to
do this, they should complete the rest of the exercises of type 3A. When they
are finished, they should move on to 3B, which is the last and concluding
exercise type in the Three Step Model.

Exercise type 3A
Darlene has been cheating on her boyfriend Roy. She has come to the
conclusion that what is morally right is not to say anything to him,
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but to insist that she was visiting a girlfriend, since she does not want
to hurt him and has no plans of being unfaithful again. How do you
think that a utilitarian ethicist would judge Darlene’s decision? Why?
How do you think that a Kantian ethicist would judge it? Why?

Here, an adequate answer could be something like: “The utilitarian would
probably think that the decision was good since it does not make anyone
suffer. If Roy doesn’t know what Darlene has been up to, he won’t be hurt
by it. The Kantian, on the other hand, would probably think it wrong of
Darlene not to tell the truth. Lying is not something you can do and at the
same time recommend it to everyone else.”
What is most important here is that the student understands the difference
between the two ways of determining right and wrong. While the consequences of a lie are very relevant for a utilitarian ethicist, it is not the focus of
the Kantian, who considers lying to be wrong by principle. So, if the student
had written that the Kantian would “find it wrong because it will hurt Roy
when he finds out,” it would not have been an adequate answer since a Kantian does not determine right and wrong by looking at the consequences. Another example:
Azzer is a physician at a big hospital. A patient of his, a 56-year-old
woman, gets morphine every day because of her severe pain. She has
cancer in her stomach and according to the prognosis she will not live
for more than another two months. Her family is there every day,
wishing that her suffering will come to an end. Because of this, Azzer
has decided to increase the doses of morphine so that she will pass
away within the next three days. To her family (and other doctors),
Azzer will say that he increased the morphine dose because he had to;
her pain was too severe. How do you think that a utilitarian ethicist
would judge Azzer’s decision? Why? How do you think a Kantian ethicist would judge it? Why?

An example of an adequate answer: “The utilitarian has no objections to
Azzer’s decision as its consequences seem to be good, both for the woman
and her family. A Kantian ethicist, though, could have objections because it
means that an innocent life is being killed, which is wrong by principle. What
is more, he is not really telling the truth about it. On the other hand, it could
also be argued that Azzer is helping a person in need, which is a principle that
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should always be followed according to Kant.” To be able to give such an
answer, the student does not only have to understand the basic difference
between the theories, s/he also has to acknowledge the complexity of a case
like this, which makes it less easy to judge morally (especially from a Kantian
point of view).

Exercise type 3B
It is now time for you to relate your own and real ethical problems
(exercise type 2B) to different ethical theories. Choose a problem that
you consider having been solved in a good way!
1. Describe the problem in short, how you solved it and why you
solved it that way (you don’t have to include the alternative ways of
solving it this time).
2. How do you think that a utilitarian ethicist would judge your solution? Why? How do you think that a Kantian ethicist would judge
it? Why?

Here, the teacher has to make sure that the students really make use of their
real and personal ethical problems (from exercise type 2B) and that they are
able to separate the solution to the problem from the ethical theories testing
the solution. This is how an adequate answer could be formulated:
I wrote about a problem having to do with a possibility a friend of
mine had, to be unfaithful to his girlfriend when he was on an island
with some friends. I came to the conclusion that if I had been in his
shoes, I would have chosen not to be unfaithful since it would have
given me a bad conscience and since she might find out sooner or
later.
I believe a utilitarian would think that my decision was good, as it
would mean that I neither hurt myself nor my girlfriend. A Kantian
would probably think it was right of me as well since it cannot become
a universal law to be unfaithful when you have promised otherwise.
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The student describes the personal problem (even though it was a friend’s)
and how it was solved. S/he understands that a utilitarian ethicist would
probably approve of the solution since no bad consequences are likely to be
created. Also, s/he understands how Kantianism should be applied, as s/he
states that breaking a promise would not pass the test of the categorical imperative. A student cannot give an answer such as this unless s/he has understood what an ethical problem is, how it applies in everyday life, how it can
be solved autonomously and how the solution can be related to a normative
theory.

What is the point?
As we have seen, the introduction and application of normative theories is a
fundamental aspect of ethics teaching as it is normally presented in the upper
secondary school. Although it varies when, the theories are sooner or later
introduced as alternative philosophical starting points, aiming to navigate the
problem-solver toward valid conclusions about what would be right or
wrong, given a particular set of circumstances. The students thereby become
trained in applying a philosophical decision-making model to ethical problems, which could be helpful in situations when they find themselves unable
to really determine what the right way of action would be.
But the primary purpose of the Three Step Model is not to make the students better at finding out what would be the right thing to do in theory.
Rather, it is for them to answer the question: “Given that you have this situation and that you are the one you are, what could you realistically do to
make things better (if you agree with me that the first impulse is not always
leading you in the right direction)?” In order to answer this in a personal and
honest way, the student does not need a theory as a starting point. Rather,
this would lead the student away from the autonomous way of solving the
problem, into a heteronomous way where it becomes very relevant what
someone else expects him/her to answer. A normative theory (introduced too
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early) would thus be limiting rather than widening the potential of the question.178
In addition to this, there is no evidence that the understanding and application of normative theories by itself will improve the students’ abilities to
respond to ethical problems.179 Rather, people develop when their cognitive
skills are directly being exercised, regardless of what any philosophy (or religious tradition) would say about right and wrong.180 In Kavatazopoulos’ approach to moral education, normative theories are not used at all because
they do not resemble the ways in which we deal with ethical problems in real
life.181 So if the purpose of the Three Step Model was moral upbringing only,
the theories would perhaps not even have been necessary to introduce.
But since it is also meant to be a method for formal ethics teaching, in
which the explanation and application of the normative theories is a fundamental part of the tradition,182 they have their place as a vital complement to
step 1 and 2. (Thereby it may be possible that some of the students can start
using the theories in everyday life as indicators of what the best solution would
be, without being limited by them.) When the solution to an ethical problem
is arrived upon in a way that the student understands and can be responsible
for, the theories are introduced as ways of examining whether the solutions
can also be justified philosophically. It is important, however, that the solution to the problem is not derived from a single theory (as this would be limiting their thinking); therefore, relating the solution to two theories is better.
In this version of the Three Step Model, classical utilitarianism and Kantianism have been selected as the two most important normative theories to
introduce in this step. They are not the only theories that the teachers should
mention but they are the ones that I recommend the teachers to use, because
(A) they represent the two perhaps most important normative traditions:
consequentialism and deontology, and (B) they are relatively easy to put side
by side (at least when they are simplified) in the face of a moral problem as
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guides regarding what is right or wrong. But of course, I do not exclude the
possibility of replacing one or two of them with other theories, as long as the
two are easy to compare and contrast to each other regarding what the “right”
way of solving a moral problem would be.

The examination test
The students should know from the beginning that the examination is a written test where all the three steps in the model will be assessed. This way, it
will be natural for them to save the exercises they have done to be able to go
back and repeat them. The suggested criteria for different grades (which are
part of the instructions to the teachers)183 are meant to be handed out and
explained to the students directly after they have done exercise 3B. When the
day of the examination comes, this is one of the three tests that the teacher
can use:
Annette works as a therapist in a psychologist company. She is relatively new in the business. Late on Friday night, she gets a phone call
from one of her patients, a 20-year-old woman who has previously
been treated for eating disorders. The woman is devastated and has
slipped into a suicidal behavior. Annette wonders why she calls as she
hasn’t given the woman her private number. The woman answers that
it is because she “feels so fucking bad.” She wants Annette to take her
car and drive to her home. Annette explains that according to the rules
in her company, she is only allowed to admit patients during office
hours as appointments.
1. What do you think is the ethical problem Annette is facing right
now, and why does she experience it as an ethical problem?
2. How can Annette solve this? Give at least three examples of what
she could do in this situation. Explain what you would do if you were
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As they are quite different from the grade criteria for Religion 1, they should merely be seen
as suggestions, based on what I find the most important for the students to learn from the
Three Step Model.
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Annette and why that solution, in this situation, would be the best
one.
3. How do you think a utilitarian ethicist would judge your way of
solving the problem? Why? How do you think a Kantian ethicist
would judge it? Why?

The suggested grade criteria prescribe that for the student to be approved on
this test, s/he has to be able to answer the first and the second question according to the instructions. To receive a higher grade, s/he also has to give an
adequate answer to the third question. And in order to receive the highest
grade, s/he also has to be clear, convincing and detailed in his/her way of
answering – like the student who wrote the following (an authentic example):
Annette probably does not know if it would be ethical for her to follow
the rules of the company and refrain from going home to the woman,
since the patient is obviously devastated, she can be dangerous to herself in the present situation, and even asks Annette personally for help.
Annette can (A) ignore the patient’s request and stay home according
to the rules of the company; (B) go home to the patient and help her
privately anyway; (C) try to calm her down over the telephone; (D)
give her the number to another psychologist on duty – provided that
there is one. If so, I would choose alternative D. This way, Annette
could help her get some treatment without having to break the rules
of the company. At the same time, Annette does not have to promise
her to be responsible for her mental health privately, apart from the
job, which Annette would probably not have been able to do in the
long run.
A classical utilitarian would probably see it as a good solution. It
avoids unnecessary suffering because Annette does not have to have a
bad conscience for breaking the rules of the company. That the rules
of the company are being followed is also good from a utilitarian perspective, because it can increase the respect for the privacy of the employees, which lessens the risk that the employees will suffer. It is possible that the patient feels devastated that Annette didn’t want to help
her personally but knowing that there is a therapist on duty (if there
is one) can help her now as well as in future reoccurring situations.
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If you see the solution from a Kantian perspective, the case is more
difficult. The principle that, whenever you feel uncomfortable, you
pass the responsibility on to someone else is not something that I
could see as a universal law. But at the same time, she has the duty to
follow the instructions she has been given by the company, because
otherwise she would contradict the very idea of a rule, and she would
not help the administration of the company. It depends on which
duty you see as the strongest and most important to fulfill. Annette’s
views and opinions also matter a lot since, according to Kant, one
should fulfill one’s duties and act out of good will rather than out of
empathy, or in order to achieve a goal. Additional information and
consideration are needed in order to judge the quality of the solution.184

The basic teaching guide
In order to give the Three Step Model some worthy resistance, the basic
teaching guide was made to be a checklist for the teachers in the control
group, aiming to ensure that their teaching, despite all the differences from
the Three Step Model, still would have some basic similarities to it. This
would make the outcomes of the two teaching conditions possible to compare by the same standard (and the reasons for possible outcome differences
easier to track). The checklist had the following items:
1. Have a real go with ethics this time. Give them at least six lessons
with a well-worked-out content (including the examination session).

This was to ensure that the teachers in the control group prioritized the ethics
section just as much as those in the intervention group could be expected to
do. As there are teachers who normally use less than six sessions for ethics
teaching (see Chapter 3), it was considered important to tell them to make it
at least six sessions. Thereby, it was hoped that the length of the teaching
periods would not significantly affect the outcome differences between the
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This is a translation of an answer from a male philosophy student during the period when
the Three Step Model was developed in 2012.
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groups, which could otherwise be a risk as the teachers in the intervention
group were encouraged to use up to 8–9 sessions (in case the students needed
this for their understanding).
2. Explain to the students that the purpose of ethics teaching is for
them to become better at discovering ethical problems in real life and
develop their abilities to make conscious ethical choices.

This was to ensure that the teachers would encourage their students to engage
wholeheartedly in the ethics section, by making them expect to develop a bit
on a personal level. To some degree, the placebo effect will almost certainly
contribute to the results in a study like this (especially the self-assessment part
of the post-test), and in order to distribute that effect as equally as possible,
the teachers in the control group were told (just as the teachers in the intervention group) to give their students this encouragement at the beginning of
the teaching period.
3. Focus your teaching on ethical problems, especially problems that
the students are likely to encounter themselves. Clarify that an ethical
problem is something you have in relationship to someone else. Such
a problem could, for example, have to do with the question of how
honest one should be in situations when the truth may hurt someone.
Try to avoid problems that are too extreme or imaginative, like “A
man comes in with a shotgun…”

As the teachers in the intervention group were clearly instructed to focus on
ethical problems and not primarily on the normative theories (which some
tend to do), it was important that the teachers in the control group would do
this too (albeit not with the same exercises). Also, it was important that both
of the teaching conditions used problems that the students could relate to
personally, as the purpose of the teaching was to increase their ethical awareness in real life.
4. Let the students discuss different solutions. When they have opinions, make sure that they can give rational justifications for these.
“One cannot do that” or “It is wrong to do that” is not a sufficient
argument in this context.
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Since the emphasis in the intervention condition was very much on teaching
the students to give well-thought-out arguments for their solutions, it was
important that the control condition at least covered this aspect of moral
problem-solving. Otherwise, there might have been an outcome difference
between the groups just because one of them was taught to give rational justifications for their solutions and the other one was not.
5. Explain utilitarianism and Kant’s duty ethics to them and make
sure that they understand the difference between the two theories (especially that, according to Kant, the consequences are not what really
matters). Show how these philosophical theories can help us solve everyday ethical problems.

As the students in the intervention group were taught to relate their solutions
to ethical problems to these normative theories, it was important that the
students in the control group at least had the theories explained and applied
by the teachers. This way, it was also possible to compare the two conditions
regarding their ability to transmit some theoretical knowledge; for example,
regarding the two perhaps most common decision-making models.
To sum up, this was how the Three Step Model and the basic teaching
guide related to each other in terms of (intended) similarities between the
conditions.
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5. HOW THE COMPARISON WAS MADE
Introduction
The comparison between the Three Step Model and the guided regular teaching took the form of a non-randomized controlled trial (a quasi-experimental
study185) in two parts. We here take a closer look at the methodological details
of the study, regarding how the teachers and the students were selected, how
the teachers were instructed, which information was given to the students when
the ethics section was introduced, which questions were asked in the pre- and
post-test and how the answers were quantified. This will hopefully be a sufficient background to the results presented in Chapter 6.

The intervention condition, Sub-study 1
Selection and instruction of teachers
In preparation for Sub-study 1, teachers in religious education at a large number of schools in the south of Sweden were contacted, in most cases by a letter
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In order for a study to be experimental in the classic sense, the participants have to be
randomly allocated to the different conditions. But since they were not in this one, it can
only be classified as a quasi-experimental study.
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to the principal for him/her to forward to the teacher responsible for the subject. In the cases when this teacher showed interest, s/he was met in person,
normally also in company with other teachers in religious education at the
same school. They were asked to give a short report about how they currently
taught ethics. They were also asked if they wanted to participate in a study in
which they taught according to a particular set of instructions, in one or more
study groups. Those who agreed received a file folder about the Three Step
Model with detailed instructions and exercises for every step. They were also
told about the research in favor of the basic principles behind the method,
but they were not told that they were in the intervention group. In other
words, the selection of teachers and study groups was very much based on
(A) which teachers agreed to participate in the study and (B) which study
groups they had (and choose to involve in it). To minimize the risk that they
would not completely understand or be able to follow the detailed instruction, they also received oral supervision twice during the teaching period: just
before the start and right in the middle.

Distribution of pre- and post-tests
The teachers were told not to introduce the ethics section until I had been
there and given the pre-tests to the students. When I did, the students were
also informed about what the research project was about, that their teacher
had received a certain set of instructions to follow and that other teachers had
received other instructions. They were told that their participation was voluntary and they were also ensured that the questionnaires were later to be
anonymized (names replaced by a code) and that their teacher was never going to see them, so the participation could not affect their grades. After giving
written consent (which almost all of them did), they had 20 minutes to fill
out the pre-tests with paper and pencil, sitting well-separated in the classroom
to guarantee that the answers would be individual. In cases when they did
not understand a question, they raised their hands and I explained it to them.
Finally, they were told that I was coming back for a follow-up within a few
months.
After that, the teacher was left alone for the rest of the teaching period,
during which s/he taught the students according to the Three Step Model
and gave them the examination test (plus a re-test two weeks later to those
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who had failed the first one). The teacher kept the results of the examination
test entirely for him/herself. 10–12 weeks after the examination (a period
during which the teacher was instructed to teach as little ethics as possible, at
least not to repeat anything to the study groups), I came to visit the students
again – unexpectedly to them – and gave them the post-test to fill out as
carefully as possible. In case they had forgotten, I told them again about the
research project they were a part of.

Conversation with the teacher
Afterwards, a personal conversation was held with the teacher, in which s/he
shared a number of details about his/her ethics teaching (and which we documented by filling out a specific form, see Appendix); for example, how
closely s/he had followed the instructions, how many sessions the students
had been given and how long these had been. S/he was also asked to give
information whether there were any students who had been absent to such
an extent during the teaching period (more than 50%) that they could not
be counted as reliable participants in the study. If so, these students were
classified as non-responses – just as those who were reported to have studied
philosophy (and thereby ethics from a different source) during the same semester and, of course, those who had not filled out both the pre- and the posttest.

The control condition, Sub-study 1
Initially, the idea was that the same teachers who had been in the intervention
condition would also do the teaching in the control condition the following
year (if they agreed to). That way, it would have been more likely that possible outcome differences would be due to the “method” and not (solely) the
teachers. However, considering the risk that the very knowledge about the
Three Step Model would affect their way of teaching ethics even when they
were not instructed to follow it, I reckoned that this would not have been a
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good idea, since the purpose of the control condition was to represent “regular” ethics teaching (by teachers who did not know what the Three Step
Model was about).
It was thus decided that (A) new teachers were to be recruited for the control condition and (B) that a smaller, complementary study (Sub-study 2)
was to be made afterwards, in which some of the teachers in the control condition who had just followed the basic teaching guide were also introduced
to the Three Step Model and asked to use it in some additional study groups.
This way, there would be a part of the study in which the teachers would be
the same in both conditions.
The recruitment of teachers for the control condition was very much based
on the aim to obtain an equilibrium between the conditions; to make the
control students roughly as many as the intervention students, with the same
proportion (or disproportion) between students from vocational and higher
education preparatory programs in both conditions. Just as in the intervention condition, the teachers who agreed to participate were given an instruction to follow, but this time it was just the basic teaching guide (five items
on a piece of paper), which allowed them to teach roughly as they were used
to. They were informed that the items were recommendations drawn from
research about how ethics should be successfully taught. Other than that, the
teachers in the control condition did not receive any more (formal) supervision unless they explicitly asked for it.
In all other aspects, the arrangements were the same as in the intervention
condition: the information to the students when the pre-test was given, the
instruction to the teacher to teach as little ethics as possible during the 10–
12 weeks between the examination and the post-test, the giving of the posttests and the conversation with the teacher afterwards.

Sub-study 2
When the teachers were recruited to the control condition in Sub-study 1, it
was also ensured that at least some of them were interested in starting to teach
according to a new kind of instruction (in similar study groups) when they
were finished with this one. Thereby I could make sure that there would also
be a Sub -study 2, in which some teachers’ results from Sub-study 1 (control
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condition) could be compared to the same teachers’ results in a number of
new study groups (in which they taught according to the instructions of the
intervention condition). Those who finally agreed to teach according to a
new kind of instruction received the file folder about the Three Step Model,
along with oral supervision twice; everything else was arranged just as the rest
in Sub-study 1.
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The assessment
Pre-test
The purpose of the pre-test was to find out which demonstrable knowledge
(procedural and declarative) the students had in advance. Did they know
what distinguished ethics from other subjects? Would they be able to give an
example of an ethical problem, suggest a solution to it and justify it properly?
Did they know anything at all about utilitarianism or Kant’s ethics? If they
did, it was probable that they had studied ethics as part of a philosophy course
not too long ago. If they had (and remembered that they had), it was interesting for me to know as it could make a difference for the results. (Those
who were reported to study philosophy during the same semester as the religion course were counted as non-answers, just as those who had been absent
during most of the teaching period or had not completed both the pre- and
the post-test.) At the beginning of the pre-test, the students were thus asked
to either confirm or disconfirm the statement “I have studied ethics/moral
philosophy before.”
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When the answers were quantified, I was instructed not to use the figure
0 but instead let incorrect or missing answers be scored with 1 point, in order
to make the computational process in the statistics program (SPSS) easier.
Accordingly, the minimum point in the pre-test was 5 and the maximum was
15. These were the five questions:
1. Lisa is thinking about what to wear at the party tonight and it is
not easy. “Do purple shoes really go together with a black skirt?” she
asks herself. Why is this not an ethical problem?

The answer should show that the student knew something about what distinguished right and wrong in ethics from right and wrong in other areas,
such as esthetics. And the answer should not be circular (stating something
that is already presupposed by the question), such as “this is not about morality.” An incorrect or missing answer was scored 1 point. An answer such
as “it does not affect society/other people” or “it does not create any bad
consequences” was scored 2 points.
2. Give an example of something that is (or could be) an ethical problem/dilemma!

The answer should show that the student could give an example of an ethical
problem (without confusing ethics with, for example, esthetics or etiquette).
An answer that did not do so was scored 1 point. An answer that did it very
parsimoniously (e.g., “unfaithfulness”) or described a situation without formulating the very problem, such “your friend’s boyfriend has been unfaithful” was scored 2 points. An answer that formulated the problem explicitly,
such as: “your friend’s boyfriend has been unfaithful and you do not know if
you should tell her or not,” was scored 3 points.
3A: How would you like to solve this problem? B: Why?

This was a question in two parts. The answer should show that the student
could suggest a relevant solution (to the problem exemplified) and justify it.
An answer that was not a solution to the problem described in the previous
answer – questions 2 and 3 were closely tied together – was scored 1 point.
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An answer that was a solution but did not entail any (non-circular)186 justification, such as “I would tell her because that would be the right thing to do”
was scored 2 points. An answer that was a solution and entailed a (non-circular) justification, such as “I would tell her, because it is my duty as a friend”
was scored 3 points. An answer that was a solution and entailed a well-developed justification (took more than one aspect into account), such as “I would
tell her because it is my duty as a friend and it would also, in the long run,
be the best for her” was scored 4 points. (A well-developed justification was
scored higher because it indicated that the student had been autonomous in
his/her way of solving the problem.)
4. What is Kant’s duty ethics all about?

The answer should show that the student was on the right track when it came
to understanding Kant’s duty ethics. An answer that did not do this was
scored 1 point. An answer that did but was very general, such as “one should
follow one’s duties” was scored 2 points. An answer paraphrasing the categorical imperative “act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the
same time will/wish that it should become a universal law” was scored 3
points.
5. What is utilitarianism all about?

The answer should show that the student was on the right track when it came
to understanding utilitarianism. An answer that did not do this was scored 1
point. An answer that did but was very general, such as “one should look at
the consequences” was scored 2 points. An answer that paraphrased the principle “the greatest happiness for the greatest number” was scored 3 points.
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That a justification is non-circular means that it does not take for granted what it sets out
to justify. It gives, so to say, support from without.
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Post-test
The purpose of the post-test was (A) to measure how much the students’ selfassessed ethical awareness had increased as a result of the ethics teaching and
(B) to measure how much their demonstrable knowledge about ethics had
increased since the pre-test. In other words, two different ways of measuring
students’ development was used: one that had the advantage of showing how
the students themselves estimated how the teaching had affected them, and
one that had the advantage of showing how much they could actually retrieve
from their long-term memory, compared to how much they knew from the
beginning. As I wanted to have their spontaneous responses to the ethics teaching in retrospect, I decided to place the self-assessment first and the assessment of demonstrable knowledge last in the post-test. In both parts, some
items were considered more representative than others for what the measure
aimed to capture, and were thus investigated separately. In the first part, A,
the minimum number of points was 5 and the maximum was 20. It had five
statements:

1. After the ethics teaching, I have become better at discovering
ethical problems in everyday life.
2. After the ethics teaching, I have become better at finding solutions to the ethical problems I discover.
3. After the ethics teaching, I reflect more upon my behaviour
towards others.
4. After the ethics teaching, I have become better at giving arguments for what I consider right or wrong.

5. After the ethics teaching, I have become more interested in
ethical issues.

For every statement, the students were given five alternative responses on a
Likert-type scale: “Agree totally,” “Agree to a great extent,” “Agree to a small
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extent,” “Disagree” and “Cannot answer.” These were scored 4, 3, 2, 1
points, respectively.187
What all statements have in common is that they reflect different ways in
which the students could have been affected by the teaching. The two first
are very general. If you cannot recognize solutions to ethical problems, you
can hardly recognize the problems in the first place, as the recognition of
problems implies the recognition of alternative ways of acting. As long as you
just “do what you have to,” there is (subjectively) no problem, but as soon as
you recognize alternatives, there might be. Unless these abilities have developed a bit, there has been no increase in ethical awareness.
The third is a little bit more specific and may be at the core of what is
needed for a person to make a change in his/her behavior: self-insight. If you
do not reflect upon your behavior, you cannot change consciously. And if you
cannot do that, your interaction with the world will be dependent upon the
moral instincts and the degree of flexibility you already have (which may be
sufficient in some situations but not in others) and improvement will be difficult. So together with statements 1–2, this was considered the most relevant
statement regarding how much the students’ self-assessed ethical awareness
had increased; the answers to them were thus assessed separately.
The fourth is also a little more specific. If you cannot give arguments for
what you consider right or wrong, your viewpoints on ethical issues will be
merely intuitive, which makes a rational ethical discussion (with yourself or
someone else) very difficult. Of course, you can still be a “good” person without being able to give arguments, but when encountering a problem that does
not lend itself to an easy solution, you will lack an important intellectual tool.
The fifth is perhaps the most general. If you are not interested in ethical
issues per se, you may still be able to recognize ethical problems and their
solutions, reflect upon your behavior and give arguments for your opinions.
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This is a slightly unconventional way of quantifying answers. Ordinarily, the sequence
would have been 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 but this time it was not, as (A) the lowest score was (as explained
above) 1 instead of 0, and as (B) the purpose of the questions was to find out which differences in him-/herself the student had actually noticed (and wanted to report on). And if s/he
could not (or did not want to) answer the question, it was considered worth just as much as
the qualitatively different answer “disagree,” as it gave the same amount of positive information. (In reality, however, only a small minority of the students gave a “cannot answer”
response to any of the statements.)
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But your motivation to make use of and develop these abilities will probably
be limited; therefore, an interest in ethics is vital as well.
The second part of the post-test, B, was a repetition of the questions from
the pre-test. Of these, questions 2 and 3 (about giving an example of an ethical problem, solving it and justifying the solution) were considered the most
relevant as they assessed the development of not just declarative but also procedural knowledge (i.e. skills for ethical problem-solving). The answers to
them were thus assessed separately.

Quantification and statistical analysis
The first step was to quantify all the answers, i.e. assign points to every part
of the assessment (including the score of development from pre-test to posttest part B) for every student. When I did this the answers had been anonymized on the individual level, but I knew when I was quantifying the answers
of the intervention and the control condition, respectively. After it was done,
my main supervisor checked 10% of the quantified answers randomly and
discussed with me when something was unclear. In nine out of ten cases, we
agreed about the scores from the beginning.
The second step was to enter all the data (variables such as gender, study
orientation, teaching condition, teacher and score in each part of the assessment for every student) into the statistics program; a process in which my
supervisors gave me a good deal of support. The third step was to calculate
the differences between the intervention and control conditions, vocational
and higher education preparatory programs and male and female students, in
each part of the assessment. To make the statistics as simple as possible I
decided to stick to the differences on an aggregate level; this calculation was
done by running an independent samples t-test on the data.
But since the data were not normally distributed (which in a t-test can give
a false impression of statistical significance), I was advised by a statistician to
also run a Mann-Whitney U-test on the data (a non-parametric test in which
the median score is calculated instead of the mean). This I did, just to discover
that the results in terms of significant differences were the same as when we
ran the t-test. The statistician thus advised me to stick to the original analysis,
and another colleague with knowledge in statistics made some additional operations (analysis of the variance) for me. This way we could all together make
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sure that everything in the process was handled correctly, with at least no
intentional bias towards the intervention condition.
%R[
7KHWZRPHDVXUHVRIGHYHORSPHQWXVHGLQWKLVVWXG\ 1%WKHGHVLJQDWLRQV$DQG%RQO\UHIHUWRWKH
RUGHULQZKLFKWKH\DSSHDUHGLQWKHSRVWWHVWQRWWRWKHLUGHJUHHRILPSRUWDQFH 
0HDVXUH$

0HDVXUH%

0HDVXUH$ZDVWKHVFRUHLQWKHILUVWSDUWRIWKH
SRVWWHVW VHOIDVVHVVPHQW 
6WDWHPHQWV±³$IWHUWKHHWKLFVWHDFKLQJ,
KDYHEHFRPHEHWWHUDWUHFRJQL]LQJHWKLFDO
SUREOHPVLQHYHU\GD\OLIHILQGLQJVROXWLRQVWRWKH
SUREOHPV,GLVFRYHU´DQG³$IWHUWKHHWKLFV
WHDFKLQJ,UHIOHFWPRUHXSRQP\EHKDYLRU
WRZDUGVRWKHUV´ZHUHFRQVLGHUHGWKHPRVW
UHOHYDQW IRUZKDWWKHPHDVXUHDLPHGWR
FDSWXUH DQGZHUHWKXVDVVHVVHGVHSDUDWHO\

0HDVXUH%ZDVWKHLQFUHDVHLQSRLQWVIURPSUH
WHVWWRWKHVHFRQGSDUWRIWKHSRVWWHVW
GHYHORSPHQWRIGHPRQVWUDEOHNQRZOHGJH 
4XHVWLRQV±³*LYHDQH[DPSOHRIVRPHWKLQJ
WKDWLVFRXOGEHDQHWKLFDOSUREOHPGLOHPPD´DQG
³+RZZRXOG\RXOLNHWRVROYHWKLVSUREOHP"
:K\"´ZHUHFRQVLGHUHGWKHPRVWUHOHYDQW IRU
ZKDWWKHPHDVXUHDLPHGWRFDSWXUH DQGZHUH
WKXVDVVHVVHGVHSDUDWHO\
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6. RESULTS
Introduction
In this chapter, the results of Sub-study 1 and 2, together with some of the
most important characteristics, are presented. This includes the results in all
parts of the assessment and the development from pre- to post-test, across
three comparisons: between the teaching conditions, study orientations and
genders. Thereby, it will hopefully provide the reader with a comprehensible
basis for the discussion in Chapter 7.

Sub-study 1: An overview
In all, 456 students participated in Sub-study 1. Of them, 244 were in the
intervention condition (when 181 non-answers had been excluded188) and
212 in the control condition (when 165 non-answers had been excluded).
190 came from vocational programs (when 174 non-answers had been excluded) and 266 from higher education preparatory programs (when 172
non-answers had been excluded). 252 were male and 204 female. Most of
them were in grade three but some of them were in grade two.

188

A pre-test without a post-test (or vice versa) or no test at all despite being in the study
group, was the most common reason for something being counted as a non-answer. But
answers from students whom (according to their teachers) had participated less than 50%
during the teaching period or students whom (according to their teachers) had studied philosophy the same semester were counted as non-answers as well.
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The primary purpose was to find out if there were any significant differences in results between the intervention condition (whose teachers were instructed to follow the Three Step Model) and the control condition (whose
teachers were instructed to follow the basic teaching guide). As the teaching
method used in the intervention condition was based on research about how
a specific long-term result could be achieved, the hypothesis was that the intervention students would score significantly higher in both measures A (the
self-assessment) and B (development of demonstrable knowledge).189 The secondary purpose was to find out if there were any significant differences in
results between vocational and higher education preparatory programs and
between male and female students (irrespective of which teaching conditions
they were in). As research has indicated that higher achieving students and
females should have an advantage190, the hypotheses were that students from
higher education preparatory programs and females respectively would score
significantly higher in both measures A and B.
The results of the comparisons are presented in the following section. Initially, however, we take a look at the 15 teachers in Sub-study 1, how many
students they had and how they responded afterwards when they were asked
to take a stand with regard to the statement “When I taught, I followed the
instructions to the letter.” (Just like the students, they were presented with
five alternative responses on a Likert-type scale: “Agree totally,” “Agree to a
great extent,” “Agree to a small extent,” “Disagree” and “Cannot answer.”)
How they responded to this is an indicator of the internal validity of the
study, which will be discussed in Chapter 7.





189

Kavathatzopoulos (1988), p. 57 f; (1993), p. 379 f.; (2004), p. 277 f.; (2006), p. 55 f.;
(2012), p. 389 f.

190

Borkowski & Ugras (1998), p. 1124; Altmyer et al. (2011), p. 41.
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7DEOH
$OOWKHWHDFKHUVLQ6XEVWXG\WKHFRQGLWLRQVWKH\ZHUHLQWKHQXPEHURIVWXGHQWVWKH\WDXJKWDQGWKH
GHJUHHWRZKLFKWKHWHDFKHUVUHSRUWHGKDYLQJIROORZHGWKHLQVWUXFWLRQV³WRWKHOHWWHU´
7HDFKHUDQGWHDFKLQJ
FRQGLWLRQ

1XPEHURIVWXGHQWV

)ROORZHGWKHLQVWUXFWLRQV³WR
WKHOHWWHU´

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7LQWHUYHQWLRQ



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRWDOO\

7FRQWURO



$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW



As we can see, one of the teachers in the intervention condition responded
“agree totally” whereas six of them responded “agree to a great extent.” Of
the teachers in the control condition, six responded “agree totally” whereas
two responded “agree to a great extent.” None of them responded “agree to
a small extent” or “disagree.” In other words, the teachers in both conditions
reported a relatively high adherence to the instructions, while those in the
control condition reported a higher adherence.
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The intervention vs. the control condition
Characteristics
We now come to the comparison between the intervention and the control
conditions. As a background to the results, we should take a look at some of
the most important characteristics: the student distribution in each teaching
condition, how many percent reported having studied ethics before and the
amount of time that the teachers (in the conversation afterwards) reported
having used for ethics teaching.
7DEOH
'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWXGHQWVLQHDFKFRQGLWLRQZLWKUHJDUGWRVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQDQGJHQGHU
7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQ

6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQ

*HQGHUV

,QWHUYHQWLRQ

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

PDOH
IHPDOH

&RQWURO

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

PDOH
IHPDOH


7DEOH
3HUFHQWDJHRIVWXGHQWVLQHDFKFRQGLWLRQZKRUHSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV
7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQ

5HSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV

,QWHUYHQWLRQ



&RQWURO




7DEOH
$YHUDJH WLPH LQ WRWDO DQG DYHUDJH QXPEHU RI VHVVLRQV SHU ZHHN XVHG IRU HWKLFV WHDFKLQJ UHSRUWHG
DIWHUZDUGVE\WKHWHDFKHUV
7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQ

7HDFKLQJWLPHRQDYHUDJH

6HVVLRQVSHUZHHNRQ
DYHUDJH

,QWHUYHQWLRQ

PLQXWHV



&RQWURO

PLQXWHV
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As we can see, the distribution of programs and gender were approximately
the same between the two conditions, with some over-representation of
study-preparatory programs and males within both. The percentage who reported having studied ethics before was larger in the control condition than
in the intervention condition. With regard to teaching hours, the teachers in
the control condition reported having used a bit more time than those in the
intervention condition, but their average number of sessions per week was
smaller (i.e., their teaching hours were more scattered).

Results
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQV LQZKLFKWKHWHDFKHUVIROORZHGWKH7KUHH6WHS0RGHO
DQGWKHEDVLFWHDFKLQJJXLGHUHVSHFWLYHO\ LQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJWKHLUPHDQVFRUHVLQGLIIHUHQWSDUWV
RIWKHDVVHVVPHQW
3DUWRIDVVHVVPHQW

,QWHUYHQWLRQFRQGLWLRQ
Q  

&RQWUROFRQGLWLRQ
Q  

3YDOXH


3UHWHVW
LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3UHWHVWLQWRWDO


0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP
±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP


0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LQ
WRWDO PHDVXUH$ 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LWHP
±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LQ
WRWDO

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3



The control group scored significantly higher191 than the intervention group,
both in the pre-test, item 2–3 (P <.000) 192 and in the pre-test in total (P

191

When the P-value is .05 or less, a difference is considered to be statically significant.

192

As the questions 2–3 in the pre-test were closely linked together, they were viewed as one
item. The same was the case with the statements 1–2 in the post-test part A and the questions
2–3 in the post-test part B.
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<.000). There were no significant differences between the conditions in posttest part A, items 1–2 and 3, but the control group scored significantly higher
in post-test part A in total (P <.032). This means that the part of the hypothesis saying that the students in the intervention condition would score significantly higher in measure A (self-assessment) was not confirmed. However,
the intervention group scored significantly higher than the control group,
both in post-test part B item 2–3 (P <.000) and in post-test part B in total (P
<.000).

Development from pre- to post-test
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQV LQZKLFKWKHWHDFKHUVIROORZHGWKH7KUHH6WHS0RGHO
DQGWKHEDVLFWHDFKLQJJXLGHUHVSHFWLYHO\ LQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJPHDQGHYHORSPHQWIURPSUHWHVWWR
SRVWWHVWSDUW%
'HYHORSPHQW

,QWHUYHQWLRQFRQGLWLRQ
Q  

&RQWUROFRQGLWLRQ
Q  

3YDOXH

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LQWRWDO
PHDVXUH% 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3



Even though both groups developed from pre-test to post-test part B, this
development was significantly stronger in the intervention group than in the
control group, both in items 2–3 (P <.000) and in total (P <.000). This
means that the part of the hypothesis saying that the students in the intervention condition would score significantly higher in measure B (development of demonstrable knowledge) was confirmed.193


193

An analysis of the variance (performed by Eva Davidsson) showed that among students
from both vocational and higher education preparatory programs, and among both males
and females, the control students scored significantly higher in measure A and the intervention students scored significantly higher in measure B. In other words, this difference between the teaching conditions was a general tendency in Sub-study 1.
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Vocational vs. higher education preparatory programs
Characteristics
7DEOH
'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWXGHQWVZLWKUHJDUGWRWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQVDQGJHQGHULQHDFKVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQ
6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQ

7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQV

*HQGHUV

9RFDWLRQDOSU

LQWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQWURO

PDOH
IHPDOH

+LJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

LQWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQWURO

PDOH
IHPDOH


7DEOH
3HUFHQWDJHRIVWXGHQWVLQHDFKVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQZKRUHSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV
6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQ

5HSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV

9RFDWLRQDOSU



+LJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU




7DEOH
$YHUDJH WLPH LQ WRWDO DQG DYHUDJH QXPEHU RI VHVVLRQV SHU ZHHN XVHG IRU HWKLFV WHDFKLQJ UHSRUWHG
DIWHUZDUGVE\WKHWHDFKHUV
6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQ

7HDFKLQJWLPHRQDYHUDJH

6HVVLRQVSHUZHHNRQ
DYHUDJH

9RFDWLRQDOSU

PLQXWHV



+LJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

PLQXWHV



As we can see, the distribution of intervention and control students was approximately the same in the two study orientations, with some over-representation of intervention students within both. The over-representation of
males was larger in the vocational programs than in the higher education
preparatory programs. The percentage who reported having studied ethics
before was larger in the higher education preparatory programs. With regard
to teaching hours, the teachers in the vocational programs reported having
used a bit more time than those in the higher education preparatory programs, but their average number of sessions per week was smaller (i.e., their
teaching hours were more scattered).
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Results
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQVLQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJWKHLUPHDQVFRUHVLQGLIIHUHQW
SDUWVRIWKHDVVHVVPHQW
3DUWRIDVVHVVPHQW

9RFDWLRQDO
SURJUDPV
Q  


+LJKHUHG
SUHSDUDWRU\
SURJUDPV
Q  

3YDOXH

3UHWHVWLWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY 

3

3UHWHVWLQWRWDO

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LQWRWDO
PHDVXUH$ 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LQWRWDO

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY 

3



The students in the higher education preparatory programs scored significantly higher than the ones in vocational programs across all parts of the assessment (except in post-test part A item 3, where there was no difference
between them). This means that the part of the hypothesis saying that students from the higher education preparatory programs would score significantly higher in measure A was confirmed.
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Development from pre- to post-test
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQVLQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJPHDQGHYHORSPHQWIURPSUHWHVW
WRSRVWWHVWSDUW%
'HYHORSPHQW

9RFDWLRQDOSURJUDPV
Q  

+LJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\
SURJUDPV
Q  

3YDOXH

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LWHPV±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LQWRWDO
PHDVXUH% 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3



The students in both orientations developed from pre-test to post-test part B
and there was no significant difference between the orientations in item 2–3.
In total, however, there was a significantly stronger development in the
higher education preparatory programs (P <.000). This means that the part
of the hypothesis saying that the students from the higher education preparatory programs would score significantly higher in measure B was confirmed.

Male vs. female students
Characteristics
7DEOH
'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWXGHQWVZLWKUHJDUGWRWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQVDQGVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQLQHDFKJHQGHU
*HQGHU

7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQV

6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQV

0DOHV

LQWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQWURO

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

)HPDOHV

LQWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQWURO

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

As we can see, the distribution of intervention and control students was approximately the same for the two genders, with some over-representation of
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intervention students within both. The over-representation of higher education preparatory students (which was the case in both genders) was larger
among the females than the males.

Results
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ WKH JHQGHUV LQ 6XEVWXG\  UHJDUGLQJ WKHLU PHDQ VFRUHV LQ GLIIHUHQW SDUWV RI WKH
DVVHVVPHQW
3DUWRIDVVHVVPHQW

0DOH
VWXGHQWV
Q  

)HPDOH
VWXGHQWV
Q  

3YDOXH

3UHWHVW
LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY 

3

3UHWHVWLQWRWDO

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP±


0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LWHP

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW$LQWRWDO
PHDVXUH$ 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LWHP±


0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

3RVWWHVWSDUW%LQWRWDO

0 
6WGGHY  

0 
6WGGHY  

3



There was no significant difference between the genders in the pre-test item
2–3, in the pre-test in total or in the post-test part A item 1–2. In the posttest part A item 3, however, the females scored significantly higher (P <.004),
just as in post-test part A in total (P <.002). This means that the part of the
hypothesis saying that the females would score significantly higher than the
males in measure A was confirmed. Also, in post-test part B item 2–3 the
females scored significantly higher (P <.015), just as in the post-test part B in
total (P <.004)
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Development from pre- to post-test
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRJHQGHUVLQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJPHDQGHYHORSPHQWIURPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%
'HYHORSPHQW

0DOHVWXGHQWV
Q  

)HPDOHVWXGHQWV
Q  

3YDOXH

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LWHP±

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3

)URPSUHWHVWWRSRVW
WHVWSDUW%LQWRWDO
PHDVXUH% 

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

0HDQ 
6WGGHY  

3



Even though both genders developed from pre-test to post-test part B, the
development of the female students was significantly stronger, both in item
2–3 (P <.025) and in total (P <.019). This means that the part of the hypothesis saying that the female students would score significantly higher than male
ones in measure B was confirmed.

Sub-study 2
An overview
In all, 123 students participated in the complementary Sub-study 2. Of them,
68 were in the intervention condition (when 50 non-answers had been excluded) and 55 in the control condition (when 39 non-answers had been
excluded). All of them were in grade three. Its purpose was to find out if the
strength ratio between the intervention and the control conditions in Substudy 1 would persist if the teachers in both conditions would be the same
(which they were not in Sub-study 1).
Three of the teachers who used the basic teaching guide in Sub-study 1
(control condition) were thus, in Sub-study 2, instructed to use the Three
Step Model in some additional study groups (intervention condition). All of
them taught students from either vocational or higher education preparatory
programs, which helped making the difference between the compared study
groups as small as possible. The hypothesis, just like in Sub-study 1, was that
the students in the intervention condition would score significantly higher in
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both measures A (the self-assessment) and B (development of demonstrable
knowledge).

7DEOH
7KHWHDFKHUV LQ 6XEVWXG\ WKHLU QXPEHU RIVWXGHQWV DQGWKH GHJUHHWR ZKLFKWKH WHDFKHUVUHSRUWHG
KDYLQJIROORZHGWKHLQVWUXFWLRQV³WRWKHOHWWHU´LQHDFKWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQ
7HDFKHUDQGQXPEHURI
VWXGHQWV

)ROORZHGLQVWUXFWLRQV³WR
WKHOHWWHU´LQLQWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQGLWLRQ

)ROORZHGLQVWUXFWLRQV³WRWKH
OHWWHU´LQFRQWUROFRQGLWLRQ

7

$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7

$JUHHWRWDOO\

$JUHHWRDJUHDWH[WHQW

7

$JUHHWRWDOO\

$JUHHWRWDOO\



As we can see, all teachers responded either “agree totally” or “agree to a great
extent” to the statement “When I taught, I followed the instructions to the
letter.” None of them responded “agree to a small extent” or “disagree” in
either one of the conditions. In other words, adherence to the instructions
was reported to be relatively high in both of them, but, as we also see, it was
higher in the intervention condition.

Characteristics
7DEOH
'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWXGHQWVLQHDFKVWXG\FRQGLWLRQZLWKUHJDUGWRVWXG\RULHQWDWLRQDQGJHQGHU
6WXG\FRQGLWLRQ

6WXG\RULHQWDWLRQ

*HQGHUV

,QWHUYHQWLRQ

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

PDOH
IHPDOH

&RQWURO

YRFDWLRQDOSU
KLJKHUHGSUHSDUDWRU\SU

PDOH
IHPDOH

7DEOH
3HUFHQWDJHRIVWXGHQWVLQHDFKVWXG\FRQGLWLRQZKRUHSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV
6WXG\FRQGLWLRQ

5HSRUWHGSUHYLRXVHWKLFVVWXGLHV

,QWHUYHQWLRQ



&RQWURO
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7DEOH
$YHUDJH WLPH LQ WRWDO DQG DYHUDJH QXPEHU RI VHVVLRQV SHU ZHHN XVHG IRU HWKLFV WHDFKLQJ UHSRUWHG
DIWHUZDUGVE\WKHWHDFKHUV
6HVVLRQVSHUZHHNRQ
DYHUDJH

7HDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQ

7HDFKLQJWLPHRQDYHUDJH

,QWHUYHQWLRQ

PLQXWHV



&RQWURO

PLQXWHV





As we can see, the over-representation of students from vocational programs
(which was the case in both conditions) was larger in the intervention condition, and the over-representation of females (which was the case in both conditions) was larger in the control condition. The percentage who reported
having studied ethics before was larger in the intervention condition. With
regard to teaching hours, the teachers in the control condition reported having used a bit more time than those in the intervention condition, but their
average number of sessions per week was the same.
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Results
7DEOH
'LIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRWHDFKLQJFRQGLWLRQV LQZKLFKWKHWHDFKHUVIROORZHGWKH7KUHH6WHS0RGHO
DQGWKHEDVLFWHDFKLQJJXLGHUHVSHFWLYHO\ LQ6XEVWXG\UHJDUGLQJWKHLUPHDQVFRUHVLQGLIIHUHQWSDUWV
RIWKHDVVHVVPHQW
3DUWRIDVVHVVPHQW

,QWHUYHQWLRQ
FRQGLWLRQ
Q  

&RQWUROFRQGLWLRQ
Q  

3YDOXH

3UHWHVW
LWHP±
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There were no significant differences between the intervention and the control groups in either the pre-test in total, the post-test part A in total or their
separate items. This means that the part of the hypothesis saying that students
in the intervention condition would score significantly higher in measure A
was not confirmed. In the post-test part B, however, the intervention group
scored significantly higher in both item 2–3 (P <.017) and in total (P <.001).
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The number of participants in Sub-study 2 (123) were not even a third of the participants
in Sub-study 1 (456), which means that numerical differences had to be much larger in Substudy 2 to be significant. This must be kept in mind when the results of the two sub-studies
are compared.
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Even though both groups developed from pre- to post-test part B, the development was significantly stronger in the intervention group, both in item 2–
3 (P <.044) and in total (P <.001). This means that the part of the hypothesis
saying that the students in the intervention condition would score significantly higher in measure B was confirmed.195

Summary
Sub-study 1
The most important hypothesis in Sub-study 1 was that the students in the
intervention condition would score significantly higher than the ones in the
control condition in both measures A and B. This hypothesis was only partly
confirmed as, on the contrary, the students in the control condition scored
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If we then look individually at the three teachers, we see in the case of T8 that there were
no significant differences between the two conditions, but there were numerical differences:
the control group scored higher in measure A and the intervention group scored higher in
measure B. In the case of T9, we see that the control group scored numerically higher in
measure A but that the intervention group scored significantly higher in measure B. And in
the case of T14, we see that the intervention group scored numerically higher in measure A
and significantly higher in measure B. So, in all three cases, the intervention group scored
higher in measure B, at least numerically.
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significantly higher in measure A (even though there was no significant difference between the conditions in the items that were assessed separately).
The students in the intervention condition, however, scored significantly
higher in measure B (including the item that was assessed separately).
A second hypothesis was that students from higher education preparatory
programs would score significantly higher than those from vocational programs in both measures A and B. This hypothesis was confirmed both in
measure A (even though in one of the items that were assessed separately,
there was no difference between the orientations) and in measure B (even
though in the item that was assessed separately, there was no significant difference between the orientations). A third hypothesis was that female students would score significantly higher than male students in both measures
A and B. This hypothesis was confirmed both in measure A (even though in
one of the items that were assessed separately, there was no significant difference between the genders) and in measure B (including the item that was
assessed separately).

Sub-study 2
The hypothesis in Sub-study 2 was that the students in the intervention condition would score significantly higher than the ones in the control condition
in both measures A and B. This hypothesis was only partly confirmed as there
was no significant difference between the conditions in measure A (including
the items that were assessed separately). In measure B, however (including
the item that was assessed separately), the students in the intervention condition scored significantly higher than the ones in the control condition.
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7. DISCUSSION
Introduction
This chapter has three main purposes. The first is to discuss possible reasons
behind the results in the comparison between the intervention and control
conditions, as well as between vocational and higher education preparatory
programs and male and female students, and arrive at a tentative conclusion
regarding which “method” for ethics teaching appears to be the most effective. The second is to perform a closer examination of my research methodology with regard to internal and external validity and clarify the lessons for
future research. The third is to account for the ethical considerations that
have been made during the course of the study, with the aim to treat all the
participating teachers and students as responsibly and ethically as possible.

The comparison between the teaching conditions
The most important comparison in this study was the one between the intervention condition, whose teachers were instructed to use the Three Step
Model, and the control condition, whose teachers were instructed to teach as
usually but with some added guidelines. Since (A) the degree of moral autonomy in both Piaget’s and (the later) Kohlberg’s theories was assumed to be
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the best predictor of how people would actually behave in a morally problematic situation196 and (B) the Three Step Model was based upon research
on how moral autonomy could be increased in a lasting way by means of just
some instructions and training, it was hypothesized that the Three Step
Model would have a greater capacity than regular ethics teaching to influence
the students in a way that would make a difference with regard to their moral
decisions in real life. The fact that the method had a repetitive structure, in
which the students gradually learned how to solve (real and personal) ethical
problems autonomously, was supposed to make it even more likely that its
effects would be strong and clear.
But despite these differences in relation to regular practice, which should
all be beneficial for the long-term effectiveness, the hypothesis could only be
confirmed by measure B (development of demonstrable knowledge), but not
by measure A (self-assessed ethical awareness). It appears, in other words, that
the students in the intervention condition learned more, but that they did
not experience a stronger development. In the following, I discuss the possible reasons behind this discrepancy.

The advantage of the intervention condition in measure B
The part of the hypothesis saying that the intervention students would score
significantly higher than the control students in measure B, was confirmed
in both sub-studies. In Sub-study 1 we saw this tendency among both males
and females and among both vocational and higher education preparatory
students. In Sub study 2, in which the results of the teachers were also assessed individually, we saw this tendency in all three cases. (This suggests that
even though it always makes a difference who the teacher is, it does not appear to have been the key variable this time.) If we look at the item in measure
B that was assessed separately: “Give an example of something that is (or
could be) an ethical problem/dilemma!” and “How would you like to solve
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Reimer et al. (1983), p. 111; Colby & Kohlberg (1987), p. 351; Piaget (1932), p. 62.
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this problem? Why?” (2–3), we also see that the development of the intervention students was significantly stronger in both sub studies.197 What could
be the reasons for this? Let us see if we find any obvious clues.

Clues in the background information
In the background information to the comparison in Sub-study 1, we see that
the distribution of students from the two study orientations and genders were
approximately the same in the two teaching conditions. The percentage who
reported having studied ethics before was larger in the control condition,
which corresponded well with the observation that the control students
scored significantly higher in the pre-test, but it does not help us understand
the advantage of the intervention students. With regard to teaching hours,
we see that the teachers in the control condition reported having used a bit
more time for teaching, but that it was more scattered (it is hard to tell what
difference this could have made, as scattered teaching hours can be both good
and bad for long-term retention). So, in the background information to Substudy 1 there are no obvious clues to the advantage of the intervention students.
If we go to the student distribution in Sub-study 2, we see that the overrepresentation of students from vocational programs (which was the case in
both teaching conditions) was larger in the intervention condition and that
the over-representation of females (which was the case in both teaching conditions) was larger in the control condition. This does not help us understand
the advantage of the intervention students. The percentage who reported
having studied ethics before was larger in the intervention condition; in the
pre-test, however, there was no significant difference between the teaching
conditions, which means that pre-existing knowledge is not the explanation.
With regard to teaching hours, the teachers in the control condition reported
having used a bit more time than those in the intervention condition, but
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The other questions were: “Lisa is thinking about what to wear at the party tonight, and it
is not easy. ‘Do purple shoes really go together with a black skirt?’ she asks herself. Why is
this not an ethical problem?” (1), “What is Kant’s duty ethics all about?” (4) and “What is
utilitarianism all about?” (5).
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their average number of sessions per week was the same. So, in the background information to Sub-study 2 there are no obvious clues to the advantage of the intervention students either.

How the teaching was planned and presented
Does this mean that the stronger development in the intervention condition
was caused by the ways in which the teaching was planned and presented?
Not necessarily as there are still variables beyond our control (such as the
general level of academic achievement among the intervention and control
students respectively), but due to what we do know, it is very likely that it
was to some degree. Then the question is what made the difference.
In the teaching method used in the intervention condition, the Three Step
Model, primarily the two first steps were intended to increase the students’
ethical awareness. In the first step by letting the students derive an ethical
problem from a hypothetical situation where no problem was yet formulated.
In the second step by training the students in autonomous problem-solving,
first by letting them work with hypothetical problems, then with real and
personal ones they would come up with themselves. So, without knowing
what an ethical problem is, being able to solve it properly and justify the
solution, they could not complete the exercises in the Three Step Model nor
pass the examination test. This is probably part of the explanation for the
advantage of the intervention students: the teaching method required them
to acquire the procedural knowledge that was assessed by the post-test. If so,
the results in measure B support the general tendency that Antes et al. and
Waples et al. detected in their meta-analyses regarding the effectiveness of
ethics instruction at university level: the strongest effects are achieved when
one directly exercises the students’ cognitive skills for ethical reasoning/problem-solving.198 Even more directly, they support Kavathatzopoulos’ discovery
that training in autonomous problem-solving can make a long-term difference with regard to how an individual approaches a moral problem.199
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Kavathatzopoulos (1988), p. 57 f.; (1993), p. 379 f.; (2004), p. 27 f.; (2006), p. 55 f.;
(2012), p. 389 f.
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In addition to this, there is a factor that probably made the effects even
stronger: the recurring element of repetition in the Three Step Model. It was
repeated over and over again, using different examples, what an ethical problem is and how it could be solved properly. The repetition was carried out by
the students themselves when they were doing the exercises, in which they
had to retrieve the memories they had previously encoded (for example when
they gave their own examples of ethical problems in 2B). This may have generated the same kind of long-term effects we know that testing and re-testing
may do,200 especially in combination with the examination test at the end,
where all the steps were repeated again. So, it is likely that the repetition
contributed to the result as well.
By contrast, it is unlikely that the students in the control condition ever
repeated the different aspects of ethical problem-solving to this extent, as
their teachers were not instructed to do this with them. Nor did any of the
teachers I talked to in the earliest phase of the study (Chapter 3) report that
they used repetition this way, or asked the students to write about their real
and personal moral problems, or structured their teaching into anything similar to the Three Step Model.201

The advantage of the control condition in measure A
In contrast to the results in measure B, the part of the hypothesis saying that
the intervention students would score significantly higher than the control
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More than 100 years of research has shown that repeated testing on the same material
enhances learning and long-term retention; it is significantly more effective than restudying.
The more tests on the same material and the longer the intervals between the tests, the better
it will be retained in memory (ideally the intervals in a test series should be longer and
longer). Also, it appears that testing that requires more generative responses (e.g., recall or
short answers) is more effective than testing that requires less generative responses (e.g., ticking of boxes). (Dunlosky et al., 2013, p. 29 f.) A Swedish researcher who has studied the
testing effect clinically is Wiklund-Hörnqvist (2014, p. VIII). Using fMRI to analyze patterns of brain activity, she and her colleagues could support the claim that test-based learning
is characterized by semantic elaboration initially during learning, which strengthens the semantic representation in the brain and enables a successful retrieval a week later.
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And according to what they told me afterwards, they did not have to change much in their
regular ways of teaching when they followed the basic teaching guide either.
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students in measure A was not confirmed in any of the two sub-studies. On
the contrary: the control students scored higher in both of them (though the
difference was just significant in Sub-study 1). If we look at the items that
were assessed separately: “After the ethics teaching, I have become better at
discovering ethical problems in everyday life/finding solutions to the ethical
problems I discover” (1–2) and “After the ethics teaching, I reflect more upon
my behavior towards others” (3), we see no significant differences between
the two teaching conditions in Sub-study 1. This indicates that the difference
between the teaching conditions was rather generated by the items that were
not assessed separately.202 In the corresponding items in Sub-study 2 there
were no significant differences between the two teaching conditions but a
numerical tendency in favor of the control condition. So, if any of the conditions scored higher in self-assessed ethical awareness, it was the control condition.

Clues in the background information
How could this be understood? If we look at the background information to
the comparison in Sub-study 1, we again see that the percentage of students
who reported having studied ethics before was larger in the control condition,
which corresponded well with the observation that the control students
scored significantly higher in the pre-test. This could perhaps give us a clue
to the results (the control students had a bit more pre-existing knowledge,
perhaps since they were more interested in ethics, which made them rate the
impact of the teaching higher afterwards). But as there was no such tendency
in Sub-study 2, in which the intervention students scored slightly higher in
the pre-test, it would only help us explain the results in Sub-study 1.
If we look at the student distribution in Sub-study 2, we see that the overrepresentation of students from vocational programs (which was the case in
both conditions) was larger in the intervention condition and that the overrepresentation of females (which was the case in both conditions) was larger
in the control condition. This could perhaps give us a clue to the advantage
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These were ”After the ethics teaching, I have become better at giving arguments for what I
consider right or wrong” (4) and ”After the ethics teaching, I have become more interested
in ethical issues” (5).
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of the control condition, as a larger over-representation of females (who
scored generally higher than the males) should be better than a larger overrepresentation of vocational students (who scored generally lower than the
higher education preparatory students). But again, as there was no such tendency in Sub-study 1, in which the gender distribution was the same, it
would only help us explain the results in Sub-study 2.
So the question remains: why did the students in the intervention condition score lower in self-assessed ethical awareness when, at the same time, they
appeared to have developed more in terms of demonstrable knowledge? In
the study by Niederjohn et al., we saw something similar: the intervention
students’ ethical attitudes and values did not change despite the observation
that they increased in theoretical knowledge (for example, regarding the difference between rational self-interest and greed).203 In the study by de Haan
et al., we saw that none of the successful groups increased in moral emotion,
despite the fact that they increased in moral reasoning and (potential) action.204 In Mortier, it was discovered that religious people scored lower in
formal moral reasoning despite the fact that they generally displayed a greater
generosity towards the poor. 205And in Blatt & Kohlberg, it was a disturbing
result that the students, for some reason, became more prone to cheat on a
test when they developed in moral reasoning.206 What all these studies exemplify is that the degree of morality according to one way of assessing it does
not regularly correlate with the degree of morality according to another way
of assessing it.
This is what we actually see in this study. How should this be interpreted?
Could it be that there is no positive correlation between the two aspects of
development, or even a negative one: the more you learn in terms of demonstrable knowledge, the less you tend to experience that you have developed? I
find this explanation to be quite unlikely for the following reasons: in the
comparisons between males and females, and between students from vocational and higher education preparatory programs (irrespective of which
teaching condition they were in), there was no such discrepancy between the
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measures. Females and higher education preparatory students scored significantly higher in both measures A and B, which indicates that there was rather
something specific, having to do with the comparison between the two teaching conditions, that caused the discrepancy.

How the teaching was planned and presented
Could it be that learning based on repetition and many exercises – successful
as it could be – also has a potential downside as it tends to make the students
less interested, sometimes even bored? This could especially be the case with
students who are not used to work this way (in other subjects than, for example, mathematics). Through a couple of comments from the teachers it
was revealed that some students in the intervention condition (in which the
Three Step Model was used) felt that there were too many exercises. This
may have been a reason why they, retrospectively, rated the impact of the
teaching as lower compared to the students in the control condition: they did
not remember it as very stimulating or emotionally engaging because it was
demanding. If this is the reason for the discrepancy between the measures, it
corresponds well with current research suggesting that it is not when the students are having “fun” in school that they learn the most but that, on the
contrary, they tend to learn the most when they do things that are not primarily “fun” (and I am now focusing on the actual learning, not the motivation to study a subject in the first place).207
Likewise, it could be that it is difficult for a teacher to, suddenly, start following a very detailed set of guidelines without losing some of the vitality
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This is a general conclusion drawn by Heller-Sahlgren & Sanandaji (2019, p. 139 f.) They
based it on (A) a study in which the students reported digitally (in real time) their degree of
happiness, which was the lowest when they were doing traditional schoolwork and the highest when they were engaged in activities not having to do with school at all, in combination
with (B) research showing that more time in school, more time for teaching, homework and
final tests make the students achieve better academically. Also, they based it on the PISA-test
from 2012, in which there was a positive correlation between how happy the students answered that they were and how common “progressive” or student-oriented teaching methods
were in their respective countries, but a negative correlation between how common these
teaching methods were in a certain country and how well the students from the country
achieved on average in the PISA-test. They concluded that there was a conflict between the
goals that students should be as happy as possible in school and, at the same time, acquire a
maximum of knowledge.
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that comes with a more “spontaneous” way of presenting the material; a predicament that some teachers in the intervention condition may have found
themselves in. This could also have affected the students’ impressions of the
teaching. To some extent, The Three Step Model leaves room for the teachers
to do things as they prefer (for instance, they can give some personally chosen
examples of ethical problems), but first and foremost it requires them to follow the structure and make the students do all the exercise types. This may
have posed an obstacle to creativity for some teachers, especially if they had
not given themselves time to integrate the method with their own ways of
thinking, so that they could follow it without becoming “slaves” under it or
doing things mechanically. The very detailed set of guidelines also implied
not having the same freedom to adjust the teaching to each individual study
group and use exercises that they knew by experience would be well-received
by the students. So, a lack of vitality could be the reason as well, if the lower
score in the self-assessment was caused by the students in the intervention
condition finding the teaching less emotionally engaging.

The comparison between study orientations and genders
The advantage of education preparatory programs and females
As we have seen, the hypotheses saying that that higher education preparatory
students would score significantly higher than vocational ones and that females would score significantly higher than males – both derived from research we take a look at later in this chapter – was confirmed in both measures
A and B. Moreover, the advantage of higher education preparatory students
and females was evident across virtually all parts of the assessment, and the
difference was in most cases significant.

What could be the reasons?
If we look at the background information, we see some factors that could
account for the advantage of the higher education preparatory students and
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females, separately and together. It appears that the vocational students were
given a bit more of scheduled time for teaching, but that it was more scattered
(though, again, it is hard to tell what difference this could have made).
With regard to previous ethics studies, we see that a slightly larger percentage of the higher education preparatory students reported having studied ethics before, compared to the vocational ones. And not surprisingly the higher
education preparatory students also scored significantly higher in the pre-test
(most vocational students did not even know, in the pre-test, what an ethical
problem was). In other words, more pre-existing knowledge could be part of
the explanation though we do not know what is behind the figures. (In both
study orientations, less than 15% of all students reported having studied ethics before, which is remarkable when everyone at least must have studied it as
part of the religious education in compulsory school.) Those who answered
“yes” could have done it for a number of reasons, but in the case of the higher
education preparatory programs, it may in some cases have been that they
studied it as part of a philosophy course a semester or a year earlier. If so, this
could explain some of their advantage in the pre-test and the rest of the assessment. However, as there was no significant difference between males and
females in the pre-test the general impact of pre-existing knowledge in ethics
remains unknown.
But if we look at the distribution of the two genders within the study orientations, we see that the higher education preparatory programs had a larger
representation of females than the vocational programs, and the females – as
we know – developed more. This implies that the difference between the
genders, to some degree, could account for the difference between the study
orientations as well. It would be thus be interesting to understand the possible
reasons behind this.

Females and ethics
As we have seen, the differences between male and female morality have been
discussed thoroughly in the research literature. According to a theory by Gilligan, male morality is more oriented towards rights and rules, whereas female
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morality is more oriented towards compassion and care.208 Opposed to this,
a meta-analysis has shown that it is far from clear that women’s morality is
more care-oriented,209 so even if Gilligan should have a point, her theory has
not lent itself to rigorous proof. However, what has been shown by metaanalytic research is that women appear to have a greater general sensitivity for
ethical issues than men (which according to Rest is one of the four components determining moral behavior210).
In an analysis from 1998, Borkowski & Ugras studied the relationships
between gender and the ethical attitudes among business students. They analyzed 47 empirical studies (drawn from 208) and concluded that in 29 of
the studies, there was a significant difference between the genders. And the
general tendency was that females exhibited stronger ethical attitudes and
potential behavior than their male counterparts, at least in the face of hypothetical dilemmas. They appeared to have a greater ethical sensitivity (which,
according to the authors, of course did not imply that they would necessarily
behave more ethically in a real-life situation).211
A more recent study, pointing in the same direction, was carried out by
Altmyer et al. (2011), who wanted to know if the students completing a business education, including an ethics course, could show a measurable increase
in ethical awareness when compared to other students. In order to find out,
they carried out a survey involving 410 students who were exposed to a number of hypothetical situations, to which they should respond that it was “definitely not an ethical issue,” “definitely an ethical issue” or something inbetween. The authors found modest support that students who had completed an ethics course were more ethically aware than those who had not.
They could, however, draw the conclusion that females appeared more ethically aware than the males, and that students with a higher GPA (grade point
average) appeared more ethically aware than students with a lower GPA.212
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This was much in line with the results of this study, in which both the gender
with a higher grade average (females) and the study orientation with the
higher grade average (higher education preparatory programs)213 developed
the most.

The general female advantage
The discovery that higher-achieving students in general learn more from an
ethics course than lower-achieving ones may not be surprising (this is a tendency that Kohlberg and his colleagues saw several times214). What would be
interesting to understand, though, is why higher-achieving students so often
are females – because if we would understand it we could perhaps find ways
of reducing the differences. In a meta-analysis from 2014, Voyer & Voyer
studied 369 samples in 313 individual studies, examining gender differences
in teacher-assigned school grades from primary school to university. What
they found was a general female advantage, which had been stable since 1914
(but was smaller in the Scandinavian countries than the rest of the world). It
culminated in middle school, declined later on and was no longer significant
at doctoral student level. It was the largest in language courses and the smallest in mathematics courses.
According to the authors, one of the explanations could be the so called
expectancy-value model. If one has low expectancy of success and sees little
future value in a specific course topic (which may be the case for males in
languages and for females in mathematics), one may not be very motivated
to work hard in that course. This model, however, could not fully explain the
finding that females have an advantage in all course material. The authors
thus considered other explanations as well, such as the social one that parents
encourage more educational efforts in females than in males. They also considered the biological one that males in general have higher activity levels,
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which makes it more difficult for them to pay attention in class and also affects their behavior (which, in turn, affects the teachers’ perceptions of
them).215
As a complementary explanation one could also mention the “anti-school
culture” or “effortless achievement culture” among male students, described
by Zimmerman (2018). According to him, there is in very masculine environments a widespread belief that you are good in a subject rather than that
you become good, and if you study ambitiously you run the risk of being
viewed as feminine. In order to reduce the difference between the genders, it
is therefore important, he claims, to actively challenge this belief and give the
male students support so that they can succeed better in their studies.216

Which conclusions can be drawn?
Ethical awareness – the definition again
Now, let us return to the primary question in this study. Are there any clear
indications that the Three Step Model would be a more effective method for
increasing ethical awareness than more traditional forms of ethics teaching?
Ultimately, I should say, it depends on how one weighs the evidence. In
Chapter 1, ethical awareness was defined the following way:
In the specific sense that the concept will be used in this study, it
means that they become better at recognizing ethical problems and
their possible solutions, that they become more attentive to situations
in which a moral decision has to be made (by someone). A desirable
implication of this is that they also become more attentive to their
own moral behavior and thus, hopefully, more inclined to make wellreasoned decisions. It is an ethical awareness that has to do with how
one perceives and interacts with the world, the increase of which
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means that one sees ethical problems in situations where one did not
see them before (perhaps because one did not look for them).

This definition has two parts: the first referring to a general ability to recognize ethical problems (in real-life situations and hypothetical stories) and the
second referring to a more specific ability to recognize ethical problems in
one’s own interaction with the world, which will hopefully also affect the
decision one makes. Recognizing an ethical problem is closely linked to recognizing its solutions, because unless one recognizes at least two possible solutions (ways of action), one cannot recognize the problem either. And since
the improvement of the ability to recognize solutions was an important aim
of the autonomy training, the Three Step Model was predicted to be a more
effective method for increasing ethical awareness. But was it? That is the question addressed in the following discussion.

What we have seen
In the second part of the post-test (measure B), the students were asked a
number of questions that they were supposed to be able to answer better than
they did in the pre-test, taking into account that their ethical awareness had
increased. The item that was the most relevant for what the measure aimed
to capture, and thus assessed separately, was 2–3: “Give an example of something that is/could be an ethical problem/dilemma” and “How would you
like to solve this problem? Why?” In both sub-studies, the development in
this item from pre- to post-test was significantly stronger in the intervention
condition than in the control condition. So, it appears that the students in
the intervention condition acquired more procedural knowledge in ethical
problem-solving (of the kind that has been prescribed in this study).
But if we go to the first part of the post-test (measure A), in which the
students were asked to respond to a number of statements about how the
teaching had affected them, the picture looks different. The items that were
assessed separately were 1–2 : “After the ethics teaching, I have become better
at discovering ethical problems in everyday life/finding solutions to the problems I discover” and 3: “After the ethics teaching, I reflect more upon my
behavior towards others”. Together, they cover the most important aspects
of increased ethical awareness (according to the definition above), but none
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of them exhibited a significant difference between the conditions (just a numerical tendency in favor of the control condition in Sub study 2.) So, it
appears that the students in the intervention condition at least did not experience a stronger development.

Pros and cons of both measures
But does this mean that they actually did not develop more? Before we try to
answer this question, we have to acknowledge the pros and cons of both ways
of assessing moral development. The general advantage with measure B was
that it showed how much the students could actually retrieve from their longterm memory compared to how much they knew from the beginning. Unless
they had purposely not answered the best they could (or the other way
around, found a sophisticated way to cheat), it should be a valid measure of
what they had learned in terms of demonstrable knowledge. The disadvantage was that it had open-ended questions, which in some cases made
different answers to the same questions difficult to compare regarding the
amount of points they were worth (for example, in the case of question 1,
why a problem just having to do with clothing is not an ethical problem).
For the sake of reliability I had to elaborate a model for how different types
of answers should be quantified (see Appendix), but even using this model,
there were some tricky borderline cases. Quantifying them in a consistent
way was a challenge even though I had formulated the questions (and the
grading criteria) myself, so absolute reliability in measure B was difficult to
guarantee.
This was a problem I did not encounter with measure A, the rating scale
self-assessment in which the responses could be quantified by just a mechanical procedure. No consideration was needed regarding the amount of points
the answers were worth, which was a great advantage. Another advantage was
that it gave direct access to how the students experienced their own development – provided that they responded carefully and honestly to the statements, which we cannot be sure of. Did the students really believe that they
had developed? Had they even understood, or read, the statements they were
responding to? Without also conducting interviews with them (or making a
more detailed statistical analysis in which the students’ answers in measures
A and B were compared on an individual level), there is really no way to find
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out. There is, in other words, a higher degree of uncertainty regarding the
validity of measure A: we do not know what its results really mean.

Different arguments
But even if we assume that the two measures had the same degree of validity
(were equally good indicators of the students’ development), the tendency
that the intervention students scored higher in measure B was still stronger
than the tendency that the control students scored higher in measure A. This
was true regarding both the assessments in total and the items that were studied separately. So, in this sense the intervention students developed more.
What still can be discussed, however, is how this development relates to ethical awareness. One could argue like the following: “There were indeed some
things that the students in the intervention condition learned better, such as
giving examples of ethical problems and their possible solutions (not surprisingly as this was what the teachers were instructed to train the students in).
But it would be far-fetched to call this an increase in ethical awareness, as
being able to exemplify an ethical problem does not automatically imply being
able to recognize one. If measure B would have assessed the ability to actually
recognize an ethical problem, the situation would have been different. But
since it did not, we cannot draw the conclusion that the intervention students
developed more in terms of ethical awareness. Especially not as the answers
in measure A did not indicate this either.”
My response would then be the following: It is indeed the case that if the
students in the intervention condition would have developed according to
the expectations, they would have scored higher in both measures A and B.
But they did not, which indicated that the Three Step Model did not affect
the students as strongly as it was intended to do on a personal level (which,
as we have seen, could be due to several reasons). It is also the case that the
ability to exemplify an ethical problem does not automatically entail the ability to recognize one. But the likelihood that you will recognize an ethical
problem is greater if you are able to exemplify one (and justify a relevant
solution to it) than if you are not, because if you have a good picture of what
an ethical problem is, you will know better what to look for. And this is a
development we saw much more of in the intervention condition. It may be
that the ethics teaching did not affect the students’ ways of making decisions
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in everyday life, but their awareness of what an ethical problem is appeared
to have increased, more than it did in the control condition.

Tentative conclusion
And due to what we know, it is very likely that this difference, at least to some
degree, was caused by the intervention with the Three Step Model. Therefore
the tentative conclusion is that the Three Step Model is more effective than
regular ethics teaching when it comes to increasing ethical awareness. At least
if one defines ethical awareness and measures it in the two (complementary)
ways used in this study. As it was a complex intervention in regular practice,
with three steps and five exercise types with several repetitions of each one of
them, we do not really know what its greatest strength was.217 It could have
been the instruction in autonomous problem-solving, it could have been the
progression and the repetition built into the method, it could have been some
other factor, but it was probably a combination that generated the effects.
The students had to repeat and learn what an ethical problem was and how
it could be solved properly, otherwise they would not be able to do all the
exercises (especially not 2B and 3B), let alone pass the examination test. So,
if the method was followed literarily, it gave them no alternative but to learn
these things as best they could. (Since the questions in measure B regarding
knowledge about normative theories were not assessed separately, we do not
yet know if the intervention students scored higher in this item as well, but
if they did, it would make the case for the method even stronger.)
This suggests that the Three Step Model, and other methods that focus
directly on the (gradual) development of ethical problem-solving skills, have
a promising potential that deserves to be further explored and tested in different settings, of course with the goal to make them even more efficient. It
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According to Persson & Sahlin (2009, p. 548 f.), an ideal intervention is one where very
few causes are manipulated (such as in a laboratory experiment), as this makes it easier to
establish a causal relationship between X (the variable intervened upon) and Y (the variable
that is expected to change as a result). Applied to this study, this means that the intervention
would have been more ideal if, for example, only autonomy training had been added to the
ethics teaching to see if it would make its long-term effects stronger, since this would have
made it easier to judge whether the autonomy training really was a cause of increased ethical
awareness (which, indeed, is one of the presumptions).
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also suggests that the development of domain-specific skills in other subjects
could be a more effective key to long-term retention than we have previously
been aware of; my hope is that this question will be addressed by future pedagogic-didactic research.

Remaining issue
Nevertheless, there is a remaining issue with the results in this study, as the
hypothesis that the intervention students would score higher in measure A
could not be confirmed. Again, we do not know what the exact reasons for
this are, but as we have seen, it could be that they did not find the method
emotionally engaging – perhaps because it was demanding, or because the
teacher could not teach with the same vitality as usual (or both). If this is
true, it is a setback, as one of the goals with the Three Step Model was to
make the students more engaged by the ethics teaching than they had been
before. And if it did not, chances are that the development (even if measurable) will not affect any of the decisions they make in everyday life. But on the
other hand, it appears that the intervention students acquired a more solid
basis for ethical awareness than the control students. And without this basis,
chances are that no awareness will be developed whatsoever.
So, it may be that a teacher who considers using the Three Step Model (in
its present form) needs to ask him/herself what is the most important: that
the students make as much progress as possible during the teaching period, or
that they become as interested as possible so that they will continue inquiring
the subject afterwards. If the teacher chooses to use the Three Step Model,
the progress is probably considered the most important.
But perhaps the two goals would be possible to combine if an additional
and potentially engaging element could be added to the Three Step Model;
more specifically to the part in which the students are asked to write about
their real and personal problems (Exercise 2B). I do not know how much the
teachers in the intervention condition actually made the students do this but
as mentioned before, I see this writing therapy as a precondition for the ethics
teaching to actually make a difference in their lives. What you learn is what
you practice, and in order to learn how to better solve real life ethical problems, you have to practice just this. But perhaps this was not done in the most
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effective way in this study, as the students were asked to apply the autonomous skill on problems they had encountered in the past. This is indeed better than not applying it on personal problems at all, but why not try reversing
the order so that the skill is developed first and the problem occurs afterwards,
so that they can apply the skill to it immediately, when it is fresh (and perhaps
emotionally charged)?
This could be done by making the students keep a journal (just like the
students in the Just Community schools did during the 1970-s) of the ethical
problems they encounter, directly after they have learned what an ethical
problem is (Exercise 1). As a kind of homework that will be followed up
during the next session, the students could be asked to take notes about ethical problems they recognize. These notes could then be handed in to the
teacher for him/her to make sure that they have understood what they should
look for; some of the problems could also be discussed with the rest of the
class. Then, when the students arrive at Exercise 2B, they could use these
(recently) recognized problems and train their autonomous problem-solving
skills on them. If the idea with the journal should be implemented and welcomed by the students, I believe that it could make the effects of the Three
Step Model stronger. Perhaps even strong enough to make the intervention
students score higher than the control students in both measures A and B.
This could be a way of finishing the groundwork that has been initiated in
this study.

Validity considerations
After the tentative conclusion has been drawn I need to say a few things about
the validity of the study, and I have chosen to use the definition by Shadish,
Cook and Campbell as a starting point. According to them, validity has to
do with whether “relevant evidence supports an inference as being true or
correct”;218 in other words, whether or not the conclusion is backed up with
enough evidence. We here look at a number of possible challenges to the
validity of this study, how they were addressed and how they (in retrospect)
could have been addressed even more effectively.
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Internal validity
Internal validity, according to the authors mentioned above, has to do with
whether the “observed covariation between A (the presumed treatment) and
B (the presumed outcome) reflects a causal relationship from A to B as those
variables were manipulated or measured.”219 Applied to this study, this
means that the tentative conclusion (that the Three Step Model is more effective than regular ethics teaching when it comes to increasing ethical awareness) is only true if the reason for the students’ development from pre- to
post-test was the “methods” for ethics teaching that were used in the respective conditions. In the following, we take a look at some potential threats to
this presumption.
Potential threat #1 is that (some of) the teachers did not really teach according to the instructions I gave them. This may have been the case especially in the intervention condition, whose teachers were given a very detailed
set of guidelines. As we saw in Chapter 6, all of the teachers reported that
they followed the instructions to at least a relatively high degree. It is, however, possible or even likely that some of them deviated from the instructions
more than they would admit to me. The reason why this is a threat is that it
could mean that it was not the Three Step Model per se that made the intervention students develop more in a way that makes it possible to claim that
the method “itself” was effective. It could instead have been, for example, my
way of explaining the method (in an encouraging way) that made them teach
better than they usually did, even if they did not follow the structure of the
model as closely as I expected. Then it could rather have been my participation than the teaching method that generated the results which would also,
of course, have implications for the possibility to generalize the findings of
the study. So, strictly speaking, what we can say something about is not really
what happens when they follow the instruction but rather what happens when
they are told to do it (in an encouraging way) and report afterwards that they
did.
To deal with this threat, the teachers in the intervention condition (who,
just like the teachers in the control condition, had the possibility to withdraw
from the study) were supervised twice: right before and in the middle of the
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ethics section, which hopefully made them more prone to do things correctly.
Also, the file folder given to them was very explicit with what they should do
and why; it did not leave much room for interpretation. But there are, of
course, a number of other things that could have been done differently as
well to ensure that the teachers followed the instructions closely.
First: there could have been a more explicit distinction made in the file
folder between the instructions they had to obey unconditionally (because
they were essential) and the instructions they could be more flexible about.
Second: it could have been emphasized in the teaching guide to the control
condition that the instructions had to be followed carefully as their nature
was very basic (and left a lot of freedom to the teachers anyway). Third: the
teachers in both conditions could have been given a battery of questions afterwards, instead of just one, about how closely they had followed the instructions – and it could have been given to them after the conversation with
me (not as a part of it) which would have increased the likelihood of sincere
answers.220 That way this threat against the internal validity of the study could
have been minimized.
Potential threat #2 is that the teachers in the intervention condition were
more skillful or charismatic than the ones in the control condition, so that
one could claim that the results were caused by who the teachers were, rather
than by the ways in which they were instructed. This could especially have
been the case in Sub-study 1, in which the two teaching conditions were
made up by different sets of teachers and their study groups (without an initial
randomization). The purpose of Sub-study 2 was to deal with this threat by
also having a part of the study in which the same set of teachers participated
in both teaching conditions. And as we saw, the results did not differ much.
But, of course, with a different design it could have been dealt with even
better; for example, by only having one sub-study with a set of teachers, who
taught in the control condition during the first year and in the intervention
condition during the second year. This would not only have minimized the
risk that the results were due to the personalities of the teachers in the two
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According to Stephens-Davidowitz (2017, p. 108), whose research shows that people often
lie in surveys, people tend to be more honest the less personal the conditions are. For eliciting
truthful answers, internet surveys are better than phone surveys, which are better than inperson surveys. People will admit more if they are alone than if others are in the room with
them, his research shows.
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conditions, but it would also have made it easier to keep track of all the teachers and the different choices they made during the teaching periods. Alternatively, the threat could have been dealt with by assigning the 15 teachers randomly to either one of the conditions, which would have minimized the risk
that the more skillful or charismatic teachers were gathered in one of them.
But this would have required that the study groups that followed the teachers into the conditions were equally high-achieving from the beginning, since
a well-designed experiment (of course) also presupposes that the more highachieving students are not gathered in one of the teaching conditions. And
this is potential threat # 3: that the students in the intervention condition
were more high-achieving from the beginning than the ones in the control
condition, because it could mean that the abilities of the students constituted
the key variable rather than the “methods” that were used.
To deal with this threat I made sure that there was the same proportion (or
disproportion) between vocational and higher education preparatory programs, and males and females, in both teaching conditions. Also, by having
a second sub-study in which the same set of teachers taught in both conditions, which entailed that the students in the intervention- and the control
conditions respectively were from the same schools and similar programs, it
was revealed what would happen to the differences in results under these circumstances (not much).
But even more could obviously have been done. For example, I could have
gathered information about the admission credits for different programs at
different schools and only compared schools and programs in which the admission credits were similar, so that the students in both conditions (at least
with regard to previous results) were equally strong from the beginning. That
would have been another way of dealing with this threat against the internal
validity.
Potential threat # 4 is that some students had ethics teaching from a different source during the teaching period, since they studied philosophy during
the same semester. This is a threat because it could mean that we would not
know if it was the ethics teaching in the religious education that made them
develop or if it was the other teaching. To deal with this threat, the teachers
in both conditions were asked to report to me which students studied philosophy the same semester, so that I could exclude their answers as non-answers.
Hopefully I got all the information I needed.
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Potential threat # 5 is that the quantification of the students’ answers in
the pre- and post-tests was not done in a reliable way. This may especially
have been the case with the open-ended questions in measure B. To deal with
this threat, I developed a model for how different kinds of answers should be
quantified (see Appendix) and followed it the best I could. Also, my supervisor checked 10% of all the quantified answers randomly afterwards, and in
9/10 cases, we agreed about the score from the beginning. That way we dealt
with this threat as best we could. But at least one additional thing could have
been done: I could have made sure to be unaware whether I was quantifying
the answers of the intervention- or the control condition respectively, which
I was not.
Other potential threats against the internal validity could be, for example,
that some teachers did not follow the instruction not to repeat any ethics with
the students during the 10–12 weeks from examination to post-test (more
than what was necessary to give the complementary examination after two
weeks to the students who had failed the first time). Or that some teachers
did not follow the instruction not to tell the students which date I was coming back to give them the post-test. These factors are difficult to control for,
but perhaps they could have been covered by the battery of questions that
should have been given the teachers during the conversation afterwards.

External validity
We then come to external validity which, according to Shadish, Cook and
Campbell, has to do with whether “the cause-effect relationship holds over
variations in persons, settings, treatment variables, and measurement variables.”221 Applied to this study, this would mean that the tentative conclusion
(that the Three Step Model is more effective than regular ethics teaching
when it comes to increasing ethical awareness) is only externally valid if it can
be generalized to upper secondary school students in general (or even students
in general, irrespective of age). Also, it would mean that it is only externally
valid if different versions of the method could be used with the same effectiveness and if other assessment tools could be used with (roughly) the same
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results. In the following, we look at some potential threats to these presumptions.
Potential threat #1 is that the participating students were not representative
of students in general. To deal with this threat, more than 40 study groups
at 11 schools in 4 different cities were included, and the total number of
students (when the non-answers had been excluded) was over 500. This sample is so large that it should entail a relatively high degree of representativeness. But even more than this could, of course, have been done; the participating schools could have been selected more randomly, making it possible
to have informants more spread out in different parts of Sweden (in this
study, almost all participating schools were in the very south). This could,
perhaps, have made the sample even more representative.
Potential threat # 2 is that the results in this study would not stand the test
of something being different in the way the intervention students were
taught; for example if some of the exercises were replaced by other exercises
of the same kind. This, in turn, could imply that is was not the Three Step
Model as a formula for ethics teaching that was effective, but rather something else (such as a particular example of an ethical problem). This is a threat
that was not dealt with in this study, but could be dealt with in future research by doing just this: replacing (some of) the exercises with others. The
point of this would be to ensure that as long as the teacher sticks to the
method, there should be promising results. Testing this would be a way to
handle this threat against external validity.
Potential threat # 3 is that the discovered results cannot be achieved with
other ways of measuring ethical awareness; that they, on the contrary, were
very much dependent on the assessment tool used (developed by me). This,
in turn, would mean that it could not really be claimed that the results
showed an underlying cognitive change as such a change should be possible
to detect with other instruments as well. This is a threat that was not dealt
with in this study but which can be dealt with in future research, by also
testing the students with a complementary assessment tool, such as a studentadapted version of ECQ-WLB (developed by Kavathatzopoulos to measure
moral autonomy) or some of the other psychological assessment tools that
exist. Then, the results achieved with the complementary tool could be compared to the ones achieved with the present one, to see if they would point
to any similar tendencies.
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But as these assessment tools normally have quite advanced scoring systems,
using them would probably require that I cooperated with a moral psychologist, specializing in this kind of psychometric testing (who could make sure
that everything was done correctly). Such a cooperation could also enable a
more advanced statistical analysis of the data than the one that was performed
in this study (such as a regression analysis to tease apart the impact of multiple
factors). This would bring even greater clarity to the results and enhance both
the internal and the external validity of the research.

Ethical considerations
Apart from considering all the relevant validity issues, it is vital in a study like
this to make sure that everything has been conducted in a responsible and
ethical way in relation to the participants. De Vaus (2001) has outlined four
broad ethical principles that social research should conform to regardless of
the design. These are voluntary participation, informed consent, no harm to
participants and anonymity and confidentiality.222 We here look at each one of
them, what they refer to more specifically and how they have been observed
in this study.

Voluntary participation
It is a well-established principle of social research that people should not be
required or led to believe that they are required to participate in a study.
Furthermore, participants should know they can withdraw from the study at
any point.223 In this study, the principle of voluntary participation applies to
both the teachers and the students. When I met the teachers the first time
and informed them about the project, it was made clear to them that their
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I decided to use them instead.
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participation was voluntary. Several teachers showed their interest and consequently also participated in the study; others showed an initial interest but
later withdrew. With regard to the students, they were informed that their
participation would be appreciated but that it, of course, was voluntarily.
Even though most students seemed happy to participate, a few of them
wanted to stay out, which was obviously respected. The participating students were encouraged to contact me in case they had any questions.

Informed consent
According to de Vaus, informed consent is a close cousin of voluntary participation. At the very least, participants should be informed about (1) the
purpose of the study and its basic procedures, (2) the identity of the researcher and the sponsor and (3) how the data might be used.224 In this study,
both the teachers and the students were informed about the purpose of the
study. They were told that different instructions were given to different
teachers and that it was up to the students to help me determine the best way
of teaching ethics. In the informed consent form that was given to the students when they were asked to complete the pre-test (see Appendix), it was
also clear who the researcher was, which university I worked for and that the
results would be published in a (publicly accessible) doctoral thesis. And
again, they were encouraged to contact me if they needed any more information.
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No harm to participants
In some experimental and quasi-experimental studies, participants are potentially exposed to harm. For example, in psychological experiments participants might be given stimuli or be induced to behave in ways that they later
regret and find distressing.225 In this study, there were probably no such risks
involved but it might be that some teachers found it uncomfortable to be in
a study in which results of different teaching approaches were measured, as
these results to some degree would also be an indicator of personal teaching
skills. I thus made clear to them that it was teaching methods, not individual
teachers, which would be compared. Consequently, results of individual
teachers have not been accounted for in the study, in way that would make
it possible to state that one teacher “produced” better results than another.
With regard to the students, there was a potentially challenging exercise
type in the Three Step Model: 2B in which they were asked to write about a
personal ethical problem they had encountered and how they would have
solved it today. It may be that some students found this exercise to be too
personal. In order to avoid this problem, a possibility was built into the exercise to instead write about a problem they had not encountered personally,
but which someone else had encountered personally and became emotionally
affected by (because the most important thing was that they would give a
personal example of an ethical problem). There may also have been some
particular exercises of other types that were sensitive to some students; for
example, one about a sick woman in a hospital. In the case the teacher anticipated problems with these exercises, s/he was free not to use them (even
though sensitive ethical problems should be better to work with than nonsensitive ones). During the course of the teaching periods, I had dialogues
with the teachers, especially the ones in the intervention condition, and took
notes when they reported that something had been problematic with the exercises.
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Anonymity and confidentiality
According to de Vaus, there is an obvious way in which the participants could
be harmed: by failure to honor promises of confidentiality. People participating in experiments and quasi-experiments are entitled to expect that they
cannot be identified as the source of any particular information.226 In this
study, both the teachers and the students were guaranteed anonymity. Even
though the students, for practical reasons, were asked to write their names on
top of the pre- and post-tests, they were ensured that their names would afterwards be replaced by codes. In the informed consent form that they were
given, they were also ensured that no one except me and my supervisor would
be able to see their answers (until they had been anonymized) and that all
material would be locked up in a safety deposit box (the lists with information
about the students’ names and classes were locked up in a different one).
When the results were accounted for in the study, it was done in way that
did not enable identifying students, teachers or schools. Thereby the anonymity and confidentiality of all participants could be guaranteed. My research project was examined by the ethics board in Lund and approved on
January 27, 2016 (registration number 2015/794).
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8. FUTURE RESEARCH
As already mentioned, it would be interesting to follow up this study, not
least in order to find out how the Three Step Model could be improved. But
before doing this, the first natural step would be to do something more about
the already existing material I have (i.e., pre- and post-tests from more than
500 students). More precisely, performing a separate assessment of the items
in measure A and B that were not assessed separately in this study. This could
give us a more detailed picture of the differences in results between the teaching conditions and help us understand the discrepancy between the measures
even better. On the negative side, it could be confirmed that the Three Step
model (in its present form) makes the students less interested in ethics compared to regular teaching. But on the positive side, it could be confirmed that
it also makes the students learn the normative theories better than regular
ethics teaching. Only a complementary analysis can tell.
But I would also like to make a more qualitative analysis of all the answers,
on the basis of questions such as: what kind of problems do the students
exemplify most commonly? How do the exemplified problems typically develop/change from pre- to post-test? Is there any difference in this regard
between the intervention and the control conditions? And: do male and female (and vocational and higher education preparatory) students exemplify
different kinds of ethical problems? Considering the diversity of answers I
have seen (see Appendix), this could be really interesting to study.
The second step would be to see how the issue with the Three Step Model
(that it does not appear to make the students more engaged by the ethics
teaching) can be dealt with. This would require a new trial, perhaps with
partly new teachers. As mentioned before, it would be interesting to add an
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element of a journal that the students keep about ethical problems they encounter. Thereby they could apply their problem-solving skills to problems
they have now, not just on problems they had in the past. This would probably make the intervention with the Three Step Model more effective (perhaps effective enough to make the student taught by it score higher in both
measures A and B). In such a trial, I would naturally make use of all the
methodological lessons I have learned from this study, such as having fewer
teachers involved to be able to keep better track of the choices they made
during the teaching period. Also, I would interview these teachers afterwards
about how they experienced teaching according to a new and detailed instruction, compared to teaching the way they were used to. Thereby, a teachers’ perspective on the method would be introduced as well.
The third step would be to see how the Three Step Model could be developed in other ways. I am especially considering the use of Spaced Learning, a
British teaching method developed by teachers and neuroscientists in order
to encode long-term memories during a single session. The principle, that
the same condensed material (with some variation) is repeated three times
with 10-minutes spaces in-between, has been proved successful in several
learning contexts.227 Could this time protocol be applied to the exercising of
the basic skills in the model; for example, by having a Spaced Learning session
in which the students learn how to solve a problem autonomously before they
start applying the skill to their real and personal ethical problems? This could,
in a powerful way, enhance the effects of the Three Step Model.
The fourth step (although they do not necessarily have to be taken in that
order) would be to design research projects on the following themes:
1. Ethics teaching and the testing effect. What about testing the students’
knowledge about ethics repeatedly, but with considerable time intervals inbetween, during a year after the examination test? For example, after two
months, four mounts and eight months to see what happens with their (declarative and procedural) knowledge during this time? In all likelihood, it will
be retained and probably it will even be strengthened by the testing.228
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2. Ethics teaching and male students. What would ethics teaching look like
if it was especially designed to appeal to male students? What kind of approach would make them develop and experience that they had developed at
least as much as the females? I believe (though I have no proof) that very
concrete and hands-on ethics teaching would be good for this purpose.
3. Ethics teaching and mindfulness. Could mindfulness practices or meditation be used, inside or outside the ethics classroom, to enhance the students’
sense of inner balance, and thereby help them become better at solving problems autonomously? Indeed, there are some aspects of mindfulness that are
similar to autonomy (as a state of mind): the awareness of one’ choices in the
present situation and the stillness that makes it possible to postpone a decision until one has all the relevant information.229 I do believe that practicing
this can make it more likely that the ethics teaching will have implications
for how the students deal with moral problems in real life.
So, these are the ideas: some of them just exist as thought embryos, some
are more elaborated, but all of them are interesting and one or two will almost
certainly be implemented with the overarching goal to make teaching more
efficient. My vision is very much alive and I look forward to finding ways of
realizing it.
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9. SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING
Inledning
Den övergripande frågan i denna studie har varit hur etikundervisningen på
gymnasiet ska bedrivas för att åstadkomma de bästa långtidseffekterna. I genomgången av den tidigare forskningen har gjorts en skillnad mellan relevant
pedagogisk-didaktisk respektive psykologisk forskning (även om kategorierna
inte går att separera helt). När det gäller tidigare forskning om etikundervisning (definierat som ett separat undervisningsmoment fullständigt ägnat åt
etik eller moralfilosofi) på högstadiet och gymnasiet, har studierna av denna
sällan varit inriktade på att mäta effekter. Internationellt har jag, på denna
utbildningsnivå, endast hittat fyra publicerade studier av detta slag; jag har
däremot hittat hundratals effektstudier om etikundervisning på universitetsnivå. I två metaanalyser från 2009 (varav den ena sammanväger 20 studier
och den andra sammanväger 25) visas att etikundervisning på universitetsnivå generellt når de bästa resultaten när den har en kognitiv inriktning, dvs.
syftar till att ge studenterna strategier för etiskt resonerande/problemlösning.
Vidare når den bäst resultat när den baseras på diskussionen av fall (snarare
än på föreläsningar), är icke-obligatorisk samt given som en separat workshop. Däremot kan analyserna inte svara på hur undervisningen ska vara för
att långsiktigt, dvs. bortom examinationsuppgiften, åstadkomma de bästa resultaten.
För att få veta något om detta måste vi gå över till det den psykologiska
forskningen, där Jean Piaget historiskt var en pionjär i fråga om studier av
moralutveckling. På basis av intervjuer med barn i olika åldrar utarbetade han
en teori för hur heteronom moral i 10-årsåldern övergår till autonom moral.
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Det vill säga: hur vi går från att se moraliska (och andra) regler som absoluta
och oföränderliga diktat från en auktoritet, till att se dem som relativa, i princip förändringsbara, överenskommelser mellan jämlikar. När vår syn på reglerna förändras blir vi också mer benägna att följa dem: det är som att de
inkorporeras i vårt sätt att vara. Enligt Piaget är detta ett led i den allmänna
socio-kognitiva utvecklingen då vi, i takt med vår ökade förmåga se saker ur
olika perspektiv, får en alltmer adekvat bild av omvärlden och blir allt bättre
på att adaptera till den. Eftersom han såg utveckling som en i grunden spontan process menade han dock inte att vi kunde (eller borde försöka) påskynda
moralutvecklingen med hjälp av aktiv intervention.
Det menade däremot hans efterföljare Lawrence Kohlberg, som studerade
moralen som något separat och i sina undersökningar gick betydligt högre
upp i åldrarna än Piaget. På basis av intervjuer med barn, ungdomar och
vuxna beskrev han en moralutveckling i sex steg, indelade på tre olika nivåer:
den prekonventionella (steg 1-2) den konventionella (steg 2-3) och den postkonventionella eller principiella (steg 4-5), där individen gradvis upptäcker de
universella moraliska principerna (i synnerhet rättvisans princip). De flesta
människor kom under livet upp till den konventionella nivån, menade han,
men få kom längre. Tillsammans med en kollega demonstrerade han att det
gick det att påskynda en människas utveckling genom att diskutera dilemman
med henne, lokalisera hennes nuvarande utvecklingssteg och exponera henne
för frågor och argument ett steg ovanför detta (+1). Därmed skapade man en
kognitiv konflikt i henne som gjorde att hon drogs till ett mer universellt, ickeegocentriskt sätt att förstå rätt och fel, dvs. till nästa steg i moralutvecklingen.
Det förblev dock oklart i vilken mån detta också fick konsekvenser för hennes
sätt att handla.
En nutida efterföljare till Piaget och Kohlberg är den svenske psykologen
Iordanis Kavathatzopoulos. Som jag tolkar honom menar han att om man
vill utveckla människors etiska resonemangsförmåga så att det faktiskt påverkar deras beslut, har man större chans att lyckas om man utgår från Piagets
autonomi-heteronomi-distinktion (eftersom den handlar om en utveckling
av både resonemang och handlande) än om man utgår från Kohlbergs skala
(som i grunden bara handlar om hur man resonerar men där man antar att
det finns implikationer för handlandet). I en rad studier på människor i olika
åldrar har Kavathatzopoulos visat att det går att, med hjälp av enbart instruktioner och viss träning, få människor att skifta angreppssätt när de möter ett
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etiskt problem. De går då från att lösa problemen heteronomt, dvs. med hänvisning till en regel eller auktoritet, till att istället börja lösa dem autonomt,
dvs. med hänvisning till faktorer i den konkreta situationen. Detta leder till
att de inte bara till att de får ett mer självständigt, rationellt och ansvarsfullt
sätt att lösa etiska problem utan också – sannolikt – till att de blir bättre på
att upptäcka själva problemen, dvs. till att de blir mer etiskt medvetna. I sin
senare forskning har Kavathatzopolous helt fokuserat på att lära människor
tillämpa den autonoma etiska förmågan på sina egna (oftast yrkesrelaterade)
etiska problem, med lovande resultat i uppföljningar som gjorts månader,
ibland rentav år senare. Det vill säga: den ökade graden av autonomi har bestått.
När jag, i nära anslutning till mitt arbete som gymnasielärare, skrev magisteruppsats i religionsvetenskap om hur etikundervisningen skulle kunna utvecklas, var Kavathatzopoulos forskning den mest inflytelserika källan. Detta
eftersom den visade hur önskvärda långtidseffekter kunde uppnås med hjälp
av en relativt liten intervention (autonomiträning), vars idé lätt skulle kunna
överföras till etikundervisningen på gymnasiet. I uppsatsen argumenterade
jag således för implementerandet av Trestegsmodellen, en metod för etikundervisning som jag utvecklat i dialog med eleverna, och som avser att öka
elevernas etiska medvetenhet på lång sikt mer än vad traditionell etikundervisning gör. Med ökad etisk medvetenhet menas att de blir bättre på att urskilja etiska problem och deras möjliga lösningar, dvs. blir mer uppmärksamma på situationer där ett moraliskt beslut behöver fattas (av någon). En
önskvärd implikation av detta är att de också blir mer uppmärksamma på sitt
eget moraliska handlande och därför mer benägna att fatta välövervägda beslut. Det är en etisk medvetenhet som har att göra med hur man upplever
och interagerar omvärlden, vars ökning innebär att man ser etiska problem i
situationer där man förut inte såg dem.
Det primära syftet med denna studie har varit att, med hjälp av en intervention i ordinarie etikundervisning, ta reda på om Trestegsmodellen verkligen har bättre förutsättningar för att utveckla elevernas etiska medvetenhet
än vad mer traditionell etikundervisning har. Det sekundära syftet har varit
att undersöka om etisk medvetenhet (oavsett undervisningsmetod) är lättare
att väcka hos högskoleförberedande än yrkesförberedande elever, samt om det
är lättare att väcka det hos kvinnliga än manliga elever; i båda fallen finns
tidigare forskning som pekar på att så skulle vara fallet.
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Traditionell etikundervisning vs. Trestegsmodellen
I ett tidigt skede av denna studie hade jag samtal med 18 religionslärare (av
vilka en majoritet senare blev informanter) om hur de brukade lägga upp
etikmomentet i Religion 1. Det visade sig då att det vanligaste sättet att inleda
undervisningen är att ge exempel på, och initiera en diskussion om (vardagliga) etiska problem utan att omedelbart koppla dem till normativa teorier.
Men när dessa teorier väl har blivit förklarade, används de som de viktigaste
utgångspunkterna i sökandet efter vad som är rätt respektive fel: eleverna ska
lära sig att argumentera för en lösning på ett etiskt problem utifrån en normativ teori. Det visade sig också är att det är en mångfald av olika problem
som diskuteras under etikmomentet, men att det är en viss övervikt för
”tyngre” problem såsom dödsstraff och dödshjälp. I fråga om examinationsuppgiften består denna oftast av en kortare uppsats eller inlämningsuppgift
som eleverna ska skriva, där de diskuterar och motiverar en lösning på ett
etiskt problem med utgångspunkt i (åtminstone) en normativ teori. Detta var
de tentativa slutsatser som, utifrån samtalen med lärarna, kunde dras om hur
etikundervisning bedrivs idag.
Syftet med Trestegsmodellen är att ge etikundervisningen en ny och mer
effektiv formel än den som är föreskriven i den nuvarande kursplanen för
Religion 1 (även om den stämmer väl med föreskriften att eleverna ska lära
sig att använda etiska begrepp, teorier och modeller). Den är inte primärt ett
innehåll utan en metod, vilket innebär att om de övningar som föreslås skulle
bytas ut mot andra övningar av samma slag (eller om de normativa teorier
som föreslås att användas i steg tre skulle bytas ut mot andra) skulle det fortfarande vara Trestegsmodellen, bara en annan version av den. Metoden syftar
till att långsiktigt öka elevernas etiska medvetenhet. Den vilar på antagandet
att innan det är relevant att introducera normativa teorier för dem, måste
man först utveckla deras personliga färdigheter i att hantera (emotionellt laddade) verkliga etiska problem – annars kommer etisk teori och moralisk praktik aldrig att kopplas ihop i deras huvuden. Här är utvecklingen av moralisk
autonomi en nyckelkomponent eftersom den innebär att man blir mer självständig och rationell i förhållande till etiska problem. Trestegsmodellen skiljer sig därmed från traditionell etikundervisning genom att den dels inte för
in de normativa teorierna förrän relativt sent, dels inte använder teorierna för
att finna lösningen på ett etiskt problem, utan till att i efterhand pröva en
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lösning som föreslagits och motiverats. Metoden består av tre distinkta steg
och fem olika övningstyper, alla utarbetade på förhand, som gradvis förbereder eleven för det examinationsprov som läraren slutligen ger dem.
Steg 1 är att eleverna lär sig att urskilja ett etiskt problem. Att de bemästrar
denna färdighet innebär att de förmår härleda ett etiskt problem ur en hypotetisk situation där ett sådant ännu inte har formulerats (övningstyp 1). De
ska också kunna motivera varför de härleder just det problemet. Avsikten är
att de ska bli mer uppmärksamma på etiska problem och lära sig att mentalt
”stanna upp” när det är finns en tveksamhet i fråga om huruvida något är rätt
eller inte, vilket ökar sannolikheten för att ett väl övervägt beslut ska fattas i
slutändan.
Steg 2 är att de lär sig att lösa ett etiskt problem utifrån den konkreta situationen. Att de bemästrar denna färdighet innebär att de, ställda inför ett
etiskt problem, förmår urskilja de alternativa sätt man kan lösa det på och,
utifrån situationen, argumentera för vilket de väljer. Det vill säga: de lär sig
att lösa problemet autonomt istället för att hänvisa till en regel eller auktoritet
som säger vad som alltid är rätt eller fel i en dylik situation. På detta sätt får
de först finna lösningar till hypotetiska problem (övningstyp 2A), sedan på
verkliga problem från sitt eget liv som de ger exempel på (övningstyp 2B).
Syftet med detta steg är att föra deras etiska medvetenhet ytterligare ett steg
framåt, då det innebär att de gör sig oberoende av gängse föreställningar om
vad som ”måste” göras, och lär sig att använda en medveten problemlösningsstrategi i situationer när man normalt bara går på instinkt eller vana.
Steg 3 är att de relaterar sin valda lösning på ett etiskt problem till en normativ etisk teori. Att de bemästrar denna färdighet innebär att de (efter att
ha undervisats om utilitarismen respektive Kants pliktetik) kan redogöra för
hur en lösning skulle kunna bedömas av någon av teorins företrädare. De får
först göra detta med lösningar till hypotetiska problem (övningstyp 3A), sedan med lösningarna till sina egna, verkliga problem från steg 2 (övningstyp
3B). På detta sätt lär de sig att filosofiskt pröva en lösning till ett etiskt problem, dvs. se om den håller för ett mer universellt sätt att bedöma rätt och
fel. Detta kan särskilt vara till hjälp när man inte, ens på ett subjektivt plan,
är säker på att man fattat rätt beslut och därför behöver vägledning utifrån.
Examinationsprovet slutligen, innebär att eleverna får en hypotetisk men
realistisk situation beskriven för sig i ett skriftligt prov, där de ska 1: urskilja
det etiska problemet, 2: lösa det utifrån den konkreta situationen och 3: relatera lösningen till dels utilitarismen, dels Kants pliktetik. Med andra ord får
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de, i examinationsprovet (som också är utarbetat på förhand), repetera alla
tre stegen igen.

Hur jämförelsen gjordes
Interventionsgruppen i denna studie utgjordes av elever vars lärare blivit instruerade att använda Trestegsmodellen, medan kontrollgruppen utgjordes
av elever vars lärare blivit instruerade att undervisa i grunden som vanligt,
men med några tillagda instruktioner. Dessa gick (i korthet) ut på att de
skulle ge eleverna minst sex lektioner undervisning, förklara för dem att syftet
var att utveckla deras förmåga att hantera etiska problem i verkliga livet, fokusera undervisningen på (realistiska) etiska problem, låta elever föreslå lösningar på problemen och se till att de kunde motivera lösningarna, samt förklara utilitarismen och Kants pliktetik för dem och visa hur de kunde tillämpas. Avsikten med dessa instruktioner var att det skulle finnas vissa likheter
mellan hur lärarna i interventions- respektive kontrollgruppens lärare undervisade, så att de båda ”metoderna” blev jämförbara med varandra och möjliga
att utvärdera med samma instrument.
De båda ”metoderna” för etikundervisning jämfördes med hjälp av en ickerandomiserad, kontrollerad studie i två delar, där vissa lärare valdes ut att ingå
i interventionsgruppen och vissa i kontrollgruppen. Studien inleddes med att
jag först träffade de religionslärare jag fått kontakt med på skolorna, och gav
instruktioner och handledning till dem som gick med på att delta. Därefter
träffade jag deras elever innan etikundervisningen skulle inledas, informerade
dem om studien och gav dem ett förtest. Syftet med detta var att ta reda på
vilka påvisbara förkunskaper i etik eleverna hade (om de visste vad skillnaden
var mellan ett etiskt och ett estetiskt problem, om de kunde ge exempel på
ett etiskt problem, föreslå en lösning och motivera den, samt om de visste
något om utilitarismen respektive Kants pliktetik). Därefter lät jag lärarna
arbeta självständigt. Under undervisningsperioden fick interventionsgruppens lärare ytterligare ett handledningstillfälle.
10-12 veckor efter examination (en period då lärarna var instruerade att
inte repetera något av etikundervisningen) kom jag tillbaka till klassen och
gav eleverna ett eftertest. Syftet med dess första del var ta reda på om deras
självskattade etiska medvetenhet hade ökat (om de kände att de blivit bättre
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på att urskilja etiska problem och deras lösningar, om de reflekterade mer
över hur de betedde sig mot andra, om de hade blivit bättre på att argumentera för vad de ansåg var rätt och fel, om de hade blivit mer intresserade av
etiska frågor); detta var mått A på elevernas utveckling. Syftet med dess andra
del var att ta reda på om deras påvisbara kunskap i etik hade ökat sedan förtestet (genom att repetera frågorna om vad etiskt problem är etc.); detta var
mått B på elevernas utveckling. I båda delarna av eftertestet fanns också vissa
delar (påståenden/frågor) som ansågs mer relevanta än andra och därför bedömdes separat för att göra måtten skarpare. Jag hade också ett efterföljande
samtal med varje lärare där jag fick information, bland annat om hur mycket
tid undervisningen hade tagit, hur nära de hade följt instruktionerna, samt
vilka elever som inte hade deltagit i undervisningen (och därmed skulle räknas som bortfall). När kvantifieringen och den statistiska analysen av elevernas svar genomfördes, skedde detta i nära samarbete med mina handledare
och i dialog med en statistiker. På detta sätt kunde vi tillsammans se till att
allt gick rätt till och att det inte blev någon avsiktlig snedvridning till interventionsgruppens fördel.

Resultat
Syftet med delstudie 1, där 456 elever deltog, var att jämföra resultaten mellan interventions- och kontrollgrupp, yrkes- och studieförberedande program, samt manliga och kvinnliga elever. Den viktigaste hypotesen var att
eleverna i interventionsgruppen skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat än eleverna i kontrollgruppen, både enligt mått A (självskattad etisk medvetenhet)
och mått B (utveckling av påvisbar kunskap). Denna hypotes blev bara delvis
bekräftad eftersom eleverna i kontrollgruppen fick ett signifikant bättre resultat enligt mått A. Eleverna i interventionsgruppen fick dock ett signifikant
bättre resultat enligt mått B. En annan hypotes var att elever på högskoleförberedande program skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat än elever från yrkesförberedande. Denna hypotes blev bekräftad både av mått A och av mått
B. En tredje hypotes var att kvinnliga elever skulle få ett signifikant bättre
resultat än manliga. Denna hypotes bekräftades både av mått A och av mått
B.
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Syftet med delstudie 2, där 123 elever deltog, var att ta reda på om styrkeförhållandet mellan interventions- och kontrollgruppen vi såg i delstudie 1
skulle bestå om samma lärare undervisade i de båda grupperna. Tre av lärarna
som ingick i kontrollgruppen i delstudie 1 blev därför instruerade att följa
interventionsgruppens instruktioner i det som blev delstudie 2, med några
klasser av samma studieinriktning som tidigare (yrkes- eller högskoleförberedande program). Hypotesen var att interventionsgruppen skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat än kontrollgruppen, både enligt mått A (självskattad
etisk medvetenhet) och mått B (utveckling av påvisbar kunskap). Denna hypotes blev, återigen, bara delvis bekräftad, eftersom det inte var någon signifikant skillnad grupperna enligt mått A. Enligt mått B fick dock interventionsgruppen ett signifikant bättre resultat än kontrollgruppen.

Hur kan resultaten förklaras?
Den första frågan som måste besvaras är: hur kommer det sig att hypotesen
att interventionsgruppen skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat än kontrollgruppen bekräftades av mått B (utvecklingen av påvisbar kunskap) men inte
av mått A (självskattningen)? Tittar vi på hur grupperna var sammansatta
med avseende på yrkes- och högskoleförberedande program, samt manliga
och kvinnliga elever, finns inga uppenbara ledtrådar. Inte heller om vi tittar
på hur många elever i interventions- respektive kontrollgruppen som uppgav
att de studerat etik förut, eller hur mycket tid de olika lärarna uppgav att de
lagt på etikundervisningen. Vilka de enskilda lärarna var verkar inte heller ha
haft någon avgörande betydelse. Det finns visserligen variabler som inte kontrollerats i denna studie (såsom elevernas allmänna akademiska prestationsförmåga), men utifrån vad vi vet blir det en rimligt antagande att resultatet
åtminstone delvis beror på de olika ”metoder” för etikundervisning som använts i de båda grupperna.
Interventionsgruppens fördel enligt mått B (som var signifikant i båda
delstudierna), skulle kunna förklaras av att Trestegsmodellen (den metod
som dess lärare följde) till sitt upplägg var sådan att eleverna behövde lära sig
vad ett etiskt problem var, hur det kunde lösas autonomt etc., för annars kom
de inte igenom de tre stegen och kunde inte heller klara examinationsprovet.
En sådan förklaring ger stöd åt den forskning som säger att etikundervisning
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sammantaget når de bästa resultaten när den syftar till att ge studenterna kognitiva strategier för etiskt resonerande/problemlösning. Den ger också, mer
specifikt, stöd till Kavathatzopoulos forskning som säger att träning i autonom problemlösning kan påverka långsiktigt hur människor relaterar till
etiska problem. En annan förklaring till interventionsgruppens fördel skulle
kunna vara det återkommande moment av repetition som var inbyggt i metoden. Gång på gång fick eleverna repetera vad ett etiskt problem var, hur det
kunde lösas autonomt etc., vilket skedde genom att eleverna själva, i de
många övningarna, fick plocka fram den kunskap de tidigare hade lärt in.
Detta, tillsammans med examinationsprovet där alla stegen repeterades igen,
skulle kunna ge långtidseffekter av samma slag som vi vet att upprepade prov
på ett och samma kunskapsinnehåll kan ge (den s.k. testeffekten).
Kontrollgruppens fördel enligt mått A (som bara var signifikant i delstudie
1) skulle kunna förklaras av att det finns en baksida med undervisning som
bygger på repetition och många övningar, nämligen att det får eleverna att
tappa intresset. Kanske mindes de inte etikundervisningen som särskilt stimulerande eller känslomässigt engagerande helt enkelt därför att den var krävande. Det kan också vara så att det är svårt för en lärare att, plötsligt, börja
följa en väldigt detaljerad instruktion (som han/hon känner sig bunden av)
utan att förlora något av den vitalitet som kommer när man kan presentera
ett material på ett mer ”spontant” sätt, med övningar som man vet kommer
gå väl hem hos eleverna. Bristande vitalitet i interventionsgruppens undervisning kan vara en ytterligare förklaring till kontrollgruppens fördel.
Den andra frågan som infinner sig är: hur kommer det sig att både hypotesen att högskoleförberedande elever skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat
än studieförberedande, samt hypotesen att kvinnliga elever skulle få ett signifikant bättre resultat än manliga, bekräftades av både mått A och B? En viktig
delförklaring till detta torde vara att andelen kvinnliga elever var större i gruppen högskoleförberedande elever, samt att kvinnor generellt har visat vara
lättare att väcka etisk medvetenhet hos. I en metaanalys från 1998, där 47
studier vägdes samman, framkom att kvinnliga affärsstudenter visade en
högre grad av etisk medvetenhet än manliga när de ställdes inför hypotetiska
moraliska dilemman. Dessutom framkom i en studie från 2011, att bland
studenter som gått en etikkurs, att (A) kvinnliga studenter visade en högre
grad av etisk medvetenhet än manliga, samt att (B) studenter med generellt
högre betyg visade en högre grad av etisk medvetenhet än studenter med generellt lägre betyg. Detta stämmer väl med iakttagelsen att kvinnliga elever
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samt elever från högskoleförberedande program fick bättre resultat i denna
studie (eftersom båda dessa kategorier presterar förhållandevis väl akademiskt).

Vilka slutsatser kan dras?
Eftersom hypotesen att interventionsgruppen skulle prestera signifikant
bättre än kontrollgruppen enbart bekräftades av mått B (utvecklingen av påvisbar kunskap) måste det konstateras att Trestegsmodellen, i sin nuvarande
form, inte visade sig vara fullt så effektiv som jag hade förutspått. Dock var
tendensen att interventionsgruppen presterade bättre enligt mått B starkare
än tendensen att kontrollgruppen presterade bättre enligt mått A (självskattningen), i båda delstudierna. Därför blir den preliminära slutsatsen ändå att
Trestegsmodellen är mer effektiv än reguljär etikundervisning när det gäller
att utveckla etisk medvetenhet. Framtida studier får dock visa hur metoden
kan utvecklas. Den idé som ligger närmast till hands är att låta eleverna föra
en journal över etiska problem som de möter i sin vardag, som en förberedelse
för det moment i undervisningen som med all sannolikhet är det viktigaste:
då de diskuterar sina egna, verkliga etiska problem (övningstyp 2B). Med
hjälp av denna journal blir det förhoppningsvis mer aktuella (och emotionellt
laddade) etiska problem som den autonoma problemlösningsförmågan appliceras på. Denna intervention, menar jag, har goda möjligheter att förstärka
Trestegsmodellens långtidseffekter.
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SUREOHP VRP $UQROG MXVW QX VWnU LQI|U" 9DUI|U lU GHW HWW SUREOHP I|U KRQRP" 'X VND
formuleraSUREOHPHWLQWHO|VDGHW 

$UQROGYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKRQRPDWWBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

'HWWDHIWHUVRPBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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gYQLQJVW\S

g91,1*

$QJHOLFDKDUXQGHUHQWLGKDIWVYnUWDWWEOLDYPHGHQNLOOHVRPKRQSUDWDWPHGSnSXEHQRFKVRP
WRJ UHGD Sn KHQQHV WHOHIRQQXPPHU IDVW KRQ LQWH JDY GHW WLOO KRQRP +DQ KDU QX VOXWDW ULQJD WLOO
KHQQHRFKnQJHUIXOOWEHWWRPXUVlNW+RQKDUJRGWDJLWXUVlNWHQRFKVDJWDWWDOOWlURN6nHQGDJVHU
$QJHOLFD Sn )DFHERRN DWW KDQ YLOO EOL KHQQHV YlQ 9LONHW WURU GX lU GHW HWLVND SUREOHP VRP
$QJHOLFD MXVW QX VWnU LQI|U" 9DUI|U lU GHW HWW SUREOHP I|U KHQQH" 'X VND formulera
SUREOHPHWLQWHO|VDGHW 

$QJHOLFDYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKHQQHDWWBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

'HWWDHIWHUVRPBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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gYQLQJVW\S

g91,1*

*XQKLOG KDU HQ GRWWHUVRQ VRP KRQ KDU P\FNHW VYnUW DWW KDQWHUD 3RMNHQ lU K\SHUDNWLY RFK NUlYHU
VWlQGLJWLOOV\QVDPWLGLJWVRPGHWEOLYLWDOOWPHUYLNWLJWI|U*XQKLOGDWWInQMXWDVLQSHQVLRQlUVWLOOYDUR
HIWHUHWWKnUWOLYDYDUEHWHRFKEDUQXSSIRVWUDQ6nEHUlWWDU*XQKLOGVGRWWHUHQGDJI|UKHQQHDWWKRQ
RFKKHQQHVPDQVNDUHVDERUWLWYnYHFNRURFKDWWGHLQWHYHWYDUGHVNDJ|UDDYSRMNHQ9LONHWWURU
GXlUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP*XQKLOGMXVWQXVWnULQI|U"9DUI|UlUGHWHWWSUREOHPI|UKHQQH"
'XVNDformuleraSUREOHPHWLQWHO|VDGHW 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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gYQLQJVW\S

g91,1*

&KDUOLHlUOlUDUHSnPXVLNVNRODQ+DQKDUHQnULJSLDQRHOHYVRPXWYHFNODVP\FNHWOnQJVDPWRFK
KDUVYnUWDWWKnOODWDNWHQ(OHYHQlUGlUI|UDWWKDQVI|UlOGUDUYLOODWWVRQHQVNDEOLPXVLNHUQlUKDQ
EOLUVWRU9LONHWWURUGXlUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP&KDUOLHMXVWQXVWnULQI|U"9DUI|UlUGHWHWW
SUREOHPI|UKRQRP" 'XVNDformuleraSUREOHPHWLQWHO|VDGHW 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Exempel på godkända svar, övningstyp 1
g91,1*$UQROGYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKRQRPDWWLQWHEHUlWWDYDGKDQYHWI|UGRWWHUQV
PDPPD'HWWDHIWHUVRPGRWWHUQWURWVDOOWlUGHUDVJHPHQVDPPD

g91,1*$QJHOLFDYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKHQQHDWWQHNDNLOOHQDWWEOLKHQQHVYlQ'HWWD
HIWHUVRPKRQYHWDWWKDQGnVNXOOHEOLVnUDG

g91,1**XQKLOGYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKHQQHDWWLQWHHUEMXGDVLJDWWWDKDQGRP
SRMNHQ'HWWDHIWHUVRPKRQYLOOVLQGRWWHUYlORFKYLOOJ|UDYDGKRQNDQI|UKHQQH

g91,1*&KDUOLHYHWLQWHRPGHWlUUlWWDYKRQRPDWWWDODRPI|UI|UlOGUDUQDDWWSRMNHQ
WUROLJWYLVDOGULJNRPPHUDWWNXQQDEOLPXVLNHU'HWWDHIWHUVRPKDQYHWDWWGHWWDNRPPHUDWW
J|UDGHPOHGVQD

STEG 2: Instruktioner
x


'HODXWSDSSHU)|UNODUD–RFKGLVNXWHUDPHGHOHYHUQD–VNLOOQDGHQPHOODQDXWRQRP
RFKKHWHURQRPPRUDOHQOLJW3LDJHW'HQKDQGODURPPRJQDG1nJRQJnQJL
nUVnOGHUQlUKMlUQDQVnXWYHFNODGDWWPDQNDQE|UMDWDHWWHJHWDQVYDUI|UGHWPDQJ|U
0DQXWYHFNODUGnDXWRQRPL HQVMlOYVWlQGLJKHWWLOOHWLVND RFKDQGUD UHJOHU'HW
LQQHElU DWWPDQI|UVWnUDWWUHJOHUQDlUöverenskommelserLQWHDEVROXWDVDQQLQJDURFK
GlUI|UJnUDWWlQGUDSn


 1lUPDQO|VHUHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPKHWHURQRPWI|OMHUPDQHQUHJHOHOOHUDXNWRULWHW0DQ
lUOnVWYLGHQSULQFLSWLOOH[HPSHO
”Så gör man alltid”
”Så har jag alltid gjort!” 
”Så gör vi på vårt företag!”
'HWLQQHElULQWHDWWPDQJ|UIHOmenPDQWlQNHULQWHULNWLJWVMlOY 

 1lUPDQO|VHUHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPDXWRQRPWVnI|UV|NHUPDQ|YHUEOLFNDKHOD
VLWXDWLRQHQ0DQWlQNHUVMlOYRFKV|NHUHIWHUGHQElVWDO|VQLQJHQ–lYHQRPQnJRQ
VDJWnWHQYDGPDQVNDJ|UDDettalUYDGQLVNDOlUDHU

 ([HPSHOSnGHWWDHQHOHYNRPPHUWLOOPLJRFKEHUlWWDUDWWKDQKRQKDUDOOYDUOLJD
SUREOHPKHPPD(OHYHQYLOOLQWHDWWMDJI|UGHWYLGDUHWLOOQnJRQ-DJYHWLQWHYDGMDJ
VNDJ|UDRFKIXQGHUDUOlQJHRFKYlO7LOOVLVWJnUMDJWLOOHOHYHQRFKI|UHVOnUDWWYLJnU
WLOOVDPPDQVWLOONXUDWRUQHIWHUVRPNXUDWRUQkanskeNRPPHUDWWNXQQDKMlOSDHOHYHQ
'nKDUMDJO|VWGHWDXWRQRPW +DGHMDJO|VWGHWKHWHURQRPWKDGHMDJNDQVNHEDUDJnWW
till kuratorn direkt för ”det är så man gör”.)

x /nWHOHYHUQDJ|UD|YQLQJVW\S$*|UVRPLVWHJJnUXQWRFKNRQWUROOHUDGHUDVVYDU
RFKKMlOSGHPRPGHKDUVYnUW

x 1lUGXNRQWUROOHUDUGHUDVVYDUEU\GLJLQWHVnP\FNHWRPYLONHWKDQGOLQJVDOWHUQDWLYGH
YlOMHUVRPDWWGHNDQPRWLYHUDvarförGHYlOMHUGHWYDUI|UGHPHQDUDWWGHWVNXOOHJ|UD
VLWXDWLRQHQElWWUH'HWWDlUHQWUlQLQJLDWWPRWLYHUD

x (QDOOWI|UNRUWIDWWDGPRWLYHULQJWLOOO|VQLQJHQ, som ”det känns bäst så”,HOOHUHQEDUWHQ
KlQYLVQLQJWLOOHQUHJHOVRP”människan har alltid ätit kött” JRGNlQQVLQWH-XIOHU
LQWUHVVHQVRPO|VQLQJHQWLOOJRGRVHUGHVWRPHUDQYlQGEDUEOLUGHQ6MlOYVWlQGLJKHW
NUHDWLYLWHWRFKYLGV\QSUHPLHUDV

x 6DPWDODPHGNODVVHQRPGHQ|YQLQJVRPGHQMXVWKDUJMRUW

x gYQLQJVW\S%lUGHQYLNWLJDVWHLKHODXQGHUYLVQLQJHQ6HWLOODWWYDUMHHOHYJ|U
nWPLQVWRQHVW\FNHQDYGHQQDW\S-XPHUSHUVRQOLJDRFKVDQQLQJVHQOLJDHOHYHUQD
NDQYDUDQlUGHYlOMHUHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPDWWO|VDGHVWRElWWUH .DQGHLQWHNRPPDSn
ett ”eget” etiskt problem är det bättre att de hittar på än att de inte skriver någonting.)

x 6HnWHULJHQWLOODWWGHI|UVWnWWYDGHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPlU6HRFNVnWLOODWWGHNDQJHHQ
ordentlig motiveringWLOOVLQO|VQLQJoch inte ”genar” för mycket

g91,1*67<3 $ $77 /g6$ (77 352%/(0 87,)5c1
'(1.21.5(7$6,78$7,21(1
$WWO|VDHWWSUREOHPXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ±DXWRQRPW±LQQHElUDWWPDQO|VHUGHWutan DWW
KlQYLVDWLOOHQHWLVNUHJHOHOOHUDQQDQDXNWRULWHW HOOHULJQRUHUDSUREOHPHW 
g91,1* (;(03(/ 


.DOOHJnUSnVWDQGnHQNYLQQDNRPPHUIUDPWLOOKRQRPI|UNODUDUDWWKRQlUP\FNHWIDWWLJRFKEHU
KRQRPDWWVNlQNDSHQJDU'HWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP.DOOHVWnULQI|UlUDWWKDQLQWHYHWRPGHWlUUlWW
DYKRQRPDWWEDUDJnGlULIUnQHIWHUVRPKDQGnLQWHKMlOSHUKHQQHSnGHWVlWWVRPKDQVNXOOHNXQQD
%HVNULYminst tre P|MOLJDVlWWI|U.DOOHDWWO|VDSUREOHPHW%HUlWWDYLONHWdu VNXOOHYlOMDRPGX
YDUKDQRFKPRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ
Exempel på godkänt svar


.DOOHNDQ$JnGlULIUnQVRPKDQWlQNWHIUnQE|UMDQKDQNDQ%JHSHQJDUWLOONYLQQDQVRPKRQEHU
RP&YLVDNYLQQDQYlJHQWLOOQlUPDVWHDUEHWVI|UPHGOLQJ'HUEMXGDKHQQHVWlGMREELVLWWKHP
2P MDJYDU.DOOHVNXOOH MDJ YLVD KHQQH YlJHQ WLOO QlUPDVWH DUEHWVI|UPHGOLQJ HIWHUVRP MDJ Gn KDU
KMlOSW KHQQH PHU OnQJVLNWLJW ± RP KRQ VMlOY YlOMHU DWW WD WDJ L VLQ VLWXDWLRQ 'HW KDGH NlQWV PHU
PHQLQJVIXOOWlQDWWEDUDJHKHQQHSHQJDU
Däremot:
2PMDJYDU.DOOHVNXOOHMDJYLVDKHQQHYlJHQWLOOQlUPDVWHDUEHWVI|UPHGOLQJHIWHUVRPMDJLQWH
W\FNHUDWWPDQVNDJHSHQJDUWLOOWLJJDUH
$WWPDQ´LQWHVNDJHSHQJDUWLOOWLJJDUH´lUHQUHJHO 
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gYQLQJVW\S$


g91,1*


-HVVLFDKDUXQGHUKHODVLWWOLYYDULWGMXUYlQ6nUnNDUKRQHQGDJInVHHWWGRNXPHQWlUSURJUDPSn79
VRPYLVDUKXUJULVDUEHKDQGODVLVYHQVNDIDEULNHUSnYlJWLOOVODNW)|UKnOODQGHQDYDUYlUUHlQKRQ
WURGGH JULVDU VRP VNULNHU EHQ VRP EU\WV HWF  RFK KRQ EOLU LOOD EHU|UG 'HW HWLVND SUREOHP VRP
-HVVLFDVWnULQI|UlUDWWKRQLQWHYHWRPGHWlUUlWWDYKHQQHDWWlWDN|WWHIWHUVRPKRQGnVW|GMHUGHQ
GMXUKDQWHULQJ VRP KRQ lU PRWVWnQGDUH WLOO %HVNULY minst tre P|MOLJD VlWW I|U -HVVLFD DWW O|VD
SUREOHPHW %HUlWWD YLONHW du VNXOOH YlOMD RP GX YDU KRQ RFK PRWLYHUD GLWW VYDU XWLIUnQ GHQ
NRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ
-HVVLFDNDQ



2PMDJYDU-HVVLFDVNXOOHMDJ



HIWHUVRP
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gYQLQJVW\S$
g91,1*



$QQDlUSHUVRQDODQVYDULJSnHQNOlGEXWLNVRPV|NHUQ\DPHGDUEHWDUH,I|UHWDJHWILQQVHQRVNULYHQ
UHJHODWWGHDQVWlOOGDVNDVHEUDRFKYlOWUlQDGHXW,QNRPPHUHQNYLQQDVRPV|NHUDUEHWHW+RQlU
VRFLDOW NRPSHWHQW RFK P\FNHW PHULWHUDG PHQ lU LQWH VPDO HOOHU YlOWUlQDG ± WYlUWRP 'HW HWLVND
SUREOHPVRP$QQDVWnULQI|UlUDWWKRQLQWHYHWRPGHWlUUlWWDWWQHNDNYLQQDQDQVWlOOQLQJSnJUXQG
DY KHQQHV XWVHHQGH HIWHUVRP KRQ L |YULJW KDU GH HJHQVNDSHU VRP HIWHUIUnJDV %HVNULY minst tre
P|MOLJD VlWW I|U $QQD DWW O|VD SUREOHPHW %HUlWWD YLONHW du VNXOOH YlOMD RP GX YDU KRQ RFK
PRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ
$QQDNDQ



2PMDJYDU$QQDVNXOOHMDJ



HIWHUVRP
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gYQLQJVW\S$
g91,1*



3HWHU MREEDU VRP OlUDUH RFK KDU ± OLWH RJHQRPWlQNW ± ORYDW HQ HOHY EHW\JHW % ´RP KDQ MREEDU
RUGHQWOLJW´(IWHUHWWWDJ PlUNHUKDQGRFN DWWHOHYHQLQWHKDUNDSDFLWHWI|UGHWWD ,QI|UVLVWDSURYHW
SOXJJDUHOHYHQKnUWPHQQnUlQGnLQWHXSSWLOOPHUlQ&(OHYHQNRPPHUGnWLOO3HWHURFKEHUDWWIn
J|UDHQNRPSOHWWHULQJI|UDWWNXQQDIn%'HWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP3HWHUVWnULQI|UlUDWWKDQLQWHYHW
RP GHW lU UlWW DY KRQRP DWW OnWD HOHYHQ J|UD GHQQD NRPSOHWWHULQJ HIWHUVRP KDQ Gn JHU HOHYHQ HQ
I|UPnQ IUDPI|U DOOD DQGUD HOHYHU %HVNULY minst tre P|MOLJD VlWW I|U 3HWHU DWW O|VD SUREOHPHW
%HUlWWD YLONHW du VNXOOH YlOMD RP GX YDU KDQ RFK PRWLYHUD GLWW VYDU XWLIUnQ GHQ NRQNUHWD
VLWXDWLRQHQ
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gYQLQJVW\S$
g91,1*



1LNODVDUEHWDUVRPI|UVlOMDUHSnHWWI|UHWDJVRPVlOMHUPRELORFKEUHGEDQGVO|VQLQJDU+DQKDUEOLYLW
LQVWUXHUDGDYVLQFKHIDWWinte EHUlWWDI|UGHNXQGHUVRPKDQULQJHUWLOODWWGHWWLOONRPPHUHQH[WUD
DYJLIWXW|YHUGHWPnQDGVSULVVRPDQJHV±RPGHLQWHGLUHNWIUnJDURPGHW'HWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP
1LNODVVWnULQI|UlUDWWKDQLQWHYHWRPGHWlUUlWWDYKRQRPDWWLQWHEHUlWWDKHODVDQQLQJHQI|UGHP
KDQ ULQJHU WLOO HIWHUVRP KDQ Gn W\FNHU DWW KDQ OXUDU PlQQLVNRU PHG GnOLJ NROO %HVNULY minst tre
P|MOLJD VlWW I|U 1LNODV DWW O|VD SUREOHPHW %HUlWWD YLONHW du VNXOOH YlOMD RP GX YDU KDQ RFK
PRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ
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Exempel på godkända svar, övningstyp 2 A
g91,1*-HVVLFDNDQ$IRUWVlWWDDWWlWDN|WWVRPYDQOLJW%VOXWDKHOWDWWlWDN|WWHOOHU&
Jn|YHUWLOODWWEDUDlWDILVN2PMDJYDU-HVVLFDVNXOOHMDJJn|YHUWLOODWWEDUDlWDILVN
HIWHUVRPMDJGnVNXOOHVOXWDDWWVW|GMDGHQGMXUKDQWHULQJVRPMDJlUPRWVWnQGDUHWLOO6DPWLGLJW
VNXOOHMDJXWDQSUREOHPNXQQDlWDPDWWLOOVDPPDQVPHGDQGUDPlQQLVNRU
g91,1*$QQDNDQ$QHNDNYLQQDQMREEHW%JHKHQQHMREEHWWURWV|YHUYLNWHQHOOHU&
I|UNODUDI|UKHQQHKXUGHWOLJJHUWLOORFKDWWKRQEDUDNDQInMREEHWSnYLOONRUDWWKRQGHOWDULHWW
YLNWPLQVNQLQJVSURJUDP2PMDJYDU$QQDVNXOOHMDJYlOMDDOWHUQDWLY&HIWHUVRPYLGnInUHQ
NRPSHWHQWPHGDUEHWDUHWLOOI|UHWDJHWMDJVOLSSHUGLVNULPLQHUDQnJRQVDPWLGLJWVRPNYLQQDQ
InUHQPRURWDWWWDWDJLVLWWKlOVRSUREOHP
g91,1*3HWHUNDQ$QHNDHOHYHQDWWJ|UDHQNRPSOHWWHULQJ%OnWDKRQRPJ|UDHQ
NRPSOHWWHULQJRPKDQORYDUDWWKnOODW\VNWRPGHWHOOHU&OnWDKHODNODVVHQInJ|UDHQ
NRPSOHWWHULQJ2PMDJYDU3HWHUVNXOOHMDJOnWDKRQRPNRPSOHWWHUDRPKDQORYDUDWWKnOODW\VW
RPGHWHIWHUVRPMDJGnKMlOSHUKRQRPSnGHWVlWWMDJNDQRFKNODVVHQLQWHEHK|YHUNlQQDVLJ
RUlWWYLVWEHKDQGODGVDPWLGLJWVRPMDJVSDUDUHQPDVVDDUEHWHnWPLJVMlOY 2FKVnI|UV|NHU
MDJDWWLQWHORYDQnJRWOLNQDQGHLIUDPWLGHQ 
g91,1*1LNODVNDQ$J|UDVRPFKHIHQVlJHU%WURWVDFKHIHQVRUGHUHOOHU&YlOMDXW
YLVVDNXQGHUVRPKDQEHUlWWDUI|U2PMDJYDU1LNODVVNXOOHMDJJ|UDVRPFKHIHQVlJHU
HIWHUVRPMDJGnKDUVW|UUHFKDQVDWWDYDQFHUDWLOOHQElWWUHSRVLWLRQLI|UHWDJHWRFKGlULIUnQ
SnYHUNDGHDQVWlOOGDDWWDQYlQGDPHUHWLVNDI|UVlOMQLQJVPHWRGHU

g91,1*67<3 % )2508/(5$ EGET 352%/(0 620
'8/g6(587,)5c1'(1.21.5(7$6,787$7,21(1

'X VND QX JH HWW H[HPSHO Sn HWW verkligt HWLVNW SUREOHP VRP GX I|UV|NHU O|VD 8WJn IUnQ HQ
VLWXDWLRQ VRP EHU|UW GLJ NlQVORPlVVLJW – HOOHU VRP GX YHW KDU EHU|UW QnJRQ annan
NlQVORPlVVLJW'XKDUQXP|MOLJKHWHQDWWO|VDSUREOHPHWElWWUHlQYDGVRPNDQVNHVNHGGHL
YHUNOLJKHWHQ

7LSVRPGXKDUVYnUWDWWNRPPDSnQnJRW*nWLOOEDNDLPLQQHWWLOOQnJRQWLQJVRPGXW\FNHU
DWWGXJMRUGHIHOLI|UKnOODQGHWLOOQnJRQDQQDQNDQVNHI|UDWWGXI|OMGHI|UVWDLPSXOVHQ+XU
NXQGHGXKDJMRUWLVWlOOHWRPGXKDGHWlQNWHIWHU" 

.RUWRPVLWXDWLRQHQVilket YDUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPHWVRPSHUVRQHQKDGH"2FKYarförDQVHU
GXDWWGHWYDUHWWHWLVNWSUREOHP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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gYQLQJVW\S%

%HVNULYYLONDGHP|MOLJDO|VQLQJDUQDYDUGHWYLOOVlJDYLONDvalmöjligheter VRP SHUVRQHQ
KDGH GHWVNDYDUDPLQVWWUHVW\FNHQ 7DODRPYLONHQDYGHPVRPGXidagKDGHYDOWRFK
PRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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g7%6

STEG 3: Instruktioner
Introduktion (förslag)

x )|UNODUDI|UGHPDWWGHWQXKDQGODURPDWWWDVWHJHWWLOOGHWVRPILORVRIHUQDGLVNXWHUDU
Hur NRPPHUPDQIUDPWLOORPQnJRWlUUlWWHOOHUIHO" bYHQRPPDQI|OMHUODJHQNDQ
PDQJ|UDPRUDOLVNWIHOlQGnWLOOH[HPSHORPPDQI|OMHUKDVWLJKHWVEHJUlQVQLQJHQQlU
QnJRQVQDEEWPnVWHWLOOVMXNKXV 

x )|UNODUDDWWGHWILQQVROLNDV\QVlWWRFKDWWGXVNDIRNXVHUDSnWYnDYGHPNRQVHNYHQVHWLN
RFKSOLNWHWLN 2PGXYLOONDQGXlYHQWDXSSVLQQHODJVHWLNHQ 1LVNDOlUDHUDWWDQYlQGD
HUDYGHVVDVRPVW|GQlUQLIDWWDUYLNWLJDEHVOXW

x .RQVHNYHQVHWLNHQHQKDQGOLQJlUUlWWRPGHQJHUElWWUHkonsekvenser lQDQGUD
KDQGOLQJDU'HQPHVWNlQGDNRQVHNYHQVHWLNHQutilitarismen

x 3OLNWHWLNHQ UHJHOHWLNHQ HQKDQGOLQJlUUlWWRPGHQlUWLOOnWHQLQRPGHWregelsystemPDQ
I|OMHU ,QRPMXGHQGRPHQWLOOH[HPSHOlU*XGVEXGVRPlUGHWKXYXGVDNOLJD
UHJHOV\VWHPHW%XGGKLVWHUQDKDURFNVnIHPYLNWLJDUHJOHU 'HQPHVWNlQGDSOLNWHWLNHQ
KantsHWLN

Om utilitarismen

8WLOLWDULVP Q\WWRPRUDO lUHWWVlWWDWWWlQND(QOLJWXWLOLWDULVPHQlUGHWEDUDnyttanPHGHQ
KDQGOLQJVRPUlNQDV,QJHQKDQGOLQJNDQYDUDi sigUlWWHOOHUIHO

(QOLJWGHQklassiskaXWLOLWDULVPHQ IRUPXOHUDGDY%HQWKDPRFK0LOO lUHQKDQGOLQJUlWWRP
RFKHQGDVWRPGHQLHQJLYHQVLWXDWLRQVNDSDUGHWVW|UVWD|YHUVNRWWHWDYOXVWRFKO\FNDL
I|UKnOODQGHWLOOROXVWRFKRO\FND

/XVWRFKO\FNDPlWVHQOLJWGHQLvaraktighet, intensitet RFK antal berörda. 6ODJRUGVW|UVWD
P|MOLJDO\FNDI|UVW|UVWDP|MOLJDDQWDO

%UDH[HPSHOSnYDGXWLOLWDULVWHU WLOOVNLOOQDGIUnQWLOOH[HPSHONDQWLDQHU NDQW\FNDlUUlWW
HQRIIHQWOLJO|JQI|UDWWVN\GGDPHGERUJDUQDLHWWVDPKlOOH

(QXWLOLWDULVWDQVHURFNVnDWWPDQPnVWHWDHNRQRPLVNDKlQV\QQlUPDQ WLOOH[HPSHO 
GLVNXWHUDURPGHWVNDYDUDWLOOnWHWHOOHUHMPHGG|GVKMlOSI|UVYnUWVMXNDKDQGLNDSSDGH+XU
P\FNHWNRVWDUGHWDWWOnWDGHPOHYD"bUGHWYlUWGHW"

(QOLJWGHWWDV\QVlWWKDUVnOHGHVlUOLJKHWUlWWYLVDEHYDUDQGHDYPlQQLVNROLYLQJHW
HJHQYlUGH'HWHQGDVRPKDUHJHQYlUGHlUGHQO\FNDPDQVNDSDU HOOHUGHQRO\FNDPDQWDU
ERUW 

9DGQLVNDOlUDHUlUDWWEHG|PDHQKDQGOLQJPHGKMlOSDYXWLOLWDULVPHQRFKSnGHW
VlWWHWWDUHGDSnRPGHQlUUlWWHOOHUIHOHQOLJWGHWWDV\QVlWW

x 1lUGXI|UNODUDWXWLOLWDULVPHQOnWGHPInJ|UD|YQLQJDY|YQLQJVW\S$

g91,1*67<3 $ $77 5(/$7(5$ (1 /g61,1* 3c
(77(7,6.7352%/(07,//(11250$7,97(25,



g91,1* (;(03(/87,/,7$5,60 

/LVDKDUYDULWRWURJHQPRWVLQSRMNYlQ3HOOH+RQKDUNRPPLWIUDPWLOODWWGHWHWLVNWUlWWDlUDWW
LQWH VlJD QnJRW WLOO KRQRP XWDQ YLGKnOOD DWW KRQ EHV|NWH HQ YlQLQQD HIWHUVRP KRQ LQWH YLOO
VnUDKRQRPRFKLQWHKDUQnJUDSODQHUSnDWWYDUDRWURJHQLJHQ9DGWURUGXDWWHQNODVVLVN
XWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHW\FNDRP/LVDVEHVOXW"9DUI|U"
Exempel på godkänt svar

(QNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHQRJW\FNDDWWEHVOXWHWYDUNORNWHIWHUVRPGHWLQWHVNDSDURQ|GLJW
OLGDQGH 2P LQWH 3HOOH YHW RP YDG /LVD JMRUW PnU KDQ MX KHOOHU LQWH GnOLJW DY GHW Vn OlQJH
LQJHQDQQDQKHOOHUEHUlWWDU 

Däremot:

(QNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHQRJW\FNDDWWEHVOXWHWYDUGXPWHIWHUVRP/LVDI|UVWlURWURJHQRFK
VHGDQOMXJHURPGHW–VnNDQPDQMXLQWHYDUDPRWVLQSDUWQHU

,QRPXWLOLWDULVPHQILQQVLQJDI|UEXGPRWDWWYDUDRWURJHQHOOHUOMXJDVnOlQJHGHWLQWHVNDSDU
OLGDQGH 
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gYQLQJVW\S$

g91,1* 87,/,7$5,60 

.DOOHDUEHWDUVRPI|UVlOMDUHSnHWWI|UHWDJVRPVlOMHUPRELORFKEUHGEDQGVO|VQLQJDU+DQKDU
EOLYLWLQVWUXHUDGDYVLQFKHIDWWLQWHEHUlWWDI|UGHNXQGHUVRPKDQULQJHUWLOODWWGHWWLOONRPPHU
HQ H[WUD DYJLIW XW|YHU GHW PnQDGVSULV VRP DQJHV – RP GH LQWH GLUHNW IUnJDU RP GHW .DOOH
YlOMHUGRFNlQGnDWWEHUlWWDRPGHQDYJLIWVRPWLOONRPPHUHIWHUVRPKDQW\FNHUDWWGHWlUYlUW
SULVHWDWWInHQWLOOVlJHOVHDYFKHIHQRPKDQ VOLSSHUOXUDRVN\OGLJDPlQQLVNRU9DGWURUGX
DWWHQNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHW\FNDRP.DOOHVEHVOXW"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Om Kants etik
x Förslag till inledande samtal med klassen: Är det alltid fel att ljuga? Skulle vi kunna
ha ett samhälle där alla ljuger så mycket som de vill?

 Immanuel Kant (17241804) var pliktetiker. Enligt honom måste det vara fel att
ljuga, eftersom man då inte kan vilja att andra gör likadant.

 Enligt Kant vet vi i vår förnuft vad som är rätt respektive fel, det vill säga vilka
plikter som gäller. Gud har gett människan den kunskapen (Kant var kristen). 

För att vi ska handla rätt måste vi följa vårt förnuft och handla av plikt och inte av
medkänsla (annars kommer vi att ryckas med av personliga sympatier). Samma plikter
ska gälla för alla, och alltid.

 Detta är Kants kategoriska imperativ: ”Handla endast efter den princip du samtidigt
kan vilja se som allmän lag”. Det vill säga: gör bara det som du vill att alla andra ska
få göra (inom ramen för ett fungerande samhälle).

 Utifrån detta blir vissa plikter ovillkorliga, till exempel att man alltid ska tala
sanning, alltid hålla ett löfte, alltid hjälpa den som är i nöd, aldrig döda en oskyldig
människa. Det är, enligt Kant, inte rimligt att man bryter mot dessa plikter och
samtidigt vill att andra ska göra likadant. 

 Exempel: den som ljuger kan bara komma undan med detta i ett samhälle där det
stora flertalet människor är ärliga. Han eller hon kan inte vilja upphöja lögnen till
allmän lag. Därför är den fel enligt Kant. 

 Invändning mot Kant: ibland kan plikterna krocka med varandra och därför måste
man, när man följer hans etik, prioritera bland dem. (Till exempel om man ljuger lite
för att skydda en vän som kan råka illa ut – då prioriterar man att hjälpa någon i nöd
framför att tala sanning.)

Vad ni ska lära er är att pröva en handling mot det kategoriska imperativet, och på
det sättet ta reda på om den är rätt eller fel, enligt Kant. (”Skulle det fungera om alla
gjorde på det här sättet?”)

x När du förklarat Kants etik, låt dem få göra övning 3, därefter resten av övningarna
3A. När du kontrollerar deras svar: se framför allt till att de har förstått hur man
använder de olika teorierna (så att de inte t.ex. blandar in konsekvenstänkande när de
bedömer vad en kantian skulle tycka om en lösning).

x Övningstyp 3B: Se här till att de använder sig av ett eget etiskt problem, att de
förklarar varför de löste det som de gjorde – och att de kan tillämpa de båda teorierna
på det. En ordentligt genomförd övning av denna typ räcker.

x Inför provet ska de läsa på alla de övningar de har gjort. Uppmana dem också att (i
bok eller på internet) särskilt läsa på om Kants etik, eftersom den kan vara svår att
förstå. Dela ut betygskriterier. Gå tillbaka och repetera lite så att de känner sig trygga.

gYQLQJVW\S$

g91,1* .$17,$1,60 

=DQDVGRWWHUSnVMXnUNRPPHUWLOO8OODPHGHQWHFNQLQJVRPKRQKDUULWDWRFKIUnJDURPGHQ
lUILQ8OODKDU DOOWLGWLGLJDUHVYDUDW VRPGHW I|UYlQWDWVDY KHQQH QnJRQYDULDQW SnMD PHQ
väljer nu att svara ”nej, försök att ritalite noggrannare så blir det bättre” eftersom hon märkt
DWW KRQ NlQQHU VLJ REHNYlP QlU KRQ LQWH WDODU VDQQLQJ 'HVVXWRP lU GHW ElWWUH I|U GRWWHUQ
WlQNHU KRQ DWW RPJH VLJ PHG YX[QD VRP VlJHU VRP GHW lU 9DG WURU GX DWW HQ NDQWLDQVN
SOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHW\FNDRP8OODVEHVOXW"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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g91,1* 87,/,7$5,602&+.$17,$1,60 


/DVVH KDU L KHOD VLWW OLY YDULW SROLWLVNW LQWUHVVHUDG RFK HQJDJHUDW VLJ PRW RUlWWYLVRUQD L
VDPKlOOHW+DQW\FNHUGRFNDWWSROLWLNHQKDUEOLYLWDOOWPHURlUOLJSROLWLNHUQDVlJHUHQVDNRFK
J|U HQ DQQDQ 'lUI|U KDU KDQ EHVWlPW VLJ I|U DWW LQWH U|VWD PHU GHW VSHODU MX LQJHQ UROO I|U
VDPKlOOHWVXWYHFNOLQJWlQNHUKDQRPHQU|VWDYQLRPLOMRQHUI|UVYLQQHU9DGWURUGXDWWHQ
NODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHW\FNDRP/DVVHVEHVOXW"9DUI|U"9DGWURUGXDWWHQNDQWLDQVN
SOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHW\FND"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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gYQLQJVW\S$


g91,1* 87,/,7$5,602&+.$17,$1,60 

$]]HU lU OlNDUH Sn 'DQGHU\GV VMXNKXV (Q SDWLHQW WLOO KRQRP HQ nULJ NYLQQD InU PRUILQ
GDJOLJHQ Sn JUXQG DY VLQD VYnUD VPlUWRU .YLQQDQ KDU FDQFHU L WDUPDU RFK PDJVlFN RFK
NRPPHUDWWOHYDLK|JVWWYnPnQDGHUWLOO$]]HUEHVWlPPHUVLJSnJUXQGYDODYGHWWDI|UDWW
|NDKHQQHVPRUILQGRVVnDWWKRQInUG|XQGHUGHQlUPVWDGDJDUQD+HQQHVIDPLOMlUGlU
GDJOLJHQRFK|QVNDUDWWKHQQHVOLGDQGHVNDWDVOXW7LOOIDPLOMHQ RFKWLOODQGUDOlNDUH WlQNHU
KDQVlJDDWWKDQ|NDGHPRUILQGRVHQI|UDWWGHWEHK|YGHVVPlUWDQYDUI|UVWRU9DGWURUGX
DWW HQ NODVVLVN XWLOLWDULVW VNXOOH W\FND RP $]]HUV EHVOXW" 9DUI|U" 9DG WURU GX DWW HQ
NDQWLDQVNSOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHW\FND"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Exempel på godkända svar, övningstyp 3A
g91,1*(QXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHQRJW\FNDDWWGHWYDUEUDGHOVI|UDWWGHWLQWHEOLUREHKDJOLJD
NRQVHNYHQVHUI|UNXQGHUVRPOXUDVGHOVI|UDWW.DOOHVOLSSHUInGnOLJWVDPYHWH 'lUHPRWVNXOOHGHW
LQWHYDUDEUDRPGHWOHGGHWLOODWW.DOOHI|UORUDGHMREEHW 

g91,1*(QNDQWLDQVNXOOHW\FNDDWWGHWYDUUlWWDY8OODDWWVlJDVRPGHWlUHIWHUVRPO|JQHQLQWH
NDQXSSK|MDVWLOODOOPlQODJ LHWWIXQJHUDQGHVDPKlOOH 

g91,1*(QXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHLQWHW\FNDDWWGHWJMRUGHQnJRQWLQJDWW/DVVHLQWHU|VWDU–GHWInUMX
LQJDGnOLJDNRQVHNYHQVHU RPKDQLQWHGUDUPHGVLJHQPDVVDDQGUDPlQQLVNRU (QNDQWLDQ
GlUHPRWVNXOOHQRJW\FNDDWW/DVVHVEHVOXWYDUIHOHIWHUVRQKDQNQDSSDVWVNXOOHYLOMDXSSK|MDWLOO
DOOPlQODJDWWPDQLQWHVNDU|VWDGYVIUDPI|UDVLQnVLNW KHODYnUWGHPRNUDWLVNDVDPKlOOHE\JJHUMX
SnDWWPlQQLVNRUJ|UGHW 

g91,1*8WLOLWDULVWHQKDULQJDLQYlQGQLQJDUPRW$]]HUVEHVOXWHIWHUVRPKDQI|UNRUWDUNYLQQDQV
OLGDQGHRFKIDPLOMHQLQWHKHOOHUGUDEEDVQHJDWLYWDYEHVOXWHW.DQWLDQHQGlUHPRWVNXOOHNXQQDYDUD
PRWVWnQGDUHWLOODWWPDQG|GDUHWWRVN\OGLJWOLYHIWHUVRPGHWWDLQWH generellt lUQnJRQKDQGOLQJVRP
NDQXSSK|MDVWLOODOOPlQODJ 'lUHPRWNDQPDQMXVlJDDWW$]]HURFNVnUlGGDUNYLQQDQLHQ
Q|GVLWXDWLRQRFKGHWlUMXQnJRWPDQHQOLJW.DQWVNDJ|UD 
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'XVNDQXUHODWHUDGLQDHJQDverkliga HWLVNDSUREOHP |YQLQJVW\S% WLOOROLNDHWLVNDWHRULHU9lOM
XWHWWSUREOHPVRPGXW\FNHUDWWGXO|VWHSnHWWEUDVlWW

%HVNULYNRUWSUREOHPHWKXUGXO|VWHGHWRFKvarförGXO|VWHGHWSnGHWVlWWHW GXEHK|YHULQWHWD
PHGKDQGOLQJVDOWHUQDWLYHQGHQQDJnQJ 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

9DGWURUGXDWWHQNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHW\FNDRPGLQO|VQLQJ"9DUI|U"9DGWURUGXDWWHQ
NDQWLDQVNSOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHW\FND"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*
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gYQLQJVW\S%

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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,1)g53529(7%(7<*6.5,7(5,(5

3URYHWGXNRPPHUDWWInEHVWnUDYHQKLVWRULDVRPGXJ|UWLOOHWLVNWSUREOHPRFKVHGDQO|VHU

x )|UEHW\JHW(VNDGXYLVDDWWGXNDQXUVNLOMDGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPHWPRWLYHUDYDUI|UGHWlU
HWWHWLVNWSUREOHPVDPWO|VDGHWXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWDVLWXDWLRQHQ
x )|UEHW\JHW&VNDGXGHVVXWRPSnHWWJRGWDJEDUWVlWWNXQQDUHODWHUDGLQYDOGDO|VQLQJ
WLOOGHHWLVNDWHRULHUQD XWLOLWDULVPRFKNDQWLDQLVP 'HWVNDPlUNDVDWWGXKDUI|UVWnWW
VNLOOQDGHQPHOODQGHP
x )|UEHW\JHW$VNDGXGHVVXWRPSnHWWW\GOLJW VlWWNXQQDXUVNLOMDRFKPRWLYHUDSUREOHPHW
SnHWW|YHUW\JDQGHVlWWNXQQDI|UNODUDYDUI|UGXYlOMHUGHQO|VQLQJVRPGXYlOMHUVDPW
SnHWWQ\DQVHUDWRFKXWI|UOLJWVlWWNXQQDUHVRQHUDGLJIUDPWLOOYDGHQXWLOLWDULVW
UHVSHNWLYHHQNDQWLDQVNXOOHW\FND VYDUHQlULQWHDOOWLGHQNOD 
































.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*

PROVET: Instruktioner
x 9lOMXWHWWSURYVRPGXWURUVNXOOHSDVVDNODVVHQ9LGRPSURYVWLOOIlOOHW HQGDVWHWWFD
WYnYHFNRUVHQDUH WDHWWDQQDW

x 6HWLOODWWGHKDUPLQXWHUSnVLJ

x 6lJnWGHPDWWE|UMDPHGDWWOlVDLJHQRPSURYHWRUGHQWOLJW

x )|UNODUDI|UGHPRPGHWILQQVRUGLSURYHWVRPGHLQWHI|UVWnUPHQI|UNODUDinteI|U
GHPWH[YDGGHHWLVNDWHRULHUQDLQQHElU'HWVNDGHKDI|UVWnWW

x 1lUGXUlWWDUSURYHQNRPLKnJDWWGHWYLNWLJDVWHlUDWWGHO|VHUSUREOHPHWHQOLJWGH
LQVWUXNWLRQHUVRPGHWUlQDWSn (WWVYDUGlUGHHWLVNDWHRULHUQDWH[I|UVLQUHGDQ
XQGHUIUnJDWYnJRGNlQQVLQWH 


3529,(7,.
1DPQRFKNODVVBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
/LQGDlUVHGDQOlQJHQlUDNRPSLVPHG)UHGULN)UHGULNlUOLWHXGGDRFKLQWHDOOWLGVn
lätt att ha att göra med. Han är snäll men klarar inte alltid av att uppföra sig ”rätt” i
VRFLDODVDPPDQKDQJKDQKDUKHOOHULQJDDQGUDYlQQHUVRPKDQXPJnVPHG +DQKDU
lYHQYLVDWHWWI\VLVNWLQWUHVVHI|U/LQGDYLONHWKRQKDUDYYLVDWPHGDWWYDUDW\GOLJPHG
DWWGHEDUDlUYlQQHU)UHGULNVRPlUNlQVOLJKDUDFFHSWHUDWGHWWDPHQEOHYP\FNHW
VnUDG 6nEOLU/LQGDEMXGHQWLOOHQIHVWPHGPLQJHORFKILQPLGGDJ7LOOIHVWHQInUPDQ
WDPHGVLJHQNRPSLV)UHGULNYHWDWW/LQGDKDUEOLYLWEMXGHQ
9LONHWVNXOOHGXVlJDlUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP/LQGDVWnULQI|U"
9DUI|UlUGHWHWWSUREOHPI|UKHQQH"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
+XUNDQ/LQGDDJHUDLGHQQDVLWXDWLRQ"*HI|UVODJSnPLQVWtreDOWHUQDWLYVRPKRQKDU
%HUlWWDYLONHWduVNXOOHYlOMDRPGXYDUKRQRFKPRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWD
VLWXDWLRQHQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*




3/,1'$6

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


+XUWURUGXDWWHQNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQO|VQLQJVRPGXMXVWI|UHVORJ"
9DUI|U"+XUWURUGXDWWHQNDQWLDQVNSOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQ"9DUI|U"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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3529,(7,.

1DPQRFKNODVVBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

*|UDQlUXWK\UDUHLQRPHWWVW|UUHSULYDWERVWDGVERODJLHQVWDGGlUGHWlUEULVWSn
K\UHVERVWlGHU3nERODJHWVKHPVLGDVWnUDWWDWWN|WLGHQI|UHQOlJHQKHWlUFDnUPHQDWW
XQGDQWDJNDQJ|UDVL”VlUVNLOW|PPDQGHIDOO”'HWWDKDUEODQGDQQDWLQQHEXULWDWWERODJHW
LEODQGKDUXSSOnWLWOlJHQKHWHUWLOOVRFLDOI|UYDOWQLQJHQQlUGHQEHK|YWSODWVI|UQ\DQOlQGD
DV\OV|NDQGHIO\NWLQJDU,|YULJWlUXWK\UQLQJHQVWULNWNRQWUROOHUDGRFKPDQPnVWHRPPDQ
YLOOK\UDJ|UDHQDQV|NDQYLDERODJHWVKHPVLGDOfficielltILQQVLQJDJUlGGILOHUWLOOHQ
K\UHVERVWDG6nULQJHUHQGDJHQJDPPDOYlQWLOOLNDDIIlUVEHNDQWWLOO*|UDQ+DQEHUlWWDU
DWWKDQVGRWWHUEHK|YHUQnJRQVWDQVDWWERQlUKRQWDUVWXGHQWHQRPWUHPnQDGHU

9LONHWVNXOOHGXVlJDlUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP*|UDQVWnULQI|U"
9DUI|UlUGHWHWWSUREOHPI|UKRQRP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

+XUNDQ*|UDQDJHUDLGHQQDVLWXDWLRQ"*HI|UVODJSnPLQVWtre DOWHUQDWLYVRPKDQKDU
%HUlWWDYLONHWGXVNXOOHYlOMDRPGXYDUKDQRFKI|UNODUDYDUI|UGXDQVHUDWWGHQO|VQLQJHQi den här
situationenVNXOOHYDUDGHQElVWD

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*
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BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

+XUWURUGXDWWHQNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQO|VQLQJVRPGXMXVWI|UHVORJ"9DUI|U"
+XUWURUGXDWWHQNDQWLDQVNSOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQ"9DUI|U"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


.23,(5,1*681'(5/$* 
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3529,(7,.
1DPQRFKNODVVBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
$QQHWWHDUEHWDUVRPWHUDSHXWSnHWWSV\NRORJI|UHWDJ+RQlUUHODWLYWQ\LEUDQVFKHQ
0LWWLQDWWHQWLOOHQO|UGDJULQJHUHQDYKHQQHVSDWLHQWHUHQnULJNYLQQDVRP
EHKDQGODWVI|UlWVW|UQLQJDUWLOOKHQQH.YLQQDQlUI|UWYLYODGKDUIDOOLWLQLHWWVXLFLGDOW
VMlOYPRUGVEHQlJHW EHWHHQGH$QQHWWHXQGUDUYDUI|UNYLQQDQULQJHUQlUKRQLQWHKDU
gett henne sitt privata nummer. Kvinnan svarar att det är för att hon mår ”såMlYOD
dåligt”. Hon vill att Annette ska ta sin bil och komma hem till henne. Annette förklarar
DWWHQOLJWUHJOHUQDSnKHQQHVI|UHWDJInUKRQEDUDWDHPRWSDWLHQWHUHIWHU
|YHUHQVNRPPHOVHSnNRQWRUVWLG
9LONHWVNXOOHGXVlJDlUGHWHWLVNDSUREOHPVRP$QQHWWHVWnULQI|U"
9DUI|UlUGHWHWWSUREOHPI|UKHQQH"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
+XUNDQ$QQHWWHDJHUDLGHQQDVLWXDWLRQ"*HI|UVODJSnPLQVWtreDOWHUQDWLYVRPKRQKDU
%HUlWWDYLONHWduVNXOOHYlOMDRPGXYDUKRQRFKPRWLYHUDGLWWVYDUXWLIUnQGHQNRQNUHWD
VLWXDWLRQHQ
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*
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BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


+XUWURUGXDWWHQNODVVLVNXWLOLWDULVWVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQO|VQLQJVRPGXMXVWI|UHVORJ"
9DUI|U"+XUWURUGXDWWHQNDQWLDQVNSOLNWHWLNHUVNXOOHEHG|PDGHQ"9DUI|U"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB


.23,(5,1*681'(5/$*
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+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS


7,//',*620+-b/3(50,*0('$7735g9$8775(67(*602'(//(1)g5
(7,.81'(59,61,1*
)|UVWRFKIUlPVWGXJ|UHQP\FNHWYlUGHIXOOLQVDWV
8QGHUHQSHULRGSnFDOHNWLRQHUVRPGXVMlOYOlJJHUGlUGHWSDVVDUGLJLQRP
UHOLJLRQVXQGHUYLVQLQJHQVNDGXPHGPLJVRPKDQGOHGDUHDQYlQGDGHQVNWUHVWHJVPRGHOOHQ
'HWNRPPHUDWWJnWLOOVnKlU
 'XInUSlUPHQPHGDQYLVQLQJDU

 1lUGXOlVWLJHQRPGHQNRPPHUYLDWWKDHWWKDQGOHGQLQJVWLOOIlOOHGlUYLJnULJHQRP
GHWYnI|UVWDVWHJHQLPRGHOOHQ'nYLOOMDJRFNVnYHWDYLVVDGHWDOMHUVRPYLONDNODVVHU
GXVNDKDRFKQlUGXSODQHUDUDWWVlWWDLJnQJ9LGGHWWDWLOOIlOOHNRPPHUGXDWWIn
SODVWILFNRUDWWGHODXWWLOOHOHYHUQD DWWI|UYDUDSDSSHUHQPHG|YQLQJDUL 

 ,QI|UI|UVWDOHNWLRQHQLHWLNNRPPHUMDJDWWYDUDPHGLNODVVUXPPHWSUHVHQWHUDPLJI|U
HOHYHUQDEHUlWWDRPSURMHNWHWRFKOnWDGHPJ|UDHWWI|UWHVW

 'XN|USnHJHQKDQG

 (IWHUWUHGMHOHNWLRQHQWUlIIDVYLLJHQI|UQ\KDQGOHGQLQJ9LNRPPHUGnDWWJnLJHQRP
GHWVLVWDVWHJHWLPRGHOOHQVDPWSURYHWWLOOVDPPDQV'XNRPPHUVDQQROLNWRFNVnDWW
KDHJQDIUnJRURFKWDQNDU

 'XN|USnHJHQKDQGXQGHUYLVQLQJVSHULRGHQXW(IWHUXQGHUYLVQLQJHQVVOXWNRPPHUGX
DWWInI\OODLHQHQNlWRPKXUGXXSSOHYGHDWWGHWYDUDWWXQGHUYLVDHIWHUGHQQDPRGHOO

 &DòPnQDGHIWHUDWWHOHYHUQDJMRUWSURY RFKRPSURY NRPPHUMDJWLOOEDNDRFKJHU
HOHYHUQDHWWHIWHUWHVW'HWWDVNDVNHI|UHOHYHUQDRI|UEHUHWW
6RPWDFNI|UDWWGXKMlOSHUPLJNRPPHUGXDWWInHWWLQW\JXQGHUWHFNQDWDYPLJRFKPLQ
SURIHVVRUSnDWWGXGHOWDJLWLGHWWDIRUVNQLQJVSURMHNWRFKSnGHWWDVlWWIRUWELOGDWGLJ'X
NRPPHURFNVnDWWHUEMXGDVP|MOLJKHWHQDWWGHOWDLVHPLQDULHUSn&DPSXV+HOVLQJERUJ
+DUGXQnJUDIUnJRUVnK|UDYGLJ




+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS




(7,.81'(59,61,1*±,16758.7,21(57,//',*620+-b/3(50,*




 6DWVDRUGHQWOLJWSnHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQGHQQDJnQJ*HGHPPLQVWVH[OHNWLRQHUPHG
JHQRPDUEHWDWLQQHKnOO LQNOXVLYHH[DPLQDWLRQVWLOOIlOOH 


 *|UNODUWI|UHOHYHUQDDWWV\IWHWPHGXQGHUYLVQLQJHQlUDWWGHVNDEOLElWWUHSnDWW
XSSWlFNDHWLVNDSUREOHPLYHUNOLJDOLYHWRFKXWYHFNODVLQI|UPnJDDWWJ|UDPHGYHWQD
HWLVNDYDO


 )RNXVHUDGLQXQGHUYLVQLQJSnHWLVNDSUREOHPRFKVlUVNLOWSnSUREOHPVRPGHWlU
WUROLJWDWWHOHYHUQDVMlOYDNRPPHUDWWVWnLQI|U9DUW\GOLJPHGDWWHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPlU
QnJRWPDQKDULI|UKnOODQGHWLOOQnJRQannan'HVVDSUREOHPNDQWLOOH[HPSHOKDQGOD
RPKXUlUOLJVDQQLQJVHQOLJPDQVNDYDUDLVLWXDWLRQHUGnVDQQLQJHQULVNHUDUDWWVNDGD
QnJRQ)|UV|NDWWXQGYLNDSUREOHPVRPlUDOOWI|UH[WUHPDHOOHUIDQWDVLIXOODWLOO
H[HPSHO´(QPDQNRPPHULQPHGHQNSLVW«´


 /nWHOHYHUQDGLVNXWHUDROLNDO|VQLQJDU1lUGHKDUnVLNWHUVHWLOODWWGHNDQJHHQ
UDWLRQHOOPRWLYHULQJWLOOGHVVD I|UGHWKDUGHRIWDVYnUWI|U ´6nJ|UPDQEDUDLQWH´
HOOHU´'HWlUIHODWWJ|UDVn´UlFNHULQWHVRPPRWLYHULQJ


 *nLJHQRPXWLOLWDULVPHQRFK.DQWVSOLNWHWLNPHGGHPRFKVHWLOODWWGHI|UVWnU
VNLOOQDGHQ IUDPI|UDOOWDWWGHWHQOLJW.DQWLQWHlUNRQVHNYHQVHUQDPDQVNDWLWWDSn 
9LVDKXUGHVVDILORVRILVNDWHRULHUNDQKMlOSDRVVDWWO|VDYDUGDJOLJDHWLVNDSUREOHP
6nKlUJnUGHWWLOO


$ -DJNRPPHURFKJHUGHPHWWI|UWHVWLQQDQGXKDUSUHVHQWHUDWHWLNlPQHWI|UGHP
% 'XN|UGLQHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJ SnYDUDQGUDI|OMDQGHOHNWLRQHU RFKJHUHYRPSURY
FDWYnYHFNRUHIWHURUGLQDULHH[DPLQDWLRQVWLOOIlOOH
& 'XXQGHUYLVDUVn´HWLNIULWW´VRPP|MOLJWXQGHUFDYHFNRU GYVLQJHQUHSHWLWLRQ 
' -DJNRPPHUWLOOEDNDRFKJHUGHPHWWHIWHUWHVW'HVNDGnLQWHYHWDDWWMDJNRPPHU-DJ
YLOOGnKDHQNODVVOLVWDGlUGHWIUDPJnURPGHWlUQnJUDHOHYHUVRPOlVWILORVRILXQGHU
VDPPDWHUPLQVRPHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQ
Som tack för din medverkan får du ett fortbildningsintyg från Lunds universitet.





+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS


(5%-8'$1$779$5$0(',)256.1,1*6352-(.7
-DJDYVHUPHGPLQIRUVNQLQJDWWEHVYDUDIUnJDQ+XUVNDYLXQGHUYLVDLHWLNSnElVWDVlWW",
GHQQDKDUMDJHQJDJHUDWHWWVWRUWDQWDOOlUDUHRFKHOHYHU'LQOlUDUHKDUYLVDWLQWUHVVHI|UDWW
GHOWDJHQRPDWWXQGHUYLVDHQOLJWHQLQVWUXNWLRQVRPMDJKDUJHWWKRQRPKHQQH$QGUDOlUDUH
KDUInWWDQGUDLQVWUXNWLRQHU
'LQXSSJLIWRPGXYlOMHUDWWYDUDPHGEOLUDWWI\OODLHWWWHVWföreRFKHWWWHVWefterGHQ
JHQRPI|UGDXQGHUYLVQLQJHQGlUVYDUDUSnIUnJRURPYDGXQGHUYLVQLQJHQKDUEHW\WWI|UGLJ
'LQOlUDUHNRPPHUinteDWWInVHGHWGXVNULYHUI|UPLJRFKDOOWPDWHULDONRPPHUDWWI|UYDUDV
DQRQ\PLVHUDWLHWWNDVVDVNnS(QGDVWMDJRFKPLQKDQGOHGDUHNRPPHUDWWKDWLOOJnQJWLOO
PDWHULDOHWQlUGHWVHGDQVNDEHDUEHWDV
5HVXOWDWHWUHGRYLVDVLHQGRNWRUVDYKDQGOLQJVRPNRPPHUDWWEOLDOOPlQWWLOOJlQJOLJ,GHQ
NRPPHULQJDQDPQSnHOHYHUVNRORUHOOHUVWlGHUDWWDQJHV–GLWWGHOWDJDQGHNRPPHUDOOWVnDWW
I|UEOLDQRQ\PW
-DJYlUGHVlWWHURPGXYLOOGHOWDLPLWWSURMHNWJHQRPDWWI\OODLGHWHVWMDJGHODUXWPHQ
QDWXUOLJWYLVlUGHWKHOWIULYLOOLJW'XNDQQlUVRPKHOVWNRQWDNWDPLJRPGXKDUQnJUDIUnJRU
)RUVNQLQJVKXYXGPDQI|USURMHNWHWlU/XQGVXQLYHUVLWHW
KDQVWHNH#XYHWOXVH


-$MDJVDPW\FNHUWLOODWWYDUDPHGLGHWWDIRUVNQLQJVSURMHNW

'DWXPBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

)|URFKHIWHUQDPQBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
1DPQI|UW\GOLJDQGHBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

Dokumentet upprättas i två exemplar varav forskningspersonen behåller det ena.




+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS




)5c*25,1)g5(7,.81'(59,61,1*

'XVNDVQDUWInYDUDPHGRPHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJ,QQDQGHVVVNXOOHMDJGRFNYLOMDDWWGXVYDUDU
SnQnJUDIUnJRU2%6'HWSnYHUNDUinte GLWWEHW\J


1DPQRFKNODVV



-DJKDUVWXGHUDWHWLNPRUDOILORVRILWLGLJDUH
-D
1HM
ULQJDLQUlWWVYDU 


 /LVDVWnURFKIXQGHUDUSnYDGKRQVNDKDSnVLJWLOOIHVWHQRFKGHWlULQWHOlWW´.DQ
PDQYHUNOLJHQKDURVDVNRUWLOOVYDUWNMRO"´WlQNHUKRQ
9DUI|UlUGHWWDinte HWWHWLVNWSUREOHP"















*HHWWH[HPSHOSnQnJRWVRPär HOOHUVNXOOHNXQQDYDUD HWWHWLVNWSUREOHPGLOHPPD






























D +XUVNXOOHdu YLOMDO|VDGHWWDSUREOHP"
















E 9DUI|U"















9DGKDQGODU.DQWVSOLNWHWLNRP"




















9DGKDQGODUXWLOLWDULVPHQRP"





















Tack I|UGLQPHGYHUNDQ
+DQV





+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS


)5c*25()7(5(7,.81'(59,61,1*

'XKDUI|UHQWLGVHGDQInWWYDUDPHGRPHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJ'lUI|UVNXOOHMDJYLOMDDWWGX
VYDUDGHSnHWWDQWDOIUnJRU2%6'HWSnYHUNDUinteGLWWEHW\J

1DPQRFKNODVVBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

7$67b//1,1*7,//)g/-$1'(3c67c(1'(1
 (IWHUHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQKDUMDJEOLYLWElWWUHSnDWWXSSWlFNDHWLVNDSUREOHPLPLQ
YDUGDJ
,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOVKan inte svara


 (IWHUHWLNXQGHUYLVLQJHQKDUMDJEOLYLWElWWUHSnDWWKLWWDO|VQLQJDUSnGHHWLVNDSUREOHP
VRPMDJXSSWlFNHU
,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOVKan inte svara


 (IWHUHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQIXQGHUDUMDJPHUSnKXUMDJEHWHUPLJPRWDQGUD

,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOVKan inte svara


 (IWHUHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQKDUMDJEOLYLWElWWUHSnDWWDUJXPHQWHUDI|UYDGMDJW\FNHUlU
UlWWRFKIHO
,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOVKan inte svara


 (IWHUHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJHQKDUMDJEOLYLWPHULQWUHVVHUDGDYHWLVNDIUnJRU
,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOVKan inte svara

69$5$3c)g/-$1'()5c*25

 /LVDVWnURFKfunderar på vad hon ska ha på sig till festen, och det är inte lätt. ”Kan
man verkligen ha rosa skor till svart kjol?” tänker hon.
9DUI|UlUGHWWDinteHWWHWLVNWSUREOHP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 *HHWWH[HPSHOSnQnJRWVRPär HOOHUVNXOOHNXQQDYDUD HWWHWLVNWSUREOHPGLOHPPD

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

D +XUVNXOOHdu YLOMDO|VDGHWWDSUREOHP"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB




E 9DUI|U"
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

9DGKDQGODU.DQWVSOLNWHWLNRP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

9DGKDQGODUXWLOLWDULVPHQRP"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Tack I|UGLQPHGYHUNDQ
+DQV





+DQV7HNHGRNWRUDQGLXWELOGQLQJVYHWHQVNDS
(QNlWI|UGLJVRPKMlOSHUPLJDWWSU|YDXWHWLNXQGHUYLVQLQJ I\OOVLPHGKMlOSDYVDPWDO 


/b5$5(61$016.2/$BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 $NWXHOOJUXSSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 9LONHWGDWXPVWDUWDGHGX
XQGHUYLVQLQJHQ"BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 9LONHWGDWXPKDGHGXH[DPLQDWLRQ"BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 +XUPnQJDOHNWLRQHUWRJGHWDOOWVRPDOOW"BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 9LONDYHFNRGDJDURFKWLGHUOnJOHNWLRQHUQDSn"

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

 7DVWlOOQLQJWLOOI|OMDQGHSnVWnHQGHQlUMDJXQGHUYLVDGHI|OMGHMDJWLOOSXQNWRFKSULFND
GHLQVWUXNWLRQHUMDJInWW
,QVWlPPHUKHOW,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ,QVWlPPHULQWHDOOV.DQLQWHVYDUD



 gYULJDQRWHULQJDU
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%('g01,1*60$//)g52&+()7(57(67
3RlQJVNDOD 
)g57(67(72&+$1'5$'(/(1$9()7(57(67(7
)UnJD6YDUHWVNDYLVDDWWHOHYHQYHWQnJRWRPYDGVRPVNLOMHUUlWWRFKIHOLQRPHWLNHQIUnQ
UlWWRFKIHOLQRPandraRPUnGHQ6YDUVRPlUFLUNXOlUDWH[´GHWKDQGODULQWHRPHWLNQnJRQ
PRUDOLVNIUnJD´ SRlQJ6YDUDYW\SHQ´GHWEHU|ULQJHQDQQDQGHWVNDSDULQJDGnOLJD
NRQVHNYHQVHUI|UQnJRQ´ SRlQJ
)UnJD6YDUHWVNDYLVDDWWHOHYHQNDQJHHWWH[HPSHOSnHWWHWLVNWSUREOHPXWDQDWWEODQGD
LKRSGHWPHGWH[HWLNHWWHWQLFLWHWHOOHUUHQWHJHQLQWUHVVH6YDUVRPinteJ|UGHWWD SRlQJ
6YDUVRPJ|UGHWNQDSSKlQGLJWHOOHURW\GOLJWWH[´RWURKHW´HOOHUVRPEHVNULYHUHQVLWXDWLRQ
XWDQDWWIRUPXOHUDSUREOHPHW SRlQJ6YDUVRPIRUPXOHUDUH[SOLFLWYDGSUREOHPHWlUWH[
´HQNRPSLVSRMNYlQlURWURJHQRFKVnYHWPDQLQWHRPPDQVNDEHUlWWDGHWI|UKHQQH´ 
SRlQJ
)UnJD6YDUHWVNDYLVDDWWHOHYHQNDQI|UHVOnHQUHOHYDQWO|VQLQJRFKPRWLYHUDGHQSnHWW
UHOHYDQWVlWW6YDUVRPLQWHO|VHUSUREOHPHW SRlQJ6YDUVRPO|VHUSUREOHPHWPHQLQWH
JHUQnJRQ LFNHFLUNXOlU PRWLYHULQJWH[´-DJVNXOOHEHUlWWDI|UGHWYRUHGHWUlWWDDWWJ|UD´
SRlQJ6YDUVRPO|VHUSUREOHPHWRFKJHUHQ LFNHFLUNXOlU PRWLYHULQJWH[´-DJVNXOOH
EHUlWWDI|UGHWlUPLQSOLNWVRPNRPSLV´ SRlQJ6YDUVRPO|VHUSUREOHPHWRFKGHVVXWRP
JHUHQvälutveckladPRWLYHULQJ WDUIOHUDDVSHNWHULEHDNWDQGH WH[´-DJVNXOOHEHUlWWDI|U
GHWlUPLQSOLNWVRPNRPSLVRFKGHWVNXOOHOnQJVLNWLJWYDUDElWWUHlYHQI|UKHQQH´ SRlQJ
)UnJD6YDUHWVNDYLVDDWWHOHYHQlUSnUlWWVSnUQlUGHWJlOOHUHQI|UVWnHOVHDY.DQWV
SOLNWHWLN6YDUVRPLQWHJ|UGHW SRlQJ6YDUVRPlUP\FNHWDOOPlQWKnOOQDWH[´PDQVND
I|OMDVLQDSOLNWHU´ SRlQJ6YDUVRPYLVDUDWWHOHYHQNDQSDUDIUDVHUDGHWNDWHJRULVND
LPSHUDWLYHW SRlQJ
)UnJD6YDUHWVNDYLVDDWWHOHYHQlUSnUlWWVSnUQlUGHWJlOOHUHQI|UVWnHOVHDYXWLOLWDULVPHQ
6YDUVRPLQWHJ|UGHW SRlQJ6YDUVRPlUP\FNHWDOOPlQWKnOOQDWH[´PDQVNDVHWLOO
NRQVHNYHQVHUQD´ SRlQJ6YDUVRPSDUDIUDVHUDU´VW|UVWDP|MOLJDO\FNDI|UVW|UVWDP|MOLJD
DQWDO´ SRlQJ
)g567$'(/(1$9()7(57(67(7
.DQLQWHVYDUDLQVWlPPHULQWHDOOV SRlQJ
,QVWlPPHUOLWHJUDQQ SRlQJ
,QVWlPPHUWLOOVWRUGHO SRlQJ
,QVWlPPHUKHOW SRlQJ







1nJUDHOHYVYDU

1HGDQUHGRYLVDVQnJUDH[HPSHOSnHOHYVYDUSnIUnJDLHIWHUWHVWHWGHO%Ge exempel på
något som är (eller skulle kunna vara) ett etiskt problem/dilemma! SRlQJ 

6YDUVRPILFNSRlQJ

´1lUGHWlUPHUlQHQSHUVRQLQEODQGDG´
´3ROLWLNDWWPnQJDW\FNHUROLND´

´DWWGHEDUDILQQVHQJXG´
´RPGHWRPIDWWDUWH[KHOD6NnQH´
´RPKRQRFKKHQQHVNRPSLVVNDKDOLNDGDQDNOlGHU´


6YDUVRPILFNSRlQJ

´(WWWnJIlUGDVPRWSHUVRQHURPPDQGUDULHQVSDNE\WHUWnJHWULNWQLQJRFKIlUGDVLVWlOOHWPRWHQGDVWHQ
SHUVRQ´

´RPKHQQHVDOWHUQDWLYDYNOlGVHOVNXOOHNXQQDNUlQNDQnJRQVnVNXOOHGHWYDUDHWWHWLVNWSUREOHP´
´RPPDQYLOOVNDGDHQDQQDQPlQQLVNDLKXYXGHWPHGHQEDQG\NOXEED´
´VWMlODLHQQ|GVLWXDWLRQ´
´$WWHWWI|UHWDJGXPSDUIDUOLJDDYIDOOLVM|DUSnYHUNDUQDWXUHQHOOHUW\SQnJRWDQQDWVRPEHU|UHOOHUSnYHUNDU
DQGUD´


6YDUVRPILFNSRlQJ

´)O\NWLQJDUYLOONRPPDKLWPHQYLKDULQJHQSODWV+XUJ|UYL"´

´)nUMDJG|GDHQWHUURULVWI|UDWWUlGGDOLYHWSnRVN\OGLJD"´
´/LVDU|NHURFKEHUlWWDUGHWWDI|UVLQSDSSD+RQEHUKRQRPDWWLQWHEHUlWWDI|UPDPPDQPHQSDSSDQYHWLQWH
KXUKDQVNDJ|UD´
´2PGHWIDWWDVVSHODUHWLOOHQODJXWWDJQLQJRFKGHNDOODULQHQVSHODUHLHIWHUKDQG'HQQDVSHODUHNlQQHUGnDWW
KDQKRQEDUDEOLULQNDOODGI|UDWWGHWIDWWDVVSHODUHRFKLQWHSnKDQVKHQQHVSUHVWDWLRQHU6NDVSHODUHQYlOMDDWW
KMlOSDVLQDODJNDPUDWHUHOOHUVWUXQWDLGHW"´
´1nQJnUXSSLYLNWRFKPDQYHWLQWHLIDOOPDQVNDVlJDHOOHULQWHVnKDQKRQE|UMDUEDQWD´



